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Spaghetti meat (SM), woody breast (WB), and white striping (WS) are myopathies that 

affect the pectoral muscle of fast-growing broiler chickens. Although reported in numerous 

countries with intensive poultry production, no studies have characterized these myopathies in 

Canada. By obtaining samples from two large processing plants in Ontario, the objectives of this 

thesis were to 1) determine the prevalence of and identify the risk factors associated with SM, 

WB, and WS in Ontario broilers; 2) characterize the morphological changes associated with 

breast myopathies by evaluating the macroscopic and histological features of affected fillets; and 

3) evaluate the transcriptomic profiles of normal and SM- or WB-affected fillets using RNA 

sequencing and droplet digital PCR.  

The prevalence of SM, severe WB, and mild or moderate WS was 36.3%, 11.8%, and 

96.0%, respectively (n = 9,250). Most (85.1%) of the fillets presented with multiple myopathies. 

Regression analyses showed that the odds of SM increased with live weight and higher 

environmental temperature during the grow-out period. The odds of WB increased with live 

weight and flock mortality rate during grow-out. Macroscopically, the odds of SM and severe 

WB were significantly associated with increased fillet thickness and weight. Histologically, 

myopathies had overlapping lesions consisting of polyphasic myodegeneration, perivascular



inflammatory cuffing, and endomysial accumulation of fibrous tissue and fat. Transcriptomic 

analysis showed that there were no differences between normal and SM fillets, while the 

transcriptomic profile of WB fillets significantly differed from both normal and SM. Most of the 

differentially expressed genes in WB fillets were involved with the extracellular environment 

and immune response.  

Taken together, our results show that the macroscopic and microscopic features of SM, 

WB and WS in our cohort were similar to those has been reported from other countries. These 

myopathies were highly prevalent in Ontario broilers, suggesting a significant economic impact 

on the Canadian poultry industry. While WS was present in most fillets, risk factor analysis 

showed that heavier broilers had an increased risk of both SM and severe WB. Lastly, lack of 

significant differences in expressed genes between normal and SM fillets suggests that SM may 

not be caused by factors intrinsic to the broiler breast muscle, but rather could be caused by 

mechanical disruption after slaughter.  
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

The consumption of chicken meat has increased worldwide due to its relatively low cost, 

ease of preparation, nutritional and dietary perception, as well as wide cultural and religious 

acceptance (Petracci and Cavani, 2012). The production of chicken meat in the world has  

increased 16.5 times, from 8,042,280 tonnes in 1961 to 133,164,127 tonnes in 2019 (FAO, 

2021). Chicken meat production in Canada has increased sevenfold, from 189,000 tonnes in 

1961 to 1,328,368 tonnes in 2019 (FAO, 2021). Likewise, the consumption of chicken meat per 

capita in Canada has doubled over 38 years, from 16.8kg in 1980 to 34.6kg in 2018 (AAFC, 

2019), with the result that chicken has become the most consumed meat in Canada (AAFC, 

2021a). 

To meet this growing demand, chickens are selectively bred for fast growth and high 

yield. Today, chickens are marketed in about half the time and at about twice the body weight 

compared to 50 years ago, with approximately a third of the amount of feed (Barbut et al., 2008; 

Zuidhof et al., 2014). Selection for these traits appears to have caused the emergence of some 

myopathies in broilers chickens, which affect mainly the breast muscle. These conditions are the 

so-called Spaghetti Meat (SM), Woody Breast (WB), and White Striping (WS), which cause loss 

of myofibers and fibrosis that lead to unwanted changes in the physicochemical characteristics of 

meat processability (Kuttappan et al., 2012a; Sihvo et al., 2014; Soglia et al., 2016b). These 

myopathies are characterized by the unraveling and splitting of muscle fibers for SM; increased 

firmness, pale color, occasional petechial hemorrhages with variable exudate on the epimysial 

surface for WB; and multiple white lines running parallel to the myofibers for WS. 
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 Broiler breast fillets have been categorized into two to four categories. SM is categorized 

as either absent (SM0) or present (SM1) based on the presence of myofiber separation. The 

severity for WB is divided into three categories, absent (WB0), moderate (WB1), and severe 

(WB2), based on firmness upon palpation of the breast fillets: WB0 has no firm areas; WB1 

shows a consistency that is moderately firm in the cranial and/or caudal areas; WB2 shows a 

consistency that is markedly firm throughout the fillets. WS is classified into four categories, 

absent (WS0), mild (WS1), moderate (WS2), and severe (WS3), based on the number and 

thickness of white stripes running parallel to the muscle fibers. 

The prevalence of these myopathies has increased in countries with intensive poultry 

production, especially during the past two decades. The prevalence of severe WB reached 12 - 

23% in Italy, Finland, and the USA (Sihvo et al., 2017; Zampiga et al., 2018b; Livingston et al., 

2019b; Xing et al., 2020), and the prevalence of SM was 29% in Italy (Zampiga et al., 2018b). 

Moreover, the prevalence of moderate WS has been reported to range from 36% to 96% in 

France, Italy, Thailand, and the USA (Kuttappan et al., 2012b; Russo et al., 2015; Alnahhas et 

al., 2016; Malila et al., 2018). The affected breast may cause economic losses due to: i) 

condemnation; ii) decreased value and yield; and iii) rejection by consumers because of 

undesirable sensory properties (see review by Petracci et al., 2019). Resulting economic losses 

are estimated to be more than $1 billion per year in North America alone (Barbut, 2020).  

Although myopathies occur more commonly in fast-growing and heavy-weight broilers, 

suggesting a genetic component, specific risk factors for these myopathies are incompletely 

understood. Additional risk factors, which affect meat quality, are likely involved, such as bird 

demographics (e.g., age, sex, breed [Kuttappan et al., 2013a; Chen et al., 2019; Aguirre et al., 
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2020]); husbandry practices (e.g., feed, vaccination and medication [Chung et al., 2021]); 

environment (e.g., temperature, humidity [Xing et al., 2019]); and specific conditions at 

processing plants (lairage time, processing method, kill-to-deboning time [Gao et al., 2008]).  

Despite Canada’s modern poultry industry, and the processing industry reporting 

anecdotally chicken breast myopathies, there are no published data about the morphological 

characterization, estimated prevalence or risk factors associated with myopathies in Canadian 

broiler flocks. Similarly, very little information is available about SM in the international 

literature, likely since this is a recently described condition.    

1.1  Research objectives 

This Ph.D. thesis aims to contribute to the understanding of chicken breast myopathies in 

Canada through 1) estimating the prevalence of myopathies and associated risk factors; 2) 

characterization of macroscopic and histological features of affected breast fillets; and 3) 

evaluation of differentially expressed genes among normal, SM-, and WB- affected fillets using 

RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) and droplet digital (dd)PCR. 

It was hypothesized that 1) broiler breast fillets sampled from processing plants that 

represent Ontario show changes compatible with SM, WB and WS; 2) there are risk factors that 

have a significant impact on the occurrence of these myopathies; 3) macroscopic characteristics 

and physical properties (i.e., surface area, length, width, weight, height, compression force), as 

well as histological characteristics (myodegeneration, inflammation, lipidosis, fibrosis) in breasts 

affected with SM, WB, and WS are similar to those reported for myopathies in other countries; 

4) lastly, SM- and WB-affected breast fillets have gene expression profiles that are different 
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from those in control fillets. Pursuant to these hypotheses, we propose the following specific 

objectives:  

Objective 1 

Determine the prevalence and analyze the risk factors associated with SM, WB, and WS 

in broilers by assessing 10,000 fillets in two processing plants in Ontario in 2019 and 

2020.  

See Chapter 3: Prevalence of Breast Muscle Myopathies (Spaghetti Meat, Woody Breast, 

White Striping) and Associated Risk Factors in Broiler Chickens from Ontario Canada 

Objective 2 

Characterize the morphological changes associated with breast myopathies by evaluating 

the macroscopic and histological features of 180 fillets, sampled from two processing 

plants in Ontario in 2019.  

See Chapter 4: Characteristics of Broiler Chicken Breast Myopathies (Spaghetti Meat, 

Woody Breast, White Striping) in Ontario, Canada 

Objective 3 

Evaluate the transcriptomic profiles of normal, SM-, and WB-affected fillets from a 

cohort of 32 fillets sampled from a processing plant in using RNA seq and ddPCR.  

See Chapter 5: Detection of Differentially Expressed Genes in Broiler Pectoralis major 

Muscle Affected by Spaghetti Meat and Woody Breast 
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Chapter 2. Literature review 

2.1 Microscopic anatomy and organization of the avian muscle 

The myofiber is the cellular and functional unit of the muscle. Depending on the type and 

structure of the myofibers, three types of muscle are recognized: smooth muscle, cardiac muscle, 

skeletal muscle. Smooth muscle is found in systems of the body with autonomic function. Thus, 

smooth muscle is a major component of the wall of organs of the digestive and urogenital 

systems and most blood vessels. The fibers have a single, centrally located nucleus. (Cadot and 

Gomes, 2015). Cardiac muscle provides for the continuous rhythmic contractility of the heart. 

Cardiac muscle is characterized by fibers with visible striations like a skeletal muscle, but have 

only one or two central nuclei per cell. Cardiocytes connect with each other through intercalated 

discs that are part of the sarcolemma and contain two structures important in cardiac muscle 

contraction: desmosomes and gap junctions. Through the gap junctions, cardiac muscle can 

transmit action potentials quickly and coordinate contraction of the entire heart. This network of 

electrically connected cardiocytes create a functional unit of contraction called a syncytium, 

fused mass of cells (Akers and Denbow, 2013). 

Since our research objectives were to investigate characteristics of broiler breast 

myopathies, which mainly affect P. major, this literature review focuses on skeletal muscle. The 

skeletal muscle is responsible for producing the voluntary (conscious) movements of the skeleton 

and head. Skeletal muscles are made up of myofibers, which are variable in both diameter and 

length. Myofibers are long tubular cells that have numerous nuclei located below the sarcolemma 

(Akers and Denbow, 2013). Skeletal muscles consist of myofibers sheathed by connective tissue.  

There are three types of connective tissue: the endomysium surrounds single muscle fibers; the 
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perimysium compartmentalizes muscle in fiber bundles (fascicle); and the epimysium covers the 

whole muscle mass (Listrat et al., 2016). Blood vessels and nerves enter the epimysium, 

perimysium, and endomysium. Basal lamina links the myofiber to endomysial connective tissue 

(Carlson, 2019). The epimysium becomes continuous with that of tendons and muscle 

attachment (Velleman, 2019); see Figure 2.1 (a). 

The cytoplasm of the myofiber (also called sarcoplasm) is packed with myofibril, 

specialized cytoskeletal proteins with contractile function, the T-tubular system, sarcoplasmic 

reticulum, lysosomes, glycogen granules, fat droplets, and mitochondria. The T-tubular system 

represent tubular invaginations of the sarcolemma (plasma membrane of muscle fiber) that are 

repeated periodically throughout the length of the myofibers. The T tubules are in close 

proximity with specialized areas of the sarcoplasmic reticulum that shows typical cisternal 

arrangement; each pair of terminal cisternae and a T tubule forms a triad (Cadot and Gomes, 

2015). 

The myofibrils create a periodic light and dark pattern that repeats throughout the length 

of the myofibers. A sarcomere is a contractile unit within the myofibril. The sarcomere consists 

of two types of myofilaments: thick filaments and thin filaments. Thick filaments are composed 

of myosin with two heavy chains and four light chains of amino acid. The thin filament has three 

proteins: actin, tropomyosin, and troponin. Actin molecules are double helix structure. 

Tropomyosin molecules intertwine with actin. Troponin attaches to tropomyosin and lies within 

the groove between actin filaments in muscle tissue (Frandson et al., 2009).  

Thick and thin myofilaments overlap in a darker A (anisotropic) band. In contrast, only 

thin myofilaments are seen in I (isotropic) bands. The thin filament is attached to the Z line, 
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which is composed on alpha-actinin. The segment of a myofibril between the adjacent Z line is 

the sarcomere (i.e., the smallest contracting unit). The central zone between the ends of the thin 

filaments is the H band, where thick filaments do not interdigitate with thick filaments. The M 

line is a thin dense line in the H band (Frappier and Eurell, 2013); see Figure 2.1 (b). Proteins in 

the M line play roles in actin dynamics, proteosomal degradation, metabolism and signal 

transduction: myomesin is a key structural protein of the M line; muscle-specific ring finger 

protein is involved in muscle atrophy and regulating hypertrophic signaling; obscurin anchors the 

sarcomere to the sarcoplasmic reticulum (Henderson et al., 2017). 

Birds have adapted for flight, and their body has a unique structure. Most of the muscles 

in birds are on the ventral aspect of the body, and the dorsal musculature is relatively scant. The 

main flight muscles are the pectoralis and the supracoracoideus (Velleman and McFarland, 

2015). The supracoracoideus muscle (Pectoralis minor) is used to raise the wing up (upstroke), 

and the pectoralis muscle (Pectoralis major) lowers the wings (downstroke) (Biewener, 2011). 

These two muscles compose the breast region of broilers. The P. major, which shows the 

increase in muscle depth, is the predominantly affected muscle in broiler breast myopathies 

(Lilburn et al., 2019). 

2.1.1 Collagen architecture in the pectoralis muscle of broilers 

A total of 28 different collagen types have been identified, and 11 of these (I, III, IV, V, 

VI, XII, XIII, XIV, XV, XVIII, and XXII) are present in skeletal muscle (Csapo et al., 2020). 

Types I and III collagen, fibril-forming collagen, are most abundant in the muscle connective 

tissue (Light and Champion, 1984). Types I and III collagens tend to be found together within 
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the same collagen fibril, and it was suggested that type III collagen is essential for collagen I 

fibrillogenesis (Liu et al. 1997). 

Preprocollagen, an alpha-peptide chain with a single sequence, is translated from mRNA 

on ribosomes. After hydroxylation in endoplasmic reticulum of the fibroblast, pre-procollagen is 

released from ribosomes for glycosylation. Then, the released procollagen self assembles with 

two other propeptides and a triple helix is formed. After procollagen assembly, the triple-helical 

molecules are packaged within the Golgi compartment into secretory vesicles and released into 

the extracellular matrix (Gelse et al., 2003). Following the secretion, the procollagen N-

proteinase and the procollagen C-proteinase remove the N- and C- terminal domains, forming 

tropocollagen (Canty and Kadler, 2005). Tropocollagen binds to other tropocollagens to form a 

collagen fibril, which is stabilized by covalent intra- and inter-molecular covalent cross-linking. 

Collagen fibrils are then spun together into collagen fibers (Yamauchi and Sricholpech, 2012).  

Mazzoni et al. (2020) indicated that abnormalities in collagen type III and its precursor 

(procollagen type III) might result in the development of WB and SM evidenced by increased 

immunoreactivity for procollagen type III and collagen type III. Maharjan et al. (2020) 

demonstrated that both fractional (insoluble and soluble) synthesis and degradation of collagen 

decrease over the age of broilers using a stable isotope of 1-13C proline as a metabolic tracer 

through the flooding method (bolus injection). However, the fractional synthesis rate for both 

insoluble and soluble collagen remained higher than the degradation rate, suggesting collagen 

accretes during the grow-out period. Moreover, total collagen content in the P. major in market-

age broilers was incremented, suggesting that myofibers are degenerated and replaced by 

collagenous tissues subsequently. 
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The basal lamina, which connects endomysium and myofiber sarcolemma, primarily 

consists of type IV collagen (Sanes, 2003). It was suggested that several encoding genes for 

extracellular matrix components such as collagen type IV, laminin, and fibulin are 

interconnected (Bordini et al., 2021). Chickens experimentally fed high-energy diets showed 

thick perimysium with large collagen fibers composed of compact accumulated fibrils (Roy et 

al., 2006). Moreover, Tonniges et al. (2018) reported that the collagen fibril bundles in WB 

affected P. major tissues had a larger diameter than those in non-affected tissues. Furthermore, 

Sanden et al. (2021) demonstrated that poorly packed fibrils were observed in both WB- and 

SM-affected samples, while tightly packed collagen fibrils were observed in normal samples. 

Interestingly, the authors indicated that collagen fibers in SM were thinner, fewer, and shorter 

than those of normal samples, suggesting a low degree of maturation in SM tissues (Sanden et 

al., 2021).  

2.1.2 Mechanism of myofiber contraction  

Skeletal muscle can be contracted when an action potential, an electrical signal, is 

generated on the sarcolemma. When a neuronal action potential travels along the axon of a motor 

neuron and neuromuscular junction, the axon terminal releases acetylcholine. The acetylcholine 

molecules quickly diffuse across the synaptic cleft and bind to nicotinic acetylcholine receptors 

in the motor end-plate of the sarcolemma. Once acetylcholine binds to its receptors, then sodium 

(a positively charged cation) can pass through into the muscle fiber, causing it to depolarize 

(membrane electric potential of the muscle fiber becomes less negative). The action potential 

travels along T tubules through the muscle fiber. When the action potential along the 

sarcolemma spreads, calcium ions are released from the sarcoplasmic reticulum (i.e., cysterns) to 
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the sarcoplasm of muscle fiber and into the myofibrils. The increase in Ca2+ causes the 

interaction of thick and thin filaments (Frandson et al., 2009). 

Calcium ions from the sarcoplasmic reticulum initiate muscle contractions. When Ca2+ 

enters the sarcoplasm, Ca2+ binds to troponin so that tropomyosin can slide away from the 

binding sites on the actin strands. Then, myosin heads bind to the exposed binding site and form 

a cross-bridge. Binding of the myosin head to actin leads to the release of ADP and phosphate, 

which were previously bound to the myosin head. The thin filaments are pulled toward the center 

of the sarcomere (sliding filament model of muscle contraction). When another ATP molecule 

binds to the myosin head, it detaches from actin, breaking the cross-bridge and resuming its 

resting angle. Muscle contraction continues when there is an excess of Ca2+ in the sarcoplasm, 

but when the effect of the action potential on the sarcolemma ends, the Ca2+ is reabsorbed into 

the sarcoplasmic reticulum against a gradient (energy dependent). Then tropomyosin once more 

blocks the binding sites on the actin molecules, and contraction ceases (Frandson et al., 2009). 

2.1.3 Types of muscle fibers in avian musculature  

Based on their metabolic activity, skeletal muscle fibers can be divided into three types: 

(1) slow-oxidative (SO), type I or red fiber; (2) fast-glycolic (FG), type IIB or white fiber; and 

(3) fast, oxidative/glycolytic (FOG), type IIA or intermediate fiber (Velleman and McFarland, 

2015). The SO (type I) muscle fibers contain abundant mitochondria. They also have a large 

content of myoglobin, an intracellular storage site for oxygen, which accounts for the red color 

of such fibers. The SO fibers are mainly relying on aerobic metabolism. Type I fibers contract 

slowly (slow twitch) but can contract for long periods of time. In contrast, the FG (type II) 

muscle fibers contain few mitochondria and relatively little myoglobin. These muscle fibers are, 
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however, rich in glycogen and glycolytic enzymes. These characteristics account for the ‘white’ 

color of such fibers. The FG fibers use predominantly anaerobic pathways. Anaerobic fibers 

predominate in muscles responsible for intense but sporadic contraction. Type II fibers contract 

quickly (fast-twitch) but are more susceptible to fatigue while FOG fibers can use oxidative 

metabolism and are resistant to fatigue, but also use carbohydrates during anaerobic metabolism. 

(Velleman and McFarland, 2015). 

Most muscles contain a mixture of fiber types, however, a relative abundance of these 

types determines what is referred to as dark (red) or white muscle. Pectoralis muscle has mostly 

FG fibers, and therefore can be considered white muscle. Smith and Fletcher (1988) reported that 

SO fibers were not observed in either P. major and P. minor of broiler samples but that muscle 

fibers in P. major were exclusively FG type, and that the percentage of FOG was less than 

0.01%. Muscle fibers in P. minor were mostly FG type and the percentage of FOG was 1.8%.   

2.2 Response of the muscle to injury 

Muscle necrosis is also referred to as myodegeneration or hyaline degeneration (Cooper 

and Valentine, 2015).  Necrosis is caused by many different aetiologies, including ischemia, 

trauma, inflammatory myopathies, among others. When muscle fibers undergo myodegeneration, 

the myofiber loses cross striation, and the sarcoplasm condenses and becomes fragmented. 

Nuclei become centralized (as opposed to peripheral) and sometimes the sarcoplasm is 

vacuolated. Subsequently, macrophages phagocytize the degenerate and dead portion of the 

muscle fiber (Cooper and Valentine, 2015). In WB lesions, there is polyphasic myodegeneration, 

and perivascular infiltration by inflammatory cells such as lymphocytes, macrophages, and 

occasional heterophils (Sihvo et al., 2014). When sarcolemma is destroyed, creatine kinase (CK) 
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and aspartate aminotransferase (AST) leak from the cell into the extracellular fluid and 

eventually into the blood (Cooper and Valentine, 2015). The enzyme CK has a relatively short 

half-life (approximately 2-4 hrs), whereas AST has a longer half-life of up to 48 hrs. Thus, both 

serum CK and AST are persistently increased in polyphasic injury (i.e., on-going damage) 

(Smith et al., 2013). 

Muscle injury reaction is categorized into four categories: i) focal monophasic reactions 

(an isolated single injury); ii) multifocal monophasic reactions (multiple single insults localized 

in time); focal polyphasic reactions (repeated – usually mechanical – injury in the same site); iv) 

multifocal polyphasic reactions (continued insults applied over a prolonged time on multiple 

areas) (Cooper and Valentine, 2015). 

When muscle fibers degenerate, an inflammatory response is stimulated with an influx of  

neutrophils (counterpart to the avian heterophils), followed by infiltration of macrophages, which 

are derived from circulating monocytes (Genovese et al., 2013). Two types of macrophages are 

involved in the inflammatory response. The initial macrophages are pro-inflammatory (M1 

macrophages), release tumor necrosis factor (TNF) and interleukin (IL) 1 and phagocytose 

debris. Those macrophages switch into anti-inflammatory phenotype (M2 macrophages) that 

release IL 10 and resolve inflammation while promoting differentiation of muscle precursor 

cells. Furthermore, macrophages promote satellite cell activation and proliferation, which are 

necessary for muscle regeneration (Cooper and Valentine, 2015).  

Satellite cells are located between the sarcolemma and the basal lamina of healthy fibers 

in a resting and quiescent state. After a basal lamina breakage, fiber damage induces the 

activation of satellite cells since nuclei of myofibers cannot divide. Satellite cells then undergo 
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mitotic division, macrophages remove the sarcoplasmic debris, the satellite cells become 

myoblasts and fuse with themselves or with other myofibers producing new sarcomeres. 

Subsequently, dead segments of the myoblasts are replaced by regenerating muscle fibers that 

have a row of internal nuclei. The integrity of the basal lamina, which is used as a scaffold for 

muscle regeneration, together with satellite cells, determines how effective regeneration will be 

and whether the outcome will be the regeneration of myofibers, fibrous replacement, or a 

mixture of the two. When basal lamina and satellite cells are intact, rapid and efficient 

regenerative repair can occur (Morgan and Partridge, 2003; Sciorati et al., 2015). 

When sarcolemmal tubes have longer and more numerous gaps (multiple sites of 

damage), there is more chance for deviation in muscle repair. The most important factors for 

successful repair are the viability of nuclei of satellite cells and the integrity of the basal lamina. 

Muscle fibrosis is the end result of tissue injury, resulting in scar formation due to an excessive 

accumulation of extracellular matrix components, particularly collagen (Mann et al., 2011; 

Cooper and Valentine, 2015; Sciorati et al., 2015). 

During muscle injury, fibroblasts are essential for regeneration because they can serve as 

support for muscle fibers, nerves, and vessels. Moreover, fibroblasts secrete chemotactic factors 

that enable the migration of activated satellite stem cells. However, during persistent injury and 

ongoing inflammation, macrophages continue to secrete pro-inflammatory cytokines. Finally, in 

chronic muscle injury, myogenic cells can switch to a fibroblast phenotype to produce collagen, 

or to an adipocyte phenotype to generate adipose tissue. Thus, in chronic degeneration, muscle 

tissues are replaced by collagenous fibrous tissue and/or adipose tissue (Mann et al., 2011). 
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2.3 Macroscopic morphology and microscopic characteristics of myopathies 

White striping (WS) is characterized by white lines that represent abnormal deposition of 

adipose tissue of variable thickness parallel to the direction of the muscle fibers in broiler breast 

(Kuttappan et al., 2013c). Breast fillets affected by WB have a hardened consistency, out-bulging 

shape, pale color, petechial hemorrhage, and exudate (Sihvo et al., 2014). In SM, there is 

separation of myofibers due to an altered structural integrity of the broiler breast muscle (Baldi et 

al., 2018). These myopathies occur alone or together, and the lesion is mainly manifest in the 

cranial superficial area of the breast fillets (Soglia et al., 2019).  

Visual examination and palpation of broiler breast muscle have been used to classify the 

severity of WS and/or WB (Kuttappan et al., 2013c; Sihvo et al., 2017). Breasts with WS can be 

categorized into four grades: normal, mild, moderate, and severe. WS0 (normal, no white 

striation on the surface of fillets); WS1 (1 to 40 white lines with the thickness of <1 mm); WS2 

(more than 40 white lines or 1 to 5 line(s) with the thickness of 1.0 mm to 1.9 mm); and WS3 

(severe, more than 5 lines with the thickness of 1.0 mm to1.9 mm or at least 1 line with thickness 

≥2.0 mm) (Malila et al., 2018). There are three main severity ranks of WB (Papah et al., 2017; 

Petracci et al., 2017; Sihvo et al., 2017): WB0 (normal, without any hardness or paleness areas); 

WB1 (moderately affected firm texture in cranial and/or caudal areas); WB2 (severely affected 

with firm texture throughout the fillets). The SM myopathy is characterized by the separation of 

muscle fiber in the cranial area, which is usually observed after deboning. To gauge the tendency 

of myofibers to lose cohesion, a pinching method leading to a three-tier classification system was 

proposed: SM0 (normal cohesion between myofibers after pinching), SM1 (moderately affected 

loose structure), and SM2 (severely affected showing superficial lacerations). This pinching is 
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commonly carried out on the cranial area of breast fillets, however this assessment remains 

highly subjective due to lack of standardization in the force applied to the muscle (Sirri et al., 

2016; Zampiga et al., 2018b). 

In SM affected P. major, there were round myofibers with variable sizes. The number of 

myofibers was reduced, and the space between myofibers had expanded (Baldi et al., 2018). The 

histological changes of WS included the degeneration of myofibers, moderate and multifocal 

necrosis of myofibers, and infiltration of macrophages and a few heterophils (Ferreira et al., 

2014). Moreover, fibrous tissues infiltrating the interstitial space were observed from WS 

affected P. major muscles (Kuttappan et al., 2013c). Furthermore, WS affected muscles showed 

abundant interstitial adipose tissue infiltration and round myofibers instead of polygonal 

myofibers (Baldi et al., 2018). In WB affected fillets, Sihvo et al. (2017) indicated that 

macroscopic and histological scoring were significantly correlated. Severe WB had a severe 

myodegeneration score, which increased with the age of birds. Fibrosis was observed starting at 

35 d of age. In broilers older than 35 d, severe myodegeneration was usually accompanied by 

moderate to marked interstitial edema, loose immature connective tissues, and fibrosis. The 

occurrence of vasculitis and perivascular cell infiltration was significantly associated with 

occurrence of WB. Likewise, vasculitis and perivascular infiltrations were also significantly 

associated with higher myodegeneration scores. Similarly, Papah et al. (2017) demonstrated that 

histological changes of WB were observed as early as the first week after hatch, even though 

WB was not macroscopically evident until 4 week of age. Localized phlebitis in the endomysium 

were observed in week 1, and focal single myofibril degeneration was observed in week 2. Then, 

an inflammatory response started in week 3. Multifocal to diffuse myodegeneration, necrosis, 
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interstitial edema, and lipid and inflammatory cell infiltrations, myofiber nuclear rowing were 

observed in week 4. Lastly, diffuse myodegeneration, necrosis, fibrosis, and fatty infiltration 

were observed in weeks 5 – 7. The authors indicated that histological changes preceded the 

detectable clinical signs, evidenced by phlebitis from week 1 when no macroscopic changes were 

observed. 

In summary, the affected tissues share common histological changes: the variable 

reduced size of myofiber diameters and deviation from the normal polygonal shape in cross-

section (atrophy); heterophils in myofibers as well as endo- and perimysium at the early stage of 

inflammation, as opposed to perivascular lymphocytes and phagocytic macrophages in the 

perivascular area at the later stage of inflammation; regeneration characterized by myofibers with 

hyperchromatic cytoplasm (basophilic) and centralized rows of nuclei and splitting of muscle 

fibers; thickened interstitium showing connective tissues and adipose tissues  (Kuttappan et al., 

2013c; Sihvo et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2019). 

In addition to histopathology, histomorphometry has been conducted to understand in 

greater detail the morphological changes of tissues affected by WB. Sihvo et al. (2018) assessed 

the difference of micro-vessel density between unaffected muscles and two areas affected by WB 

(cranial area with hardened consistency and caudal area with unhardened consistency) in young 

(18 d and 24 d) and market age (35 d and 38 d) broiler chickens. The authors reported that 

significant differences in blood vessel number and myofiber areas were observed between the 

young and market age broilers: lower vessel numbers in market age broilers than young broilers; 

lower myofiber area in market age broiler than young broilers. Blood vessel numbers were lower 

in the cranial areas from WB affected birds than those from unaffected birds or caudal areas in 
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young broilers, whereas no statistical differences of vessel number were observed in market age 

broilers. The myofiber area was significantly higher in the unaffected cases than both affected 

cranial and caudal areas in young broilers. Likewise, the myofiber area in market age birds was 

significantly higher in unaffected birds than in cranial areas from affected birds. These findings 

suggest that WB-affected broilers experience a reduction of blood supply in the P. major muscle. 

The sarcomere is the contractile unit composed of actin and myosin filament. Velleman et 

al. (2018) demonstrated that WB-affected muscle is characterized by an increase in small 

diameter myofibers with decreased sarcomere organization, suggesting that disorganization of 

sarcomere structure will affect the function of the P. major muscle as well as meat quality. Liu et 

al. (2020) also indicated that the sarcomere volume of WB was 40% bigger than those of 

controls. However, the relative content of the contractile proteins actin and myosin was 

unchanged. Puolanne et al. (2021) compared the sarcomere lengths between WB and normal P. 

major muscles, including cranial and medial area, as well as surface and deep layers. The 

sarcomere lengths of WB were longer than normal muscles (1.93 um vs. 1.88 um). Moreover, the 

surface layer had longer sarcomere lengths than the deeper layer. The authors suggested that an 

imbalance in sarcomere lengths in different parts of the breast muscle may induce a reduction in 

the functionality and strength of the muscle. 

2.4  Physicochemical properties of myopathies 

2.4.1 Physicochemical changes  

The chemical composition of broiler breast affected with WB, WS or SM is different 

from that of normal breast tissues. Fat and collagen concentrations are higher in WS-affected 
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fillets compared to normal tissues, whereas protein concentrations were lower in WS affected 

breast muscles (Lorenzi et al., 2014; Soglia et al., 2016b; Baldi et al., 2018; Malila et al., 2018).  

Petracci et al. (2014) reported an increase in collagen concentrations in breasts with WS, 

whereas Baldi et al. (2019) indicated that collagen concentrations were not different between 

normal and WS affected fillets. In addition, Baldi et al. (2019) measured hydroxyproline weight 

to infer the amount of intramuscular collagen and found that collagen concentrations was higher 

in WB-affected fillets than normal or SM samples, whereas there were no differences in collagen 

concentration between normal and SM samples. Another study showed that the total protein 

concentrations decreased when WS severity increased, while lipid concentrations showed a 

reverse trend (Kuttappan et al., 2012a). 

WB-affected breast muscles have similar features: reduced protein concentrations and 

increased lipid concentrations. The collagen concentrations in the affected and unaffected breast 

muscles differed between studies, as some investigators showed higher concentrations in affected 

compared to normal breasts, while there were no statistically significant differences in other 

studies (Soglia et al., 2016b; Wold et al., 2017; Cai et al., 2018).  

 The moisture concentration of WS-affected breast muscles was not different from those 

of normal muscles (Kuttappan et al., 2012a; Lorenzi et al., 2014), whereas the moisture 

concentration of WB-affected breast muscles was lower than those of normal fillets (Wold et al., 

2017). These chemical composition changes might be the result of the replacement of myofibers 

by adipose tissue and edema as well as inflammation (Clark and Velleman, 2017; Petracci et al., 

2019). 
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Baldi et al. (2019) reported that protein concentrations were lower in SM samples than 

normal samples, whereas moisture concentrations were higher in SM samples than normal 

samples. Interestingly, no statistical differences were observed in lipid concentrations between 

SM and normal samples (Baldi et al., 2019). 

2.4.2 Effects of broiler breast myopathies on the functionality of fillet meat 

The functional properties of meat include the ability of the myofibrillar proteins to hold 

water, emulsify lipids and form stable gels (see review by Petracci et al., 2019). In other words, 

meat protein functionality is dependent on the amino acid composition, the three-dimensional 

structure and the complex fibrillar architecture of the intact muscle (Pearce et al., 2011). 

Moreover, protein oxidation and carbonylation affect the ability of meat proteins to interact with 

lipids and water, resulting in meat quality (Estévez, 2011). 

WB has a negative impact on the functionality such as impaired marinade uptake and 

reduced ability to hold water under both raw (increased drip loss) and heat treatment conditions 

(increased cooking loss) (Mudalal et al., 2015; Dalle Zotte et al., 2017; Dalgaard et al., 2018). 

Dalgaard et al. (2018) reported that intramuscular and surface pH were increased in WB, leading 

to a decreased water holding capacity due to the reduced net charges of the muscle proteins 

(Bowker and Zhuang, 2015; Dalgaard et al., 2018). 

The water loss in WB affected breast muscle might be due to the increase of collagen and 

proteoglycans in tissues during storing and cooking. At a molecular level, proteins have also 

been found to be affected by the underlying oxidative stress during the onset of WB (Petracci et 

al., 2019). Total protein carbonyls (an indicator of protein oxidation) were measured in WB 

affected breast muscles and there was a timely connection between the extent of protein 
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oxidation and the proportion and mobility of the extra myofibrillar water fraction (Soglia et al., 

2016a). As the oxidative damage to meat proteins has been found to impair their ability to hold 

water and to form emulsions and gels (Estévez, 2015), this condition may also contribute to 

impairing the functionality of WB muscles (Petracci et al., 2019). 

The impact of WS on cooking loss is contradictory. There were no major effects of 

severe WS condition on protein functionality as measured by cooking loss (Kuttappan et al., 

2013c). Moreover, no significant differences were observed between WS and normal 

myofibrillar protein solubility, water uptake, and cooking loss between WS and normal chicken 

breasts. On the contrary, higher cooking losses in severe WS compared to normal breasts were 

reported in other studies (Petracci et al., 2013; Lorenzi et al., 2014; Alnahhas et al., 2016). 

Bowker and Zhuang (2016) demonstrated impaired water holding capacity attributed to altered 

quantity (reduced concentration of myofibrillar proteins) and quality (increased extent of 

carbonylation) of proteins in WS muscles. 

A nuclear magnetic resonance relaxation analysis revealed a higher proportion of extra-

myofibrillar water in the superficial (ventral) area of SM samples, not deep (dorsal) area of the 

sample, which likely translated into reduced water holding capacity. These samples also had a 

higher concentration of oxidized proteins than normal breast fillets, supporting a likely influence 

of the chemical state of meat proteins on protein functionality (Baldi et al., 2018). 

2.5 Occurrence of SM, WB, WS in different countries 

Table 2.1 shows the prevalence of myopathies in different countries. The most common 

of the three myopathies, WS, overall affects more than half of breast fillets in studies from 
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France, Italy, Thailand, and the USA. The overall prevalence was more than 50%, and severe 

WS affected around 5% to 30% of all breast muscles in broilers 42 – 52 d of age at slaughter 

(Kuttappan et al., 2012a; Lorenzi et al., 2014; Russo et al., 2015; Alnahhas et al., 2016; Malila et 

al., 2018; Zampiga et al., 2018b; Livingston et al., 2019a). Previous reports identified the 

prevalence of moderate WB to be between 31% to 77%, with 17% being affected severely in 

broilers 42- 43 d of age (Sihvo et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2018; Zampiga et al., 2018b; Livingston 

et al., 2019a). A study carried out in Italy in 2018 showed that 6% and 29% of breast fillets had 

severe and moderate SM for broilers 43 d of age, respectively (Zampiga et al., 2018b). These 

myopathies often occurred together, leading to a combination of myopathies of different 

severities (Petracci et al., 2019). In general, the prevalence of each myopathy varied by country 

and study, which might in part be due to different breeds, ages, and live weights of broilers. 

Moreover, the differences in prevalence might be because the classification criteria were not 

standardized among studies (Petracci et al., 2019).  

The classification of SM was based on pinching the cranial area of breast fillets (Sirri et 

al., 2016; Zampiga et al., 2018b). However, the pinching method is not likely objective because 

the force applied to the muscle might not be standardized. Likewise, WB classification also relies 

on the palpation of breast fillets to evaluate firmness (Sihvo et al., 2017). The evaluation could 

be inconsistent depending on the scorer’s tactile sensitivity. Kuttappan et al. (2016) used four 

categories of WS: normal for no distinct white lines; moderate WS for apparently visible small 

white lines < 1mm; severe WS for large white lines very visible on the fillet surface; extreme 

WS for thick white bands > 2mm covering the almost entire surface of fillets. The subjective 

classification might affect the prevalence of SM, WB, and WS in the world. 
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2.6 Broiler production cycle in Canada, and identification of possible factors 

associated with myopathies 

The unique feature of the Canadian broiler industry is that the national supply 

management system under the Farm Products Agencies Act regulates domestic production and 

imports of broiler chicken and broiler hatching eggs (Laws, 2021a). Unlike in the USA, chicken 

farmers are not vertically integrated from feed mills into the processing industries. In Canada, 

2,837 chicken farmers produced 1.27 billion kilograms of chicken in 2020 (AAFC, 2021a).  

Chicken production in Canada is controlled through a quota system. Representatives of 

chicken farmers, poultry processors, and the foodservice sector establish production levels by 

considering several forecast data, including imports, stocks, retail and foodservice sales, 

wholesale, and retail prices, competing protein prices, world production conditions, feed prices, 

and exchange rates (Lupescu, 2019). Subsequently, the Chicken Farmers of Canada allocates the 

total national quota volume to each of the 10 Canadian provinces, then provincial-level broiler 

chicken farmer organizations allocate the production quota to individual farmers in the province 

(Lupescu, 2019). Thus, broiler chicken farmers must purchase a quota to produce and market 

chicken broiler meat (Laws, 2021b). In Ontario, chicken farmers cannot raise more than 300 

broiler chickens a year without holding a quota (CFO, 2021). Ontario is the largest broiler 

chicken-producing province in Canada, accounting for 34.6% of the total production, followed 

by Quebec which accounts for 26.5% of the total production. The average live market weight of 

broiler chickens in Canada was 1.7 kg in 2020 (CFIA, 2021a), whereas the average live market 

weight of broilers in the USA was 2.9 kg (6.4 lbs) in 2020 (NCC, 2021). 
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According to the CFIA, there are 49 broiler hatcheries in Canada (AAFC, 2021b). Under 

the supply management system, 79% of hatching eggs and chicks are domestically sourced, and 

21% of broiler hatching eggs and chicks are imported from the USA under the regulations of the 

United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement (USMCA) and the World Trade Organization (WTO) 

(USTR, 2020; Laws, 2021b). 

In the hatchery, fertile eggs are stored at approximately 15 – 20oC to prevent the embryo 

from developing (Fasenko et al., 2015). The duration of pre-incubation egg storage longer than 7 

d has negative impacts on hatchability (Fasenko et al., 2015) as well as chick quality and the 

growth rate of chickens (Goliomytis et al., 2015). Moreover, increased incubation temperatures 

during late incubation, as well as mid or late hatching (as compared to early) reduced the severity 

of myodegeneration in broilers later in life (Clark et al., 2017). Furthermore, WB was more 

prevalent in broilers hatched from egg stored longer (8 to 14 d) compared to short storage (1 to 7 

d) before incubation (Livingston et al., 2019a). 

Hatching eggs are incubated at approximately 38oC and 55 – 60% relative humidity, and 

the total incubation time is 21 days (Sozcu and Ipek, 2015). At day 18 of incubation, the eggs are 

transferred from the setter to the hatcher, where they will hatch on day 21. In many hatcheries, 

eggs are vaccinated in-ovo for Marek’s disease at 18 days of incubation (Tejeda et al., 2020), and 

at one day of age the chicks are processed, and usually spray vaccinated against infectious 

bronchitis virus and coccidia, although vaccination plans can vary. Chicks are transferred to 

shipping boxes and trucked to growing farms. In the growing farm, broilers are vaccinated 

against different pathogens including infectious bronchitis, infectious bursal disease, Newcastle 

disease, and coccidiosis depending on the history of disease on the farm or in the region (CPC, 
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2021). Different vaccination schedule against Newcastle disease, infectious bronchitis, and 

infectious bursal disease affected the body weight and meat quality such as cooking loss and drip 

loss (Chung et al., 2021). Gautier et al. (2020) reported that the body weight gain and feed intake 

were lower in coccidiosis vaccinated broilers than those of unvaccinated broilers from d 0 to d 

20. However, when broilers vaccinated for coccidiosis were fed with the high amino acid density 

diet during the starter period (from d 0 to d 10), broilers improve growth performance (Cloft et 

al., 2019). 

When broilers are ready to be shipped to processing plants, feeders are lifted to allow 

time for the evacuation of intestinal contents to reduce the faecal contamination of carcass during 

slaughtering (Petracci et al., 2010). The recommended period without feed prior to slaughter is 

between 8 and 12 hours  Water is provided during catching to prevent the dehydration of broilers 

and to facilitate clearing the gastro-intestinal tract (Bilgili, 2002). 

Broilers arrive at the processing plant by trucks in crates or modules (Cockram et al., 

2019). The maximum number of broiler chickens allowed in 0.5m2 crates (24'' x 34'') are as 

follows; when broilers are 2.00kg, a maximum of 16 broilers can be loaded, whereas when 

broilers are 2.80kg broilers, a maximum of 11 broilers can be loaded (PIC, 2020). Mitchell and 

Kettlewell (1998) predicted that heat stress, which is influenced by external climatic conditions 

such as temperature and humidity, is increased during transport. When broilers were transported 

long distances and exposed to cold temperatures, the mortality risk, expressed as the percentage 

of dead-on-arrival birds, was increased (Caffrey et al., 2017). Season also affected the percentage 

of dead-on arrivals with higher incidence being observed during the summer (Petracci et al., 

2006). High stocking density in transport crates increased the concentration of plasma 
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corticosterone, which indicates stress (Delezie et al., 2007) and could impact meat quality (Xing 

et al., 2019). At the arrival at the processing plant, crates are unloaded and held prior to slaughter 

in lairage or holding sheds (Bilgili, 2002). Long lairage causing stress may also result in higher 

tissue pH and increased occurrence of dark, firm, and dry meat (Rodrigues et al., 2017). It has 

also been suggested that stressful events before slaughter may affect meat quality with increased 

proteolysis following the increased corticosterone level (Gao et al., 2008; Xing et al., 2019). 

Proteolytic degradation occurs mainly through matrix metalloproteinase activity. Matrix 

metalloproteinases (MMPs) include enzymes such as collagenases and gelatinases and play a 

role in the degradation of collagen, which is the structural component of connective tissue (Visse 

and Nagase, 2003). Sylvestre et al. (2002) reported that MMP level was higher in muscle from 

lambs with a high growth rate at 21 d of post-mortem compared to those of low growth rate. SM 

is characterized by loose connective tissue, which results in the separation of muscle fibers 

(Baldi et al., 2018). This suggests that acute metabolic changes, increased corticosterone from 

stress, during transport may have the potential to influence muscle metabolism, i.e., increased 

proteolysis through MMPs, possibly affecting the occurrence of SM. 

There are 20 federally licensed poultry processing plants (CFIA, 2021b), and 33 

provincially licensed chicken processing plants in Ontario (OMAFRA, 2021). In processing 

plants, birds are stunned, exsanguinated, scaled, and de-feathered. Then, birds can be rehung for 

evisceration and inspected. After washing and rinsing, chickens are chilled, and portioned, and 

packaged (Barbut, 2015). De-feathering is conducted by mechanical pluckers, which equipped 

with rubber fingers that rub against the carcass and remove feathers (Barbut, 2015). The two 

main methods of chilling of carcasses are air-chilling and water chilling. Water-chilling breast 
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fillets can result in altered chromatic qualities (e.g., higher lightness [L]* value), drip loss, 

cooking loss, and shear force compared with air-chilling (Zhuang et al., 2013). Thus, post-

mortem processing might have an effect on the physical qualities of such fillets, which form the 

base of how we diagnose the myopathies, namely visual examination and palpation of fillets. 

Time from exsanguination to deboning may also have an effect on meat quality. Schilling et al. 

(2012) demonstrated that 4 h from exsanguination to deboning required less shear force to cut 

through the breast tissues than a time period of 45 min. 

2.7 Proposed pathogenesis of broiler breast myopathies 

Broiler chickens have been bred for fast growth and high yield to meet the increasing 

demand for chicken meat for consumption during the past five decades. Therefore, chickens are 

marketed in about half the time and at about twice the body weight compared to 50 years ago 

(Barbut et al., 2008). As a consequence, these selection practices have produced changes in 

muscle architecture such as increased myofiber diameter, length, and number, and reduced 

capillary density and capillary to fiber ratio (Hoving-Bolink et al., 2000; Sihvo et al., 2018; 

Velleman et al., 2018). 

A number of recent publications aimed to understand the pathogenesis of myopathies but 

exact mechanisms remain to be identified (Petracci et al., 2019). Alnahhas et al. (2016) 

suggested that the selection for fast-growth and high-breast yield caused hypertrophy of breast 

muscles. Because of the hypertrophy of myofibers, the capillary density was lower. In turn, 

blood and oxygen supply to the muscle tissue is decreased, which leads to the development of 

hypoxia (Hoving-Bolink et al., 2000; Sihvo et al., 2018). Moreover, due to the thickness of the 

myofibers, the pectoral artery might be compressed (Petracci et al., 2019). Thus, the 
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transportation of oxygen and nutrients is reduced. This hypothesis is supported by the evidence 

that the pathological changes are more severe in the superficial rather than deeper regions of the 

breast tissue (Bowker and Zhuang, 2016; Baldi et al., 2018). For the same reasons, removal of 

metabolic waste products might be impaired and could trigger the inflammation of venules, 

phlebitis, and perivascular inflammation (Papah et al., 2017; Sihvo et al., 2017). Transcriptomic 

studies have shown upregulation of genes associated with vascular changes, such as 

arteriosclerosis and atherosclerosis, in 3-week-old broilers with WB compared to normal controls 

(Papah et al., 2018). It has been also speculated that myocytes may attempt to overcome hypoxia 

through the synthesis of nitric oxide, a vasodilator, to increase blood flow; however, increased 

nitric oxide in turn might accelerate the development of oxidative stress. Such a pro-oxidative 

environment ultimately contributes to tissue inflammation and myodegeneration (Boerboom et 

al., 2018).  

Moreover, Sihvo et al. (2018) identified ultrastructural changes associated with WB. 

They suggested that osmotic imbalances from hypoxia and myodegeneration resulted in the 

observed increased diameter of the sarcoplasmic reticulum, swelling of mitochondria, 

vacuolation, loss of cristae, and mitochondrial hyperplasia (Sihvo et al., 2018). Oxidation of 

NADH and phosphorylation of ADP in mitochondria are required for ATP production, and the 

mitochondrial dysfunction affects the glucose metabolism which requires ATP (Kim et al., 

2008). Impaired calcium homeostasis due to dilated sarcoplasmic reticulum of myofibers from 

heavy-weight chickens may lead to the activation of proteases and lipases in myofibers, thus 

contributing to myodegeneration and protein degradation (Zambonelli et al., 2016). Then, 

complex biological reactions and regenerative processes, aimed at alleviating inflammation and 
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limiting cellular apoptosis and tissue necrosis, take place (Petracci et al., 2017). When 

myodegeneration overtakes the regenerative capacity of the muscle, altered glucose metabolism 

is observed (Abasht et al., 2016; Zambonelli et al., 2016; Papah et al., 2018). Moreover, when 

glucose metabolism is altered, fructose 6-phosphate can be used as the substrate of hexosamine 

and hexuronic acid pathways, resulting in the accumulation of connective tissue including 

collagen, proteoglycan, and glycosaminoglycan (Du et al., 2000). Ultimately, this process results 

in fibrosis and lipidosis, distinctive microscopic traits associated with the occurrence of these 

growth-related abnormalities. 

2.8 Associated risk factors 

Genetics, nutrition, environmental, and management factors influence the incidence of 

breast myopathies. Increased growth rate and breast meat yields, resulting from genetic selection, 

have been suggested as leading causes of the increased occurrence of WS and WB (Kuttappan et 

al., 2012a; Petracci and Cavani, 2012). Bailey et al. (2015) reported a relatively low heritability 

(h2 < 0.1 for WB; h2 < 0.338 for WS), emphasizing the importance of the non-genetic factors 

such as environment and management. A subsequent study from the same authors (Bailey et al., 

2020) reported the heritability of breast myopathies to be 0.04 (SM), 0.07 (WB), and 0.25 (WS), 

re-emphasizing the non-genetic effects on broiler breast myopathies including SM. On the other 

hand, Alnahhas et al. (2016) reported stronger heritability (h2 = 0.65) of WS, which means that 

the majority of the variability in the occurrence of WS, among broilers, was due to genetic 

factors. Livingston et al. (2020) showed that if raised under similar conditions, the Ross 708 

chicken strain was more susceptible to severe WB myopathy than the Cobb 500 strain. 
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Different dietary modifications have been attempted to lower the incidences of broiler 

breast myopathies. Meloche et al., 2018 reported that reducing the digestible lysine level in the 

diet to 85% of the normal dose, during the period of 12 to 18 d, could decrease WB an WB by up 

to 50% with only a small or no effect on live and processing performance. Moreover, a positive 

correlation was reported between dietary lysine and WB severity, as well as improved growth 

performance (Cruz et al., 2017). Similarly,  Bodle et al. (2018) reported that diets with higher 

vitamin C in the grower phase reduce the occurrence and severity of WB and WS. 

Supplementing guanidinoacetic acid, the biochemical precursor of creatine, reduced the 

occurrence and severity of WB while improving breast meat yield (Oviedo-Rondón and 

Córdova-Noboa, 2020). On the contrary, it was suggested that dietary vitamin E and selenium 

content might not be associated with the occurrence of WS and WB, respectively (Kuttappan et 

al., 2012b; Sihvo et al., 2017). The contradicting results indicate the complex etiology associated 

with the development of the broiler breast myopathies. The incidence of breast myopathies (WB 

and WS) rises with increasing slaughter weight (Lorenzi et al., 2014; Cruz et al., 2017; Papah et 

al., 2017), age of broilers (Lorenzi et al., 2014; Kuttappan et al., 2017b), and breast meat yield, 

suggesting that the bigger broilers develop more breast myopathies than the smaller ones 

(Alnahhas et al., 2016). 

2.9 RNA sequencing and droplet digital PCR 

Whereas genomic information remains constant during the lifespan of an animal, gene 

products such as proteins and metabolites change their expression levels in a rapid and dynamic 

manner, being regulated by different environmental and physiological factors. Transcriptomics, 
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proteomics and metabolomics are the main ‘omics technologies currently used to investigate the 

expression profile of genes, proteins, and metabolites, respectively (Zampiga et al., 2018a). 

Transcriptomics aims to quantify the expression levels of genes as mRNA transcripts in 

response to different environmental stimuli or during specific pathophysiological conditions, as 

well as to identify genes underlying specific traits. Northern blotting, real-time quantitative 

reverse transcription PCR (RT-PCR), microarray, and RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) are the main 

analytical platforms currently applied in transcriptomics studies (Zampiga et al., 2018a). Zhong 

et al. (2001) and many others found RNA-seq to be the most powerful transcriptomic technology 

that provides comprehensive and accurate gene expression data.  

In conventional PCR, amplified DNA is detected after the amplification has been 

executed. In real-time or quantitative PCR, the amplification of DNA is monitored in real time 

by the determination of the relative amount of amplified DNA in samples (Kralik and Ricchi, 

2017). Another method of quantifying DNA is droplet digital PCR which works by diluting a 

sample and partitioning it into thousands to millions of droplets. Droplets are formed in a water-

oil emulsion to form partitions that separate the template DNA molecules (Li et al., 2018). Each 

droplet may contain a single or several copies of a target sequence while other droplets contain 

no target sequences. Positive partitions contain a target sequence, whereas negative partitions do 

not contain a target sequence. The positive and negative partitions are counted, and the exact 

copy number of nucleic acid targets in the original sample is determined without first generating 

a standard curve (Nyaruaba et al., 2019). Droplet digital PCR has been used to detect genes 

overexpressed in WB affected fillets compared to normal (Malila et al., 2019). 
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2.10 Genes involved in broiler breast myopathies 

Genes involved in WB and/or WS can be broadly grouped into genes associated with 

hypoxia (e.g., hypoxia-inducible factor-1 [HIF1A]); oxidative stress (e.g., heat shock 

transcription factor [HSF2], ADAM family metallopeptidase with thrombospondin type 1 motif 

12 [ADAMTS12]); inflammation and degeneration (e.g., immunoglobulin superfamily member 

10 gene [IGSF10], interleukin 1 beta [IL1B], transforming growth factor beta-3 [TGFB3], matrix 

metallopeptidase 2 [MMP2]); intracellular buildup of calcium (e.g., calcium/calmodulin 

dependent protein kinase II alpha [CAMK2A]), and so on (Mutryn et al., 2015; Zambonelli et al., 

2016; Marchesi et al., 2019). Moreover, the expression of the vimentin and desmin encoding 

genes (VIM and DES) was investigated in broiler pectoral muscle showing the expression levels 

in samples affected by SM, WB, and WB. Table 2 shows genes are involved in breast 

myopathies. 

2.10.1 Hypoxia 

Hypoxia is one of the main characteristics of WB and WS, and few studies reported the 

differentially expressed genes involved in hypoxia in P. major muscles from WB- and WS-

affected broilers (Marchesi et al., 2019; Soglia et al., 2021). Mutryn et al. (2015) demonstrated 

that several genes regulated by HIF1A were differentially expressed in WB-affected muscles. 

Those genes included procollagen-lysine 2-oxoglutarate 5-dioxygenase 2 (PLOD2), transforming 

growth factor-beta 3 (TGFb3), asparagine synthetase (ASNS), matrix metallopeptidase 2 

(MMP2), transient receptor potential cation channel subfamily A member 1 (TRPA1), muscle-

specific carbonic anhydrase III (CA3), and 6- phosphofructo-2-kinase (PFKFB3). Moreover, 

Zambonelli et al. (2016) reported the downregulation of interleukin 1 beta (IL-1B) in WB 
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muscles. It was hypothesized that hypoxia promotes the development of new vessels (Sihvo et 

al., 2018), and IL-1B induces angiogenesis (Rosell et al., 2009). Furthermore, Malila et al. 

(2019) observed the over-expression of 6-phosphofructo-2-kinase/fructose-2,6-biphosphatase 4 

(PFKFB4), L-lactate dehydrogenase A chain (LDHA), and phosphorylase kinase regulatory 

subunit beta (PHKB) in WB affected samples. 

2.10.2 Oxidative stress 

Mutryn et al. (2015) and Zambonelli et al. (2016) indicated that the expression levels of 

genes that are involved in the response to reactive oxygen species are increased in WB and WS 

affected tissues. One of the possible causes of this oxidative stress is the inadequate breast 

muscle vascularization (Hoving-Bolink et al., 2000). The reduction in both vascularization and 

capillary to fiber ratio in high breast-yield chicken may result in impairment in oxygen supply 

and metabolic waste removal from breast myofibers (Petracci et al., 2019). Mutryn et al., (2015) 

also suggested that excessive accumulation of reactive oxygen species within the muscle tissue 

of WB samples might initiate the inflammatory mechanism associated with WB. 

2.10.3 Inflammation and myofiber degeneration 

Zambonelli et al. (2016) reported that WB affected P. major tissues showed increased 

transcripts coding for proteins involved in inflammation and myofiber degeneration, such as 

ADAMTS12 and IL1B. ADAMST12 is involved in the activation of inflammatory responses 

(Moncada-Pazos et al., 2012). These findings are consistent with histopathologically observed 

necrosis and inflammation (Papah et al., 2017; Sihvo et al., 2017). Moreover, IL1B has a major 

role as a mediator of the inflammatory response and of cell proliferation, differentiation, and 

apoptosis (Zambonelli et al., 2016).  
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2.10.4 Intracellular buildup of calcium 

 Marchesi et al. (2019) reported that CAMK2A, which encodes calmodulin-dependent 

protein kinase, was upregulated in tissues affected by WS. The authors suggested that increased 

intracellular calcium concentration may trigger programmed cell death of muscle cells, and 

switch the muscle fiber phenotype to adipocytes and to production of interstitial fibrous tissue 

(Marchesi et al., 2019). Zambonelli et al. (2016) and Hasegawa et al. (2020) demonstrated that 

increased calcium concentration and calpain activity were observed in P. major from WB 

affected broilers. It has also been suggested that calcium homeostasis may be affected by 

reactive oxygen species and sarcoplasmic reticulum stress (Kropski and Blackwell, 2018). 

Moreover, Sandercock and Mitchell (2003) suggested that the occurrence of an intracellular 

calcium overload in P. major from broilers with muscle damage might affect the sarcolemmal 

integrity. Millay et al. (2009) suggested that cytoplasmic calcium could trigger the myopathy. 

The calcium ion is released from the endoplasmic reticulum, and intense dysregulation of Ca2+ 

can promote cell death by necrosis (Salas et al., 2010).  

2.10.5 Myofiber regeneration 

The sarcomeric cytoskeleton, a subset of structural proteins within the sarcomere, 

consists of actin and myosin filaments, z band, m band, and t-tubules that link the sarcolemma to 

the sarcoplasmic reticulum at the triads (Gautel and Djinović-Carugo, 2016). Desmin and 

vimentin are essential components of the extra-sarcomeric cytoskeleton in muscle cells (Clemen 

et al., 2013). Soglia et al. (2020) reported that vimentin (VIM) mRNA levels were higher in SM- 

and WB-affected samples compared to those of normal samples. Similarly, the expression of the 

desmin gene (DES) was higher in WB-affected samples than in normal samples. The authors 
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suggested that regenerative processes occur in WB muscles and that VIM may play a role in the 

development of SM. This is consistent with the polyphasic muscular lesions, which represent 

both degenerative and regenerative/repair morphology.  

2.11 Consumer acceptance and economic consequences of myopathies 

The P. major muscle is the most valuable part of the broiler carcass and constitutes 

approximately one-fifth of the total body weight (Zuidhof et al., 2014). Structural changes in 

WS-affected fillets have an overall negative effect on meat quality. Consumers perceive 

increased fat deposits in breast fillet as unfavorable, as they give the impression the meat is 

“unhealthy” (Kuttappan et al., 2012c). De Carvalho et al. (2020) also reported that consumers 

prefer normal fillets to WS-affected fillets when they choose fresh chicken breasts before and 

after being informed of the WS condition. According to a study from Tasoniero et al. (2016), a 

panel of sensory assessors reported an increased toughness sensation from WB- and WS-affected 

fillets, resulting in rejection of such fillets. 

Breast fillets affected by myopathy have a negative impact on the economy of the poultry 

industry due to: (1) decreased yield because of condemnation or trimming; (2) decreased water-

holding capacity and increased cooking loss; (3) increased labor cost for additional grading and 

sorting at processing plants; and (4) rejection by consumers due to a less appealing appearance 

(see review by Petracci et al., 2019). Kuttappan et al. (2016) conservatively estimated the cost of 

breast myopathies in the USA as $200 million per year. Later, Barbut (2020) estimated that meat 

quality defects caused by breast myopathies result in more than US $1 billion of economic loss 

annually in the USA. Furthermore, loss from one processing plant in Brazil was estimated at 

$70,632 per day (Zanetti et al., 2018). 
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Table 2.1 The occurrence of spaghetti meat (SM), white striping (WS) and woody breast (WB)   

Myopathy Year Country First author Breed Age 

(days) 

Prevalence (%) 

Moderate       Severe 

Number of 

samples 

WS 2012 USA Kuttappan Cobb 500 54 58.5 5.1 137 

 
2014 Italy Lorenzi Not available 48-54 36.8 6.2 35,000 

 
2015 Italy Russo Not available 46 56.9 13.3 400 

 
2015 Italy Russo Not available 55 56.8 25.7 400 

 
2016 France Alnahhas Not available 42 36.7 14.0 1,349 

 
2018 Italy Zampiga Ross 308 43 52.0 31.0 150 

 
2018 Thailand Malila Ross 308 42 96.0 0.0 100 

 
2018 Thailand Malila Ross 308 49 92.7 7.2 83 

 
2018 USA Livingston Commercial broiler 42 49.4 15.1 118 

WB 2017 Finland Sihvo Ross 508 42 52.9 11.9 17 

 
2018 Italy Zampiga Ross 308 43 38.0 19.0 150 

 
2018 USA Livingston Commercial broiler 42 77.3 13.5 118 

 
2020 China Xing N/A N/A 31.1 23.2 1,135 

SM 2018 Italy Zampiga Ross 308 43 29.0 6.0 150 
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Table 2.2 Genes involved in breast myopathies. 

Symbol Gene name RNA-seq 

fold change 

Breast 

myopathy 

First author (year) 

ADAM12 ADAM metallopeptidase domain 12 2.2 WB Mutryn (2015) 

AKR1D1 Aldo-keto reductase family 1, member D1 6.6 WB Malila (2021) 

ANKRD1 Ankyrin repeat domain 1 1.3 WB Lake (2019) 

ARHGAP10 Rho GTPase activating protein 10 2.2 WB Mutryn (2015) 

ARHGAP20 Rho GTPase activating protein 20 2.4 WB Mutryn (2015) 

ARHGAP40 Rho GTPase activating protein 40 3.0 WB Mutryn (2015) 

ARNT2 Arylhydrocarbon Receptor Nuclear Translocator 2 2.2 WB Mutryn (2015) 

ASB15 Ankyrin repeat and SOCS box containing 15 −2.0 WS Marchesi (2019) 

ASNS Asparagine synthetase 4.4 WB Mutryn (2015) 

ATF3 Activating transcription factor 3 1.0 WB Lake (2019) 

ATP2A2 ATPase, Ca++ transporting, cardiac muscle,  

slow Twitch 2 

2.1 WB Mutryn (2015) 

AvBD2 Avian beta-defensin 2 transcript variant 1 9.6 WB Malila (2021) 
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AVD Avidin −1.58 WB Lake (2019) 

BBS5 Bardet-Biedl syndrome 5 0.8 WB Lake (2019) 

BF1 MHC BF1 class I −0.84 WB Lake (2019) 

BRSK2 BR serine/threonine kinase 2 −2.50 WB Lake (2019) 

C4A Complement C4A (Rodgers blood group) 1.2 WB Lake (2019) 

CA2 Carbonic anhydrase II −2.5 WS Marchesi (2019) 

CA3 Muscle-specific carbonic anhydrase III 28.5 WB Mutryn (2015) 

CATH2 Cathelicidin-2 11.4 WB Malila (2021) 

CCDC180 Coiled-coil domain containing 180 −2.2 WS Marchesi (2019) 

CD36 CD36 molecule 0.9 WB Lake (2019) 

CFAP97D1 CFAP97 domain containing 1 1.1 WB Lake (2019) 

CHAC1 ChaC glutathione specific gamma-

Glutamylcyclotransferase 1 

2.0 WB Lake (2019) 

CHL1 Cell adhesion molecule L1 like 1.4 WB Lake (2019) 

CHRND Cholinergic receptor nicotinic delta subunit 2.0 WS Marchesi (2019) 
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CHRNG Cholinergic receptor nicotinic gamma 2.4 WS Marchesi (2019) 

CIDEA Cell death-inducing DFFA-like effector a 1.5 WB Lake (2019) 

COL12A1 Collagen, type XII, alpha 1, transcript variant X5 4.5 WB Malila (2021) 

COQ10B Coenzyme Q10B −1.6 WS Marchesi (2019) 

CRH Corticotropin releasing hormone 6.3 WS Marchesi (2019) 

CRH Corticotropin releasing hormone 14.3 WB Mutryn (2015) 

CSRP3 Cysteine and glycine-rich protein 3 23.2 WB Mutryn (2015) 

DDO D-aspartate oxidase −2.4 WS Marchesi (2019) 

DNASE1L3 Deoxyribonuclease I-like 3 −1.9 WS Marchesi (2019) 

DSP Desmoplakin 1.5 WB Lake (2019) 

DUPD1 Dual specificity phosphatase and pro isomerase domain 

containing 1 

−1.9 WS Marchesi (2019) 

EGF Epidermal growth factor 1.6 WB Mutryn (2015) 

ELN Elastin −1.17 WB Lake (2019) 

ELOVL4 ELOVL fatty acid elongase 4 2.2 WB Lake (2019) 
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ENKD1 Enkurin domain containing 1 2.1 WB Lake (2019) 

ENTPD6 Ectonucleoside triphosphate diphosphohydrolase 6 0.8 WB Lake (2019) 

FABP3 Fatty acid-binding protein 3 0.8 WB Lake (2019) 

FABP4 Fatty acid-binding protein 4 1.7 WB Lake (2019) 

FBLN1 Fibulin 1 transcript variant X1 14.2 WB Malila (2021) 

FGF1 Fibroblast growth factor 1 −2.1 WB Mutryn (2015) 

FGF10 Fibroblast growth factor10 2.4 WB Mutryn (2015) 

FHL1 Four and a half LIM domains 1 2.8 WS Marchesi (2019) 

FKBP51 FK506 binding protein −1.9 WB Mutryn (2015) 

FOLR1 Folate receptor 1, transcript variant X1 −3.3 WB Malila (2021) 

GFRA4 GDNF family receptor alpha 4, transcript variant X1 −7.3 WB Malila (2021) 

GPX7 Glutathione peroxidase 7 2.3 WB Mutryn (2015) 

GPX8 Glutathione peroxidase 8 2.1 WB Mutryn (2015) 

GRB10 Growth factor receptor bound protein 10 0.8 WB Lake (2019) 

HBE Hemoglobin subunit epsilon −1.59 WB Lake (2019) 
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HIBADH 3-hydroxyisobutyrate dehydrogenase −1.9 WS Marchesi (2019) 

HOPX HOP (homeodomain-only protein) homeobox 1.2 WB Lake (2019) 

HSF2 Heat shock transcription factor 2 2.9 WB Mutryn (2015) 

HSPA4L Heat shock 70 kDa protein 4-like protein 1.5 WB Mutryn et al. (2015) 

HSPB7 Heat shock 27 kDa protein family, member 7 3.2 WB Mutryn (2015) 

HSPB9 Heat shock protein family B (small) member 9 1.1 WB Lake (2019) 

HSPH1 Heat shock 105 kDa/110 kDa protein 1 2.2 WB Mutryn (2015) 

IGLL1 Immunoglobulin lambda-like polypeptide 1 4.8 WS Marchesi (2019) 

JCHAIN Joining chain of multimeric IgA and IgM 3.9 WS Marchesi (2019) 

KRT5 Keratin 5 1.7 WB Lake (2019) 

LECT2 Leukocyte cell-derived chemotaxin 2 11.6 WB Malila (2021) 

LINGO1 Leucine-rich repeat and immunoglobulin-like domain 

containing 1 

−0.78 WB Lake (2019) 

LMBRD1 LMBR1 domain containing 1 0.9 WB Lake (2019) 

LMOD2 Leiomodin 2 1.4 WB Lake (2019) 
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LOC107055967 SUN domain-containing protein 3-like −5.8 WB Malila (2021) 

LOC107056542 Beta-keratin-related protein 16.0 WB Malila (2021) 

LOC427654 Parvalbumin beta-like 2.4 WB Lake (2019) 

LOC428824 SITS-binding protein-like, transcript variant X1 4.4 WB Malila (2021) 

LOC772158 Heat shock protein 30C-like 0.7 WB Lake (2019) 

LPL Lipoprotein lipase 0.8 WB Lake (2019) 

LVRN Laeverin 4.1 WS Marchesi (2019) 

LY6CLEL Lymphocyte antigen 6 complex, locus E-like 2.3 WB Lake (2019) 

MAOB Monoamine oxidase B 4.8 WB Malila (2021) 

MB Myoglobin 14.3 WB Mutryn (2015) 

MDK Midkine 4.4 WS Marchesi (2019) 

METTL21C Methyltransferase like 21C, transcript variant X1 −3.1 WB Malila (2021) 

MMP2 Matrix metallopeptidase 2 2.2 WB Mutryn (2015) 

MRPL34 Mitochondrial ribosomal protein L34 0.8 WB Lake (2019) 

MUSTN1 Musculoskeletal embryonic nuclear protein 1 4.9 WB Mutryn (2015) 
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MUSTN1 Musculoskeletal embryonic nuclear protein 1 1.3 WB Lake (2019) 

MYBPC1 Myosin Binding Protein C, slow type 9.1 WB Mutryn (2015) 

MYBPC1 Myosin binding protein C, slow type 1.5 WB Lake (2019) 

MYH11 Myosin, heavy chain 11, smooth muscle −0.95 WB Lake (2019) 

MYH13 Myosin, heavy chain 13, skeletal muscle −4.7 WB Mutryn (2015) 

MYL12A Myosin, light chain 12A regulatory 1.9 WB Mutryn (2015) 

MYL3 Myosin, light chain 2, skeletal slow 5.4 WB Mutryn (2015) 

MYLK2 Myosin light chain kinase 2 −2.6 WB Mutryn (2015) 

MYLK4 Myosin light chain kinase family, member 4, transcript 

variant X3 

−3.3 WB Malila (2021) 

MYOZ2 Myozenin 2 7.8 WB Mutryn (2015) 

NECAB2 N-terminal EF-hand calcium binding protein 2 1.1 WB Lake (2019) 

NKTR Natural killer-tumor recognition sequence, transcript 

variant X8 

−3.4 WB Malila (2021) 

NOV Nephroblastoma overexpressed 7.3 WB Mutryn (2015) 
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NT5DC1 5'-nucleotidase domain containing 1 −1.7 WS Marchesi (2019) 

OCM2 Oncomodulin 2 0.8 WB Lake (2019) 

PDLIM3 PDZ and LIM domain 3 0.8 WB Lake (2019) 

PERP2 PERP2, TP53 apoptosis effector 1.3 WB Lake (2019) 

PFKFB3 6-phophofructo-2-kinase −4.1 WB Mutryn (2015) 

PLA2G4A Cytosolic phospholipase A2 2.3 WB Mutryn (2015) 

PLB1 Phospholipase B1 3.4 WB Mutryn (2015) 

PLOD2 Procollagen-lysine, 2-oxoglutarate 5-dioxygenase 2 2.5 WB Mutryn (2015) 

PPARG Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma 0.9 WB Lake (2019) 

PTX3 Pentraxin 3 5.3 WS Marchesi (2019) 

PTX3 Pentraxin 3 12.2 WB Malila (2021) 

PVALB Parvalbumin 8.1 WB Mutryn (2015) 

RAB18L Ras-related protein Rab-18-B-like 1.2 WB Lake (2019) 

RAPGEF4 Rap guanine nucleotide exchange factor 4 1.2 WB Lake (2019) 

RBP7 Retinol-binding protein 7 2.0 WB Lake (2019) 
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RF00009 Ribonuclease P RNA component H1, 2 pseudogene 0.8 WB Lake (2019) 

RHOBTB3 Rho-related BTB domain containing 3 −11.9 WB Mutryn (2015) 

RRAD Ras-related glycolysis inhibitor and calcium channel 

regulator 

1.6 WB Lake (2019) 

RTN2 Reticulon 2 1.0 WB Lake (2019) 

RTN4RL2 Reticulon 4 receptor-like 2 2.4 WS Marchesi (2019) 

SBK2 SH3 domain binding kinase family, member 2 −2.3 WS Marchesi (2019) 

SELO Selenoprotein O −2.1 WB Mutryn (2015) 

SEMA3A Sema domain, Ig, short basic domain, secreted, 3A 1.6 WB Mutryn (2015) 

SLC25A47 Solute carrier family 25, member 47, transcript variant 

X4 

4.3 WB Malila (2021) 

SLC8A3 Solute carrier family 8 member A3 0.7 WB Lake (2019) 

SMIM4 Small integral membrane protein 4 0.9 WB Lake (2019) 

SMPX Small muscle protein X-linked 0.9 WB Lake (2019) 

SOD3 Superoxide dismutase 3 8.6 WB Malila (2021) 
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SPTLC3 Serine palmitoyltransferase long-chain base subunit 3 2.5 WB Lake (2019) 

STK17A Serine/threonine kinase 17a 0.9 WB Lake (2019) 

TGFB3 Transforming growth factor beta 3 3.9 WB Mutryn (2015) 

THBS2 Thrombospondin 2 transcript variant X1 15.5 WB Malila (2021) 

TMEM254 Transmembrane protein 254 1.1 WB Lake (2019) 

TNNI1 Troponin I type I, skeletal slow 4.0 WB Mutryn (2015) 

TRPA1 Transient receptor potential cation channel, 

subfamily A 

6.7 WB Mutryn (2015) 

TUBA8B Tubulin, alpha 8b −1.67 WB Lake (2019) 

UCHL1 Ubiquitin C-terminal hydrolase L1 1.1 WB Lake (2019) 
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Figure 2.1 Structure of skeletal muscle. (a) muscle fiber structure (cross-section); (b) sarcomere 

structure, (c) the actin-myosin filament system. Adapted from Velleman (2019)   
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3.1 Abstract 

Spaghetti meat (SM), woody breast (WB), and white striping (WS) are myopathies that 

affect the pectoral muscle of fast-growing broiler chickens. The prevalence and possible risk 

factors of these myopathies have been reported in other countries, but not yet in Canada. Thus, 

the objective of this study was to assess the prevalence and risk factors associated with these 

myopathies in a representative population of Canadian broilers. From May 2019 to March 2020, 

250 random breast fillets from each of 37 flocks (total, 9,250) were obtained from two 

processing plants and assessed for the presence and severity of myopathies. Demographic data 

(e.g., sex and average live weight), environmental conditions during the grow-out period (e.g., 

temperature), and husbandry parameters (e.g., vaccination) were collected for each flock. 

Associations between these factors and the myopathies were tested using logistic regression 

analyses. The prevalence of SM, severe WB, and mild or moderate WS was 36.3% (95% CI: 

35.3 – 37.3), 11.8% (95% CI: 11.2 – 12.5), and 96.0% (95% CI: 95.6 – 96.4), respectively. Most 

(85.1%) of the fillets showed multiple myopathies. Regression analyses showed that the odds of 

SM increased with live weight (OR = 1.30, 95% CI 1.01 – 1.69) and higher environmental 

temperature during the grow-out period (OR = 1.75, 95% CI 1.31 – 2.34). The odds of WB 

increased with live weight (OR = 1.23, 95% CI 1.03 – 1.47) and mortality rate during grow-out 

(OR = 1.33, 95% CI 1.05 – 1.70). This study documents for the first time a high prevalence of 

myopathies in Ontario broilers, and suggests that these lesions may have a significant economic 

impact on the Canadian poultry industry because of poor meat processability and reduced 

consumer acceptance. Our results indicate that environmental conditions and husbandry are 

associated with development of breast myopathies, in agreement with the current literature. 
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Future studies are needed to determine how the risk factors are associated with the occurrence of 

these conditions, in order to implement possible mitigating strategies. 

3.2 Introduction 

During the past decade, a group of myopathies has emerged in intensively reared broiler 

chickens, which primarily affect the Pectoralis major muscle (pectoral muscle). Such 

myopathies are defined by descriptive names such as “spaghetti meat” (SM), “woody breast” 

(WB), and “white striping” (WS) (Barbut, 2019; Petracci et al., 2019). Spaghetti meat is 

characterized by the unraveling and splitting of muscle fibers; WB is characterized by increased 

consistency (compared to normal), pale color, and occasional petechial hemorrhages with 

variable exudate on the epimysial surface; and WS displays multiple white lines running parallel 

to the myofibers (Kuttappan et al., 2012a; Sihvo et al., 2017; Baldi et al., 2018). These 

myopathies are not caused by infectious agents, and therefore are not a public health concern 

(Barbut, 2019). However, the altered aspect of severely affected fillets can negatively influence 

consumers’ acceptance (Kuttappan et al., 2012c), leading to rejection or depreciation of fresh 

meat due to poor quality. Moreover, these myopathies have been associated with decreased 

nutritional and organoleptic qualities, such as higher fat and lower protein content compared to 

normal fillets (Kuttappan et al., 2012a; Petracci et al., 2014; Wold et al., 2017; Baldi et al., 

2019). Meat processability issues, such as poor texture, higher drip and cooking losses as well as 

lower marinade uptake, have also been associated with these myopathies (Mudalal et al., 2015; 

Bowker and Zhuang, 2016; Dalgaard et al., 2018). The negative impact of breast fillet 

myopathies has been estimated to be > $1 billion per year in North America alone (Barbut, 

2020). 
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Although it is clear that SM, WB, and WS are common in intensive broiler production 

systems, the reported prevalence of these myopathies varies between studies and countries. 

Zampiga et al. (Zampiga et al., 2018b) in Italy reported a 29% and 6% prevalence of moderate 

and severe SM, respectively, in broiler with a live weigh of 2.9 kg at slaughter. Sihvo et al. ( 

2017) in Finland reported a 53% and 12% prevalence of moderate and severe WB, respectively, 

in broiler flock with an average live weight of 3.6 kg. Studies from France, Italy, Thailand, and 

the USA indicate that the prevalence of mild and moderate WS prevalence ranged from 36% to 

96%, while severe WS ranged from 5% to 30% (Kuttappan et al., 2012b; Russo et al., 2015; 

Alnahhas et al., 2016; Malila et al., 2018; Zampiga et al., 2018b). These myopathies often occur 

together, leading to a combination of myopathies with different severities (Sihvo et al., 2017; 

Baldi et al., 2018; Bailey et al., 2020).  

Breast fillets affected by myopathies share overlapping histological changes, which are 

typically characterized by polyphasic degeneration and necrosis of myofibers, accumulation of 

inflammatory cells in the endomysium, and increased amounts of fibrous tissue and fat 

(Kuttappan et al., 2013c; Sihvo et al., 2017; Baldi et al., 2018). These histological changes are 

non-specific (Sihvo et al., 2017; Baldi et al., 2018), and offer limited information to discriminate 

between SM, WB, and WS.   

Previous studies suggested that a multifactorial combination of genetic, nutritional, 

environmental, and management variables affect the development of breast myopathies 

(Meloche et al., 2018b; Bailey et al., 2020). While breast muscle myopathies are observed more 

frequently in fast-growing, heavy broiler chickens (Kuttappan et al., 2013a; Lorenzi et al., 2014), 

an exact causative mechanism between body weight and myopathies remains elusive (Chen et 
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al., 2019; Pampouille et al., 2019; Petracci et al., 2019). Bailey et al. (2020) reported a relatively 

low heritability for these conditions (h2 = 0.04 for SM; h2 < 0.1 for WB; h2 < 0.338 for WS), 

emphasizing the importance of non-genetic factors, such as environment and management. On 

the other hand, an important genetic component has been suggested by other studies. For 

instance, Alnahhas et al. (2016) documented a strong heritability (h2 = 0.65) of WS, and 

Livingston et al. (2020) showed that the Ross 708 strain was more susceptible to higher severity 

of WB, when compared to the Cobb 500 strain raised under similar conditions. Feed formulation 

and dietary supplements have also been reported to affect the occurrence and severity of breast 

myopathies (Kuttappan et al., 2012b; Sihvo et al., 2017; Bodle et al., 2018; Meloche et al., 

2018a; c; Zampiga et al., 2018b; Livingston et al., 2019b). Other growth parameters reported as 

potential predictors of WB and WS include breast fillet weight and yield (Kuttappan et al., 

2012a; Aguirre et al., 2020), average live weight at slaughter, and P. major length/width/depth 

(Griffin et al., 2018). 

While the prevalence of these myopathies has been documented in other countries with 

intensive poultry production, no such data are available for the Canadian poultry industry. Thus, 

the objectives of this study were to assess the prevalence of myopathies in commercial broiler 

chicken flocks from Ontario, Canada, and to investigate the risk factors associated with their 

occurrence. This information can be used to benchmark the status of myopathies in Canadian 

broilers, assess the magnitude of resulting economic losses, and enable future studies 

investigating the efficacy of mitigating strategies. 
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3.3 Material & methods 

3.3.1  Sample size calculation and sample selection 

The sample size to estimate the prevalence of myopathies was calculated based on our 

preliminary observations and using equation (1). This was done by assuming a confidence level 

with 95% CI, an expected prevalence of at least 20% for each myopathy, and a 5% precision.  

𝑛 =
𝑍2𝑃(1−𝑃)

ⅆ2                                                                                                            Equation (1) 

Where n = sample size; Z = Z statistic for a level of confidence; P = expected prevalence; d = 

precision (Naing et al., 2006). 

The calculated sample size was 246 fillets per visit (37 visits in total), and four more samples 

were collected than the desired samples size from each flock to reduce the potential discrepancy 

from missing data. Therefore, 250 chicken fillets from each of 37 different broiler flocks (total, 

9,250) were randomly selected and scored macroscopically at two processing plants in Ontario, 

Canada, between May 2019 and March 2020. One of every five fillets were sampled from the 

constantly running conveyor belt after deboning and chilling (105 min postmortem in air-chilling 

plant, 450 min postmortem in water-chilling plant), and placed back on the belt after scoring. No 

sorting of fillets was done at the plant before our scoring. 

3.3.2  Macroscopic scoring 

During each visit, the same two members of the investigative team visited each of the two 

slaughterhouses, and together scored each breast fillets to minimize scoring variations. In a few 

cases, when there were differing scores, the two scorers re-evaluated the fillets to reach an 
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agreement. SM was categorized as either absent (SM0) or present (SM1) based on the presence 

of myofiber separation. WB and WS were scored using previously established criteria 

(Kuttappan et al., 2016; Sihvo et al., 2017), with some modifications. The severity for WB was 

divided into three categories, absent (WB0), moderate (WB1), and severe (WB2), based on 

firmness upon palpation of the breast fillets: WB0 had no firm areas; WB1 showed a consistency 

that was moderately firm in the cranial and/or caudal areas; WB2 showed a consistency that was 

markedly firm throughout the fillets. WS was classified into four categories, absent (WS0), mild 

(WS1), moderate (WS2), and severe (WS3), based on the number and thickness of white stripes 

running parallel to the muscle fibers (Supplementary Table 3.1). Normal fillets exhibited a 

cumulative score of SM0, WB0, and WS0. Co-occurrence of myopathies was recorded and 

visualized using the VennDiagram package implemented in the R statistical software (Chen, 

2020). 

3.3.3  Questionnaire design and coding of variables 

A questionnaire (Table 3.1), devised to collect information on risk factors, was sent to 

both processing plants. The questionnaire was tested and modified by experts in the poultry 

industry, and the questions that respondents would find difficult to answer were removed. De-

identified data for each flock were provided by the processing plant personnel based on flock 

sheets from growers. The survey included a total of 24 questions, which focused on flock 

demographics (e.g., age, average live weight) and a list of parameters concerning the farm, flock 

health, transportation conditions, and variables directly related to operations at the processing 

plants. 
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In the questionnaire, mortality rate during grow-out (%) was defined as the proportion of 

dead birds during the entire growing period in the barn: mortality rate during grow-out (%) = 

(number of chicks placed – number of birds being shipped) × 100 / number of chicks placed. 

Dead on arrival (DOA, %) was defined as the number of dead birds on arrival at the processing 

plant divided by the number of live birds loaded per trailer. Disease observed was defined as 

disease outbreaks including those necessitating a veterinary treatment during the grow-out 

(CFIA, 2021c). Condemnation (%) was defined as the number of birds condemned during 

inspection at the processing plant divided by the number of birds loaded in each trailer (CFIA, 

2018). 

Dichotomous categorical variables (i.e., raised without antibiotics (RWA) and lighting 

program [only two programs were used]) in the questionnaire were coded as true/false (i.e., 1/0). 

Non-dichotomous categorical variables were coded using nominal variables. The time of the year 

during which fillets were sampled was divided into season: spring (20 Mar 2019 – 20 Jun 2019), 

summer (21 Jun 2019 – 22 Sep 2019), fall (23 Sep 2019 – 21 Dec 2019), and winter (22 Dec 

2019 – 19 Mar 2020) (NRCC, 2021). The sex of the flock was categorized as male, female or 

mixed, and the source of chicks was categorized as Canadian domestic, from the USA, or mixed 

(for birds derived from both; no other sources were identified). Open questions included 

vaccination and medication records, and diseases experienced by the flock. Reported 

medications were grouped into 4 antimicrobials classes (I–IV), according to Health Canada’s 

classification (Health/Canada, 2009). Ionophores (category IV antimicrobials) and chemical 

coccidiostats were grouped together. Reported vaccination were nominally classified based on 

the pathogen, including vaccination for coccidia, E.coli, infectious bursal disease virus, Marek’s 
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disease virus, and avian reovirus (i.e., infectious tenosynovitis) (CFIA, 2021d). After nominal 

classification, the categories were further dichotomized into 1 and 0, indicating use or no-use of 

the medication or vaccine during the flock’s life. Reported flock diseases were dichotomized into 

0 (denoting that flocks did not have a disease) and 1 (denoting that the flocks had a disease). 

Lastly, farm location was assigned by the first three characters of the Canadian postal code 

(forward sortation area, FSA) (Table 3.1).  

From the data collected in the questionnaire, a set of four secondary environmental 

information was derived from Environment Canada, based on weather stations (EC, 2020) (Table 

3.1). Variables related to farm location included the mean temperature (oC) and total 

precipitation (mm) during the grow-out period. When there was one weather station in an FSA, 

the temperature and precipitation values from that weather station were collected. When there 

were more than two weather stations in an FSA, there average values were used. When there 

were no weather stations in an FSA, the weather station closest to the FSA centroid was selected, 

using the ‘measure distance’ function from Google Maps. The temperature and precipitation 

during the grow-out period were determined by the mean temperature and total precipitation for 

the month encompassing the longer portion of the grow-out period (e.g., when birds were raised 

from Jan 1st to Feb 11th, values during January were selected). The temperature and precipitation 

during transport variables indicated the mean temperature (o C) and total precipitation (mm) on 

the day of shipping from the farm. 

For each flock, the processing plants provided the times of feed and water withdrawal, 

load start and end, truck arrival time to the processing plant, and start of exsanguination. These 

times were used to calculate three additional variables, including the duration without feed, 
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duration without water, and loading duration (Table 3.1 and Supplementary Figure 3.1). Data 

derived either directly from the questionnaire, or secondarily through additional calculation or 

environmental assessment, were considered as possible risk factors, and were used in exploratory 

statistics.  

3.3.4 Statistical analyses 

3.3.4.1 Descriptive statistics 

A five-number summary (i.e., values representing the minimum and maximum, the lower 

and upper quartiles, and the median) was computed for the continuous variables, and frequencies 

were calculated for the categorical variables. Differences in the mean ranks of SM and WB 

across seasons were compared using the Kruskal-Wallis test, and Dunn’s multiple range test was 

used for post-hoc multiple comparisons. 

3.3.4.2 Exploratory statistics 

Multivariable regression analysis was conducted to estimate the association between risk 

factors (independent variables) and presence/absence of SM or WB (outcome variables), 

considered separately (i.e., one model for each myopathy) and regardless of severity. Hence, WB 

was re-coded as 0 (denoting WB0) and 1 (denoting WB1 and WB2) for the logistic regression 

analysis. WS was not considered for regression analysis because WS1 accounted for 93.8%.  

Risk factors to be fitted in the final multivariable model were initially tested individually 

(univariable models) using binomial logistic regression due to the binary nature of the dependent 

variables (presence/absence), employing a relaxed significant threshold (p < 0.02). When 

continuous variables were significant from univariable models, they were kept in the model as 
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continuous variables. If they were not significant during unconditional association analysis, they 

were categorized into three equal quartiles (low, medium, high) using the xtile function from a 

statistical software package (Stata 14.0; Stata Corporation, College Station, Texas, USA), and 

tested again as categorical categories using univariable models. These variables included average 

live weight, precipitation during grow-out, precipitation during transport, temperature during 

grow-out, temperature during transport, mortality rate during grow-out, hold time on lairage at 

plant, and condemnation. 

Pair-wise correlation coefficients, using Spearman’s rank test among all significant 

independent variables, were examined to prevent the inclusion of collinear variables in the 

multivariable models. When two variables were highly correlated (rho > 0.70; p < 0.05), the one 

with the smallest p-value was considered for inclusion in the multivariable model. All 

unconditionally significant variables identified during univariable screening were offered to a 

multivariable model, and a manual backward elimination process was performed. Variables with 

p > 0.05, as calculated using the likelihood ratio test, were removed for a better fit of a model. 

For suspected confounders, when the removal of a variable changed the coefficients of the 

remaining variables from the final model by more than 20%, the variable was kept in the final 

model, otherwise, it was dropped (Dohoo et al., 2014). The final multivariable model was 

analyzed for 2-levels clustering of breast fillets with only remaining variable in the model and 

flocks, and only significant independent variables have remained (Supplementary Figure 3.2). 

To evaluate and control for clustering in the occurrence of breast myopathies, a 2-level 

random intercept logistic regression model was built (Sommet and Morselli, 2017). Breast fillets 

and flocks were included in the model as random effects. Based on the unexplained variance 
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components at each level of the model (breast fillets and flocks), intra-class correlation 

coefficients (ICC) were calculated with flocks as the level-2 variable. The ICC was computed by 

assuming that level 1 variance on the logit scale was: 

π2 ÷ 3 = 3.29, π = 3.1416                                               Equation 2 

The formula used for the ICC calculation for the 2-level model was, 

ICC = 
𝜎2(𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘) 

𝜎2(𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘) + 3.29   
                                                                                                       Equation 3 

The results from the two separate logistic regression analyses (one for SM, another for 

WB) were reported as the odds ratio (95% CI) of breast myopathies to occur, as an effect of the 

independent variable(s) included in the model (p < 0.05). An odds ratio > 1 indicates an 

increased odd of a certain myopathy to occur, as a result of the predictor variable to increase by 

one unit (continuous) or in comparison to a set reference (categorical), whereas the odds ratio < 1 

denotes a decreased chance. 

3.4 Results 

3.4.1 Data description 

A total of 9,250 fillets from 37 commercial broiler flocks were scored for the presence 

and severity of breast myopathies; 4,750 fillets from 19 flocks (5 from spring 2019, 5 from 

summer 2019, 5 from fall 2019, and 4 from winter 2020) were scored at a plant employing air-

chilling (Plant A). The other 4,500 fillets from 18 flocks (5 from summer 2019, 6 from fall 2019, 

and 7 from winter 2019) were scored at a plant employing water-chilling (Plant B). The visit for 

spring 2020 was not possible due to COVID-19-related restrictions. Plant A, which was visited 
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during all four seasons, was selected to evaluate the seasonal effect on breast myopathy 

occurrence. 

After primary and derived questionnaire data were formatted, a total of 15 continuous and 

18 categorical variables were defined as possible predictors of myopathy development for the 

regression models. Table 3.2 shows the five-number summary of continuous variables, and Table 

3.3 shows the proportion of categorical variables. All 37 flocks were Ross 708 and fed with corn-

based rations, so the breed and feed variables were excluded from the regression analyses. 

Infectious bronchitis and Marek’s disease vaccine were administered in 100% and 92% of flocks, 

respectively, whereas E.coli vaccine and infectious tenosynovitis vaccine were administered to 

less than 20% of the flocks. Due to the high frequency in the dataset, the bronchitis vaccine 

variable was excluded from further analysis. Only 2 lighting programs were used, one employed 

by all RWA growers, and one by the rest. Thus, it was not necessary to include the lighting 

program variable in the regression analysis.   

Similarly, time between exsanguination and deboning were consistent within each of the 

plants (Plant A = 105 min; Plant B = 450 min), therefore we excluded the variable 

exsanguination to deboning time from the regression analysis. The FSAs of growers variable was 

excluded because data were widely dispersed resulting in substantial standard errors and P 

values.  

Moreover, independent categorical variables were excluded if they presented less than 

5.5% in any given observation, in order to reduce small-sample bias in maximum likelihood 

estimation. To avoid small observation values, locations of the hatcheries (FSA) were combined 
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to create the new variable North, which combined N0G (5.4%) with N4N (51.4%), while the 

variable South variable included the remaining N5A (43.2%). 

In Canada, growers can claim RWA flock when broilers are raised with chemical 

coccidiostats, but not ionophores (CFIA, 2019). Regarding the non-RWA flocks in our cohort, 

26 received coccidiostats and/or ionophores, and three flocks received category II antimicrobials 

(e.g., amoxicillin) and/or category III antimicrobials (e.g., bacitracin) but not coccidiostats and/or 

ionophores. The eight RWA flocks did not receive any antimicrobial, including coccidiostats or 

ionophores. Since RWA flocks and coccidiostats/ionophores usage were strongly correlated (rho 

= 0.76), the coccidiostats and/or ionophores variable was excluded during correlation analysis. 

On the contrary, the correlation coefficient between coccidiosis vaccine and RWA was 0.66, and 

therefore both variables were kept in final model.  

3.4.2 Prevalence 

Figure 3.1 summarizes the prevalence of myopathies in 9,250 broiler chicken fillets 

examined. The overall prevalence of SM1, total WB (i.e., WB1 plus WB2), and total WS (i.e., 

WS1 plus WS2), regardless of severity or co-occurrence, was 36.3% (95% CI 35.3 – 37.3), 

82.4% (95% CI 81.6 – 83.1), and 96.0% (95% CI 95.6 – 96.4), respectively. In our cohort, no 

WS3 was observed. Only 3.3% (95% CI 2.9 – 3.7) of fillets showed no myopathies (i.e., SM0, 

WB0, and SM0). The prevalence of WB1 was 70.5% (95% CI 69.6 – 71.5), and the prevalence 

of WB2 was 11.8% (95% CI 11.2 – 12.5). The prevalence of WS1 was 93.8% (95% CI 93.4 – 

94.4), and the prevalence of WS2 was 2.2% (95% CI 1.9 – 2.5). The range of SM1 prevalence 

varied from 10.4% to 66.8%, and WB2 ranged from 2.4% to 32.8% across flocks. Almost all 

fillets (96.7%) presented at least one myopathy, and numerous fillets presented multiple 
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myopathies together (85.1%). Moreover, 32.8% of fillets presented SM and WB and WS 

together (Figure 3.2).  

The prevalence of SM was significantly higher (P < 0.001) in a processing plant with 

water-chilling (39.8%, 95% CI: 38.4 to 41.3) compared to air-chilling (32.1%, 95% CI: 30.8 to 

33.4) using t-test (n = 9,250). To assess seasonal variability, the prevalence of SM1 and WB2 

was assessed in 4,750 fillets processed at Plant A, for which observations from an entire year 

were available. There were statistical differences (Kruskal Wallis test with Dunn’s test for 

multiple comparisons) in the prevalence of SM1 and WB2 between seasons (Figure 3.3). The 

SM1 prevalence was the highest during summer (39.8%, 95% CI 38.4 – 41.2), and the lowest 

during winter (18.9%, 95% CI 17.8 – 20.1). Meanwhile, the WB2 prevalence was the highest 

during spring (26.6%, 95% CI 25.4 – 27.9), and the lowest during winter (9.0%, 95% CI 8.2 – 

9.9).  

3.4.3 Univariable model for SM occurrence 

Unconditional associations between the occurrence of breast myopathies (SM and WB), 

regardless of severity, and all the risk factors are presented as supporting information 

(Supplementary Table 3.2). To build a multivariable logistic regression model for the occurrence 

of SM, information on 36 variables was collected from processing plants and weather stations. 

Seven variables with low variability (< 5.5%) were removed. Twenty-nine variables were used 

for unconditional associations. Twenty-four variables were used for the correlation analysis, and 

4 variables were removed because of strong collinearity (rho > 0.7). Multivariable logistic 

regression models were built for 20 variables. Twelve variables were removed using the 
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likelihood ratio test, because removing variables resulted in a better fitted model. The final 

model included 8 variables (Supplementary Figure 3.2A).  

3.4.4 Final multivariable models of SM occurrence to factors of interest 

Table 3.4 presents the results of the final random-intercept 2-level (flock-fillet) 

multivariable logistic model. 

3.4.4.1 Farm and flock demographics variables 

Location of hatcheries (FSA) was associated with the occurrence of SM. Hatching eggs 

and day-old chicks from North (postal code, N0G and N4N) had higher odds of having SM 

compared to those from South (N5A). Also, the occurrence of SM depended on the average live 

weight of broilers or source of chicks. When broilers were heavier than 2.45 kg at slaughter, they 

had higher odds of having SM compared with those smaller than 2.30 kg (OR = 1.30, 95% CI 

1.01 – 1.69). Day-old chicks and/or hatching eggs sourced from the USA had significantly 

higher odds of SM occurrence than domestic-only flocks (OR = 1.50, 95% CI 1.01 – 2.23).  

3.4.4.2 Flock health variables 

Vaccination for coccidiosis and infectious bursal disease was associated with the 

occurrence of SM. Flocks that received the coccidiosis vaccine had significantly higher odds of 

SM occurrence than flocks that did not receive the vaccine (OR = 1.46, 95% CI 1.07 – 2.00). 

Similarly, flocks that received the infectious bursal disease vaccine had significantly higher odds 

of SM occurrence than flocks that did not receive the vaccine (OR = 1.84, 95% CI 1.32 – 2.54).  
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3.4.4.3 Transportation variables 

When truck travel time was less than 69 min, broilers had higher odds of having SM 

compared with those that travelled 164 min or more (OR = 1.64, 95% CI 1.21 – 2.22). Likewise, 

when truck travel time was equal to or more than 69 min and less than 164, broilers had higher 

odds of having SM compared with those that travelled for 164 min or more (OR = 1.89, 95% CI 

1.43 – 2.49). 

3.4.4.4 Processing plant variables 

When hold time on lairage at plant was equal to or more than 111 min and less than 161, 

broilers had higher odds of having SM compared with those that were held for 161 min or more 

(OR = 1.35, 95% CI 1.02 – 1.80). 

3.4.4.5 Environmental variables 

The temperature during grow-out was associated with the occurrence of SM. When 

temperature during grow-out was higher than 0oC and lower than 15.8 oC, broilers had higher 

odds of having SM compared to those flocks for which temperature was equal to or lower than 

0oC (OR = 2.58, 95% CI 1.96 – 3.39). When temperature during grow-out was equal to or higher 

than 15.8, broilers had higher odds of having SM compared to those flocks for which 

temperature was equal to or lower than 0oC (OR = 1.75, 95% CI 1.31 – 2.34). 

3.4.5 Univariable model for WB occurrence 

Unconditional associations between the occurrence of the breast myopathy (WB) and all 

factors of interest are presented as supporting information (Supplementary Table 3.2). To build a 

multivariable logistic regression model for the occurrence of WB, information on 36 variables 
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was collected from processing plants and weather stations. Seven variables with low variability 

(< 5.5%) were removed. Twenty-nine variables were used for unconditional associations. Ten 

variables were removed using a relaxed p-value (p < 0.2). Nineteen variables were used for the 

correlation analysis, and 3 variables were removed because of strong collinearity (rho > 0.7). 

Multivariable logistic regression models were built for 16 variables. Seven variables were 

removed using the likelihood ratio test for a better fit of the model. The final model included 9 

variables (Supplementary Figure 3.2B). 

3.4.6 Final multivariable models of WB occurrence to factors of interest 

The results of the final random-intercept 2-level (flock-fillet) multivariable logistic model 

for WB are presented in Table 3.5. 

3.4.6.1 Flock demographics variables 

The occurrence of WB was associated with the average live weight at slaughter or source 

of chicks. When broilers were heavier than 2.29 kg and smaller than 2.46 kg, they had higher 

odds of having WB compared with those smaller than 2.30 kg (OR = 1.18, 95% CI 1.01 – 1.38). 

When broilers were heavier than 2.45 kg, they had higher odds of having WB compared with 

those smaller than 2.30 kg (OR = 1.23, 95% CI 1.03 – 1.47). Day-old chicks and/or hatching 

eggs sourced domestically had significantly higher odds of WB occurrence than USA-only 

flocks (OR = 1.32, 95% CI 1.03 – 1.69). 

3.4.6.2 Flock health variables 

Mortality rate during grow-out and coccidiosis vaccine were associated with the 

occurrence of WB. When the mortality rate during grow-out was lower than 2.1%, broilers had 
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higher odds of having WB compared with those higher than 3.0% (OR = 1.79, 95% CI 1.43 – 

2.25). When the mortality rate during grow-out was higher than 2.0% and lower than 3.1%, 

broilers had higher odds of having WB compared with flock mortality higher than 3.0% (OR = 

1.76, 95% CI 1.42 – 2.17). Flocks that did not receive the coccidiosis vaccine had a significantly 

higher risk of the WB occurrence than flocks that receive the vaccine (OR = 1.86, 95% CI 1.51 – 

2.29).  

3.4.6.3 Transportation variables 

Birds per crate, dead on arrival, and loading duration were associated with the 

occurrence of WB. When more than 10 birds were in a crate, broilers had higher odds of having 

WB compared with those equal to or less than 9 birds (OR = 1.46, 95% CI 1.18 – 1.79). For 

every one-unit (%) increase in DOA, a 1.04 increase in the odds of WB development was 

expected. When loading duration was longer than 100 min, broilers had higher odds of having 

WB compared with those loaded for less than 76 min (OR = 1.48, 95% CI 1.18 – 1.86). 

3.4.6.4 Processing plant and environmental variables 

Hold time on lairage at plant was associated with the occurrence of WB. When broilers 

were held on lairage less than 111 min, they had higher odds of having WB compared with those 

held longer than 110 min or less than 161 min (OR = 1.31, 95% CI 1.06 – 1.61). When broilers 

were held on lairage longer than 160 min, they had higher odds of having WB compared with 

those held longer than 110 min or less than 161 min (OR = 1.52, 95% CI 1.24 – 1.86). The 

season affected the occurrence of WB. During summer, a 1.33 increase in the odds of being WB 

was expected compared to winter.  
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3.4.7 Random effects of final model 

The hierarchical data structure of the 2-level multivariable SM and WB models consisted 

of 9,250 fillets at the lowest level and 37 flocks at the second level. The final random-intercept 

2-level models showed significant variance in flock level. The flock variance of SM and WB 

from the final model was 0.06 and 0.01, respectively. The ICC of SM between flocks was 0.018 

indicating 1.8% of the total variation in the SM occurrence was accounted for by the flock, 

leaving the 98.2% of variation was accounted for by the fillets. Similarly, the ICC of WB 

between flocks was 0.003, indicating 0.3% of the total variation in the WB occurrence was 

accounted for by the flock, leaving 99.7% of the variation was accounted for by the fillets.  

3.5 Discussion 

3.5.1 Prevalence of breast myopathies 

The present study shows that SM, WB, and WS occur in Ontario flocks with a high 

prevalence. The first myopathy reported in the literature, WS, was observed in 96.0% of scored 

fillets in our cohort, although fillets moderately affected WS (WS2) accounted for only 2.2%, 

and no severe WS (WS3) was detected. Our findings are in partial agreement with previous 

studies, which reported the prevalence of WS, regardless of severity, to range between 43.0% 

and 96.0%. In those studies, WS2 constituted between 26.5% and 38.8% of total fillets evaluated 

(Kuttappan et al., 2012a; Lorenzi et al., 2014; Russo et al., 2015; Alnahhas et al., 2016; Zampiga 

et al., 2018b; Livingston et al., 2019a), and WS3 ranged between 3.3% and 15.2% (Malila et al., 

2018; Livingston et al., 2019a). The lower prevalence of moderate and severe WS in our cohort 

may have been the result of a lower average live age and weight at slaughter. In our study, age 

and weight ranges were 36 - 43 d and 1.9 - 2.6 Kg, while in the aforementioned reports, age 
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ranged between 42 to 54 days and weight varied from 2.3 kg to 3.8 kg. This is in agreement with 

the general consensus, indicating that myopathies tend to develop more frequently in heavier and 

older birds (Kuttappan et al., 2013a; Barbut, 2019). Furthermore, the subjective classification 

criteria for these myopathies may affect our ability to classify moderate and severe WS, 

warranting caution in making direct comparisons between studies. 

The prevalence of WB in our study was 82.4%, with fillets with a severe form (WB2) 

accounting for 11.9% of the total. Other studies reported similar prevalence estimates, with total 

WB ranging from 64.8% to 90.8%, and WB2 affecting between 11.9% to 47.9% of fillets (Sihvo 

et al., 2017; Malila et al., 2018; Zampiga et al., 2018b; Livingston et al., 2019b). Some degrees 

of fluctuation between studies are likely due to different ages, sex, and the average live weights 

at slaughter. 

The prevalence of SM in the flocks examined was 36.3%, which is slightly higher (35%) 

than what was reported in Italy (Zampiga et al., 2018b). In that study, SM was evaluated using a 

pinching method (to check for the tendency of myofiber separation) with a three-tier 

classification system, showing that the prevalence of mild SM was 29% and severe SM was 6%. 

In our study, SM was assessed based on a visual evaluation only after the chilling process, which 

already implies manipulation (e.g., massaging) of the fillets. This mechanical effect may have 

contributed to myofiber separation, possibly facilitating detection of SM and leading to 

somewhat higher frequency.  

We observed a relatively high frequency (85.1%) of breast fillets which present at least 

two myopathies. This finding is consistent with that of other studies, which reported co-

occurrence of WB and WS in particular (Sihvo et al., 2017; Baldi et al., 2018; Livingston et al., 
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2019b), and suggests that pectoral muscle myopathies have similar underlying causes (Petracci et 

al., 2019), as indicated also by overlapping histological changes of the affected pectoral muscles 

(Sihvo et al., 2017; Baldi et al., 2018; Malila et al., 2018). 

Overall, our study shows that myopathies with a potential to affect consumer perception 

of meat quality (SM1 and WB2) account for approximately 10% to 30% of fillets, while milder 

forms of myopathies (WB1 and WS1) are well over 50%. These figures have the capacity to 

severely impact Canadian producers, meat processors, and retailers. It has been documented that 

consumer acceptance of breast fillets affected by WS is lower than that of normal fillets, due to a 

fatty appearance of the white-striped breast fillets (Kuttappan et al., 2012c), and that WS result in 

low consumer acceptability and purchase intent (de Carvalho et al., 2020). Similarly, WB affects 

sensory characteristics and can negatively impact consumer preference (Geronimo et al., 2021).  

3.5.2 Risk factors 

Little research has been done on risk factors related to the occurrence of breast 

myopathies. Our analysis has shown that the occurrence of SM and WB breast myopathies in 

Ontario broilers is affected by multiple risk factors associated with the farm, flock demographics 

and source of birds, flock health, transportation, processing plant, and environmental factors. The 

discussion below contextualizes the results of the multivariable regression analysis based on 

these main areas.  

 Farm variables 

The location of the hatcheries that sourced the flocks, as identified by the FSA variable, 

affected the occurrence of SM. It is not clear how location may promote development of 
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myopathies, but it is possible that different regions could adopt slightly different management 

practices. Information about hatcheries’ management was not available, however, precluding 

further analysis. Variability due to hatchery could also depend on the management of the broiler 

breeder flocks that sourced the eggs to those hatcheries. Several variables associated with 

breeder flocks, such as age, strain, management practices, and lighting, can affect the growth and 

live performance of future placement chicks, their processing yield, and ultimately the 

occurrence of breast myopathies (Suarez et al., 1997; Calini and Sirri, 2007; Willemsen et al., 

2008; Chang et al., 2016; de Jong and van Emous, 2017). Moreover, previous studies have 

documented that environmental factors during the incubation period can affect muscular 

physiology. For instance, increased incubation temperatures during late incubation, as well as 

mid or late hatching (as compared to early) reduced the severity of myodegeneration in broilers 

later in life (Clark et al., 2017). Moreover, WB was more prevalent in broilers hatched from egg 

stored longer (8 to 14 d) compared to short storage (1 to 7 d) before incubation (Livingston et al., 

2019a). Detailed evaluation of hatchery variables is warranted in future studies, to better 

understand how pre-hatch and hatch conditions can affect development of myopathies. 

 Flock demographics variables 

Our model shows that the odds of SM and WB increase when the average live weight at 

slaughter increases, i.e., the odds of SM was increased when the average live weight ≥ 2460 g; 

the odds of WB was increased when the average live weight ≥ 2300 g. The positive association 

between WB and heavier birds is supported by numerous studies, and it has been proposed that 

the increased number, diameter, and length of muscle fibers, as seen in heavier broilers, can 

result in reduced blood vessel density, eventually leading to muscle fibers loss and replacement 
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with connective tissue (Velleman et al., 2017; Sihvo et al., 2018). To the authors’ knowledge, 

however, this is the first study documenting an association between SM and heavier birds, 

although the mechanism underpinning this association remains unclear. Reducing the growth rate 

and/or the final bodyweight of the birds would likely be able to reduce the occurrence of SM and 

WB; however, these are trade-offs with expected yield and performance consequences. 

In Canada, approximately 78.9% of hatching eggs and chicks are domestically sourced, 

and 21.1% of broiler hatching eggs and chicks (hatching eggs 17.4%, chicks 3.7%) are imported 

from the USA under the regulations of the United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement (USMCA) 

and the World Trade Organization (WTO) (AAFC, 2021c). In our dataset, the domestic-only 

flocks accounted for 78.4%, which is similar to the proportion mandated by the of USMCA and 

WTO agreements. In our cohort, the source of chicks affected the occurrence of SM and WB, 

with flock that were entirely or in part domestically sourced showing higher odds of WB. 

Information about parent stock or transportation of hatching eggs and chicks, which was not 

available in our dataset, might have contributed to these differences. 

In our study, the unconditional association analysis found that the odds of having SM is 

2.25 times higher in female broilers, while the odds of having WB is 1.56 times higher in males 

(Supplementary Table 3.2). However, during stepwise regression analyses, the sex of broilers 

was removed using the likelihood ratio test for a better fit of the model. The change of 

significance is likely explained by unknown functional relationships between independent 

variables and SM occurrence (Diop et al., 2021). Aguirre et al. (2020) reported that sex is not a 

significant variable in the occurrence of breast myopathies, although raw frequency indicated 

that male broilers had more WB and WS. 
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It has been also suggested that nutrition and genetics affect the occurrence of breast 

myopathies (Bailey et al., 2015, 2020). In the present study, all flocks were fed with a corn-based 

diet and had the same genetic background (Ross 708), and therefore, these variables were not 

used to build the multivariable model.  

 Flock health variables 

Flocks that received coccidiosis vaccine and/or infectious bursal disease vaccine had a 

higher risk of SM, while flocks that did not receive coccidiosis vaccine had a higher risk of WB. 

It is possible that vaccination might have affected the initial growth performance, ultimately 

influencing the development of myopathies, even though the final weight at slaughter was 

similar between treated and untreated flocks. Gautier et al. (2020) reported that, up to 20 d, 

weight gain and feed intake were lower in broilers that received the coccidiosis vaccine 

compared to those that did not. Moreover, Lee et al. (2020) showed that the vaccination against 

coccidia had a negative impact on the weight gain of broilers between 22 and 28 d. Meloche et 

al., (2018c) reported that reducing the digestible lysine level in the diet to 85% of the normal 

dose during the period of 12 to 18 d reduced the body weight gain, and decreased WB by up to 

50%, with only a small or no effect on live and processing performance. It is plausible that flocks 

vaccinated against coccidia show reduced initial growth performance, resulting in decreased 

occurrences of WB. Likewise, non-vaccinated flocks would show increased odds of developing 

WB. Thus, their studies are consistent with our logistic regression analysis, which shows an 

almost 2-fold increased odds of developing WB in non-vaccinated broilers compared to 

vaccinated ones. On the contrary, the coccidiosis vaccine had a positive effect on the occurrence 

of SM, and it is not clear how the coccidiosis vaccine has the opposite effect on SM. This effect, 
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however, is likely not to be the same for all vaccines, as vaccination schedules and response to 

different antigens varies (Chung et al., 2021). For instance, administration of the infectious 

tenosynovitis vaccine was not associated with myopathy development, in our study. While 

growth performance could be the underlying reason for the associations between vaccination and 

myopathies, it remains unclear why SM and WB would present positive and negative 

associations, respectively, with coccidiosis vaccination in particular.  

The occurrence of WB was associated with mortality rate during grow-out, but the 

mechanism of the association is not clear. Mortality rate during grow-out is affected by overall 

health, housing factors and management routines including flock size, stocking density, type of 

ventilation, drinking and heating systems (Heier et al., 2002). The median mortality rate during 

grow-out reported in our study, i.e., 2.33%, is similar to what was reported by Torrey et al. 

(2021), i.e., 2.52%. In this study, the authors reported that total mortality did not differ between 

conventional and slow-growing strains, even though conventional strains showed the greatest 

incidence of myopathies. Overall, other hidden factors, broadly associated with differing 

management practices, could affect the relationship with the occurrence of breast myopathies. 

Moreover, it should be considered that mortality rate during grow-out is a proxy variable for 

development of myopathies, since breast fillets were not likely assessed from birds with severe 

health issues, which would have been culled before slaughter. Further work is required to 

identify the association between mortality rate during grow-out and the occurrence of breast 

myopathies. 
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 Transportation and processing plant variables 

The occurrence of SM was affected by the truck travel time and hold time on lairage at 

plant, whereas the occurrence of WB was affected by birds per crate, DOA, loading duration, 

and hold time on lairage at plant. The relationship between these variables and the occurrence of 

SM or WB is unclear. The time frame from feed withdrawal to deboning is no more than 23 hrs, 

and this time is too short to significantly alter the tissue structure of the pectoral muscle. While 

scarring (fibrosis) in the skeletal muscle develops between 1 to 3 weeks after the initial injury 

(Winkler et al., 2011; Gardner et al., 2020), it has also been suggested that increased 

corticosterone levels (as seen in stressful events) before slaughter may affect meat quality 

through increased proteolysis or altered development of rigor mortis (Gao et al., 2008; Xing et 

al., 2019). Increased proteolytic activity is mediated mainly through matrix metalloproteinases 

(MMPs), which include enzymes such as collagenases and gelatinases that play a role in the 

degradation of structural components of the connective tissue (Visse and Nagase, 2003). Stress 

can deplete glycogen and ATP reserves in the myofibers, leading to higher final pH and softer 

meat (Barbut et al., 2008). It is possible that pre-slaughter stressors might have affected certain 

visual and tactile characteristics of the fillets, affecting our classification of myopathies. For 

instance, altered development of rigor mortis might have affected our ability to accurately 

classify WB, especially in the milder phenotype (WB1). 

Unconditional association showed that SM was approximately 1.5 times more likely to 

occur in the processing plant employing the water-chill, compared to the air-chill method. 

However, this variable was eliminated during backward elimination process using the likelihood 

ratio test, and was not included in the final model. Mechanical agitation of water during water-
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chilling using an auger increases moisture absorption (Dickens and Cox, 1992). It is possible, 

therefore, that increased water in the interstitium may promote myofiber separation, leading to 

increased frequency of SM.  

 Environmental variables 

A higher temperature during grow-out was positively correlated with the occurrence of 

SM, and WB had higher odds of occurring when fillets were sampled in the summer season. 

Environmental temperature can affect the physiology of the breast muscle. For instance, broilers 

experiencing high temperatures show different protein profiles in the breast muscle and 

variations in meat quality (Xing et al., 2019). In turn, broilers with a rapid growth rate and high 

breast yields have reduced thermoregulatory capacity, making them vulnerable to thermal 

challenges (Petracci et al., 2015). Thus, it appears that higher temperature contributes to the 

development of SM and WB, albeit the mechanism of this association remains to be elucidated. 

The highest tier of temperature during grow-out category included average temperatures 

between 15.8oC and 22.7oC, while the overall temperature during the summer months spanned 

between 11.7oC (June 2019) and 22.7oC (August 2019). Considering that summer in Canada is 

not as hot compared to other countries with large poultry industries (such as Brazil or the 

southern USA), our broiler flocks were not exposed to extreme heat during the grow-out, and we 

did not further stratify the summer temperatures of our study. 

In our model, precipitation during grow-out was removed in order to fit better model. 

Relative humidity has been shown significantly to influence birds’ capacity to thermoregulate 

(Lin et al., 2006), and therefore the thermal-humidity index has been used to assess the impact of 

humidity and temperature on the growth performance of broilers (Purswell et al., 2012). It will 
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be useful if future research will be done to investigate the association between the thermal-

humidity index and the occurrence of breast myopathies. 

 The ICC values at both levels of clustering were relatively small (< 1.8%), between flock 

variance was relatively low compared to within flock variance, suggesting that single-bird 

factors are more important than flock-level factors in explaining the variability for either SM or 

WB (Sommet and Morselli, 2017). Low variability between the flock could be explained by the 

uniformity of the broiler flocks included in our cohort, especially considering the similar target 

live weight, which is one of the most important predictor for SM and WB development (Griffin 

et al., 2018). The ICC values for SM were slightly higher than those of WB, indicating a greater 

variation in prevalence of SM compared to WB, especially at the single-bird level. This may 

indicate different mechanisms for development of WB and SM, even though they occur together 

macroscopically.  

3.6 Conclusions 

This study provides a specific Canadian perspective of broiler breast myopathies. Mild 

WS appears to be the “new normal”, and more than one-third of breast fillets presented SM. 

Severe WB was observed in more than 10% of fillets, and often co-occurred with others. This 

high prevalence is likely to cause substantial economic losses to the Canadian poultry industry, 

due to decreased consumer acceptance and fillet depreciation.  

In agreement with other studies, our regression analysis models showed that the 

development of breast myopathies is complex and multi-factorial, and it is influenced by 

demographics, health, husbandry, and even external environmental factors. In our study, five risk 
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factors were shared between SM and WB; including positive association with live weight at 

slaughter and high temperature during grow-out. Nonetheless, several risk factors showed 

opposite effects on the odds of development of these myopathies, such as coccidiosis 

vaccination. This is surprising, considering that approximately 33% of the fillets in our cohort 

had both SM and WB, and suggests that WB and SM are distinct myopathies that do not 

necessarily share the same pathogenesis. We propose that SM could be caused by disruption of 

the muscle at the processing plant, where mechanical stresses act on a weakened scaffold. This is 

a different mechanism compared to WB, and it could explain the discrepancies in significant risk 

factors found in our study. Further studies are needed to determine the relevance and nature of 

such associations (i.e., mechanisms), so that targeted mitigating strategies can be implemented. 

Despite the complexity of our findings, however, it seems that occurrence of these myopathies 

could be reduced by growing broilers to less than 2.46 kg, rather than encouraging excessive 

weight gain.  
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Table 3.1 Summary of data collected from the questionnaire and Environment Canada weather 

stations for the analysis of the occurrence of breast myopathies. 

Variables obtained from questionnaire to processing plants (24 questions) 

Farm variables  

- Feed type (categorical)† 

- Lighting program (categorical) †  

- Number of floors in a barn (1 or >2, categorical) 

- Forward sortation area (FSA) of growers and hatcheries (categorical) ‡ 

Flock demographics variables 

- Age (d, continuous) 

- Average live weight at slaughter (g, continuous) 

- Breed (categorical) † 

- Sex (categorical) 

- Sources of chicks (categorical) 

Flock health variables 

- Disease observed (categorical) 

- Mortality rate during grow-out (%, continuous) 

- Raised without antibiotics (categorical) 

- Vaccination and medication records (categorical) 

Transportation from farms to processing plant variables 

- Birds per crate (b/c, continuous) 

- Dead-on arrival (%, continuous) 

- Feed withdrawal time* 

- Water withdrawal time* 

- Time of load start* 

- Time of load end* 

- Truck travel time (min, continuous) 

Processing plant variables 

- Hold time on lairage at plant (min, continuous) 

- Time of exsanguination* 

- Exsanguination to deboning time (min, continuous) † 

- Condemnation (%, continuous) 

Variables obtained from Environment Canada weather stations 

Environmental variables 

- Average temperature during grow-out and transport (oC, continuous) 

- Precipitation during grow-out and transport (mm, continuous) 

- Season (categorical) 

* The processing plants provided the times of each event, and these times were used to calculate 

the duration of specific segments (Supplementary Figure 3.1). 
† Variables were excluded from further analyses because of lack of variability. 
‡ Questions on egg storage time and incubation temperature were asked but not answered. 
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Table 3.2 Descriptive statistics of 15 continuous variables from 37 chicken broiler flocks 

surveyed in a study on the occurrence of breast meat myopathies in Ontario, Canada (2019 – 

2020) 

Variable Minimum Q1 Median Q3 Maximum 

Continuous variables obtained from questionnaire to processing plants 

Flock demographics variables 

  Age (d) 36 39 40 42 43 

  Average live weight at slaughter (g) 1,940 2,260 2,397 2,490 2,630 

Flock health variables      

  Mortality rate during grow-out (%) 1.25 2 2.33 3 5.8 

Transportation from farms to processing plant factors 

  Birds per crate (b/c) 8 9 9 10.5 12 

  Loading duration (min) 40 70 90 105 150 

  Dead-on arrival (%) 0 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.16 

  Duration without feed (min) 300 616 705 792 1005 

  Duration without water (min) 113 202 318 371 470 

  Truck travel time (min) 20 57 120 199 798 

Processing plant variables      

  Hold time on lairage at plant (min) 10 98 130 174 269 

  Condemnation (%) 0.01 0.34 0.75 1.24 2.81 

Continuous variables obtained from Environment Canada weather station 

Environmental variables 

  Precipitation during grow-out (mm) 0 54 74.3 106 164.6 

  Temperature during grow-out (oC) -9.8 -1.2 10.5 15.8 22.7 

  Precipitation during transport (mm) 0 0 0.4 2.1 20.2 

  Temperature during transport (oC) -9.8 1 9.4 19.1 23.7 
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Table 3.3 Descriptive statistics of 18 categorical variables from 37 chicken broiler flocks 

surveyed in a study on the occurrence of breast myopathies in Ontario, Canada (2019 - 2020) 

Variables Number (%) of response Variables Number (%) of response 

Farm variables Flock health variables-continued 

  Number of floors in barns   Bronchitis vaccine  

    > 2 floors 25 (67.6)     Administered 37 (100) 

    1 floor 12 (32.4)     Not administered 0 (0) 

  FSA* of growers    Coccidiosis vaccine  

    L0G 1 (2.7)     Administered 6 (16.2) 

    L0R 1 (2.7)     Not administered 31 (83.8) 

    L9H 1 (2.7)   E. coli vaccine  
    N0B 2 (5.4)     Administered 2 (5.4) 

    N0G 8 (21.6)     Not administered 35 (94.6) 

    N0J 2 (5.4)   Infectious bursal disease vaccine 

    N0K 4 (10.8)     Administered 32 (86.5) 

    N0L 3 (8.1)     Not administered 5 (13.5) 

    N0M 5 (13.5)   Infectious tenosynovitis vaccine 

    N3B 2 (5.4)     Administered 7 (18.9) 

    N4G 1 (2.7)     Not administered 30 (81.1) 

    N4S 3 (8.1)   Marek’s disease vaccine 

    N4W 1 (2.7)     Administered 34 (91.9) 

    N7A 3 (8.1)     Not administered 3 (8.1) 

  FSA of hatcheries    Category II antimicrobialsa 

    N0G 2 (5.4)     Administered 2 (5.4) 

    N4N 19 (51.4)     Not administered 35 (94.6) 

    N5A 16 (43.2)   Category III antimicrobialsb 

Flock demographics variables     Administered 26 (67.6) 

  Sex of broilers      Not administered 12 (32.4) 

    Female 15 (40.5)   Coccidiostat and/or ionophores 

    Male 11 (29.7)     Administered 27 (73.0) 

    Mixed 11 (29.7)     Not administered 10 (27.0) 

  Source of chicks  Processing plant variable   

    Domestic 29 (78.4)   Chilling method  

    Mixed 4 (10.8)     Air-chilling 19 (51.4) 

    USA 4 (10.8)     Water-chilling 18 (48.6) 

Flock health variables Environmental variable 

  Disease observed    Season  

    Observed 4 (10.8)     Spring 5 (13.5) 

    Not observed 33 (89.2)     Summer 10 (27.0) 

  Raised without antibiotics (RWA)     Fall  11 (29.7) 
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    RWA flocks 8 (21.6)     Winter 11 (29.7) 

    Non-RWA flocks 29 (78.4)   
 

*Forward sortation area  

aCategory II (High Importance) antimicrobials included amoxicillin and sulfadiazine, and 

trimethoprim.  

bCategory III (Medium Importance) antimicrobials included avilamycin, bacitracin, 

sulfaquinoxaline, and pyrimethamine. 
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Table 3.4 Results of the final random intercept 2-level (flock-fillet) multivariable logistic regression model for spaghetti meat, in a 

cohort of 9,250 chicken breast fillets collected at two processing plants between 2019 - 2020 in Ontario, Canada 

 
 

Variable Value Odds Ratio P value 95% CI 

Farm FSA* of hatcheries North 1.63 0.003 1.18–2.25 

  South Reference   

Flock demographics Average live weight (g) Low (1940–2290) Reference 
  

 
Medium (2300–2450) 1.13 0.352 0.87–1.47  
High (2460–2630) 1.30 0.044 1.01–1.69  

Source of chicks Domestic Reference 
  

  
 

Mixed 0.91 0.610 0.63–1.31 

  
 

USA 1.50 0.043 1.01–2.23 

Flock health Coccidiosis vaccine Administered 1.46 0.018 1.07–2.00 

  
 

Not administered Reference 
  

  Infectious bursal disease vaccine Administered 1.84 < 0.001 1.32–2.54 

  
 

Not administered Reference 
  

Transportation Truck travel time (min) Low (20–68) 1.64 0.002 1.21–2.22 

  
 

Medium (69–163) 1.89 < 0.001 1.43–2.49 

  
 

High (164–798) Reference 
  

Processing plant 

  

Hold time on lairage at plant 

(min) 

Low (10–110) 1.26 0.092 0.96–1.64 

Medium (111–160) 1.35 0.038 1.02–1.80 

High (161–269) Reference 
  

Environmental Temperature during grow-out 

(oC) 

Low (-9.8–0) Reference 
  

  Medium (0.1–15.7) 2.58 < 0.001 1.96–3.39 

  High (15.8–22.7) 1.75 < 0.001 1.31–2.34 

 

*Forward sortation area  
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Table 3.5 Results of the final random intercept 2-level (flock-fillet) multivariable regression model for woody breast, in a cohort of 

9,250 chicken breast fillets collected at two processing plants between 2019 – 2020 in Ontario, Canada 

 
 

Variable Value Odds Ratio P value 95% CI 

Flock demographics Average live weight (g) Low (1,940–2,290) Reference 
  

  Medium (2,300–2,450) 1.18 0.042 1.01–1.38 

  High (2,460–2,360) 1.23 0.020 1.03–1.47  
Source of chicks Domestic 1.32 0.028 1.03–1.69  
  Mixed 1.10 0.574 0.79–1.54  
  USA Reference 

  

Flock health Mortality rate during grow-out (%) Low (1.25–2.0) 1.79 <0.001 1.43–2.25   
  Medium (2.1–3.0) 1.76 <0.001 1.42–2.17  
  High (3.1–5.8) Reference 

  

 
Coccidiosis vaccine Administered Reference 

 
   

  Not administered 1.86 <0.001 1.51–2.29 

Transportation Birds per crate Low (8–9) Reference   

   Medium (9.5–10) 0.83 0.199 0.62–1.10 

   High (10.5–12) 1.46 <0.001 1.18–1.79  
Dead on arrival (%) 0–0.16 1.04 <0.001 1.02–1.05  
Loading duration (min) Low (40–75) Reference 

  

  
Medium (76–100) 1.19 0.111 0.96–1.47   
High (101–150) 1.48 0.001 1.18–1.86 

Processing plant Hold time on lairage at plant (min)  

  

Low (10–110) 1.31 0.014 1.06–1.61  
Medium (111–160) Reference 

  

 
High (161–269) 1.52 <0.001 1.24–1.86 

Environmental Season Spring 1.06 0.782 0.65–1.71  
  Summer 1.33 0.020 1.05–1.70  
  Fall 1.19 0.436 0.79–1.82  
  Winter Reference 
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Figure 3.1 Pie charts illustrating the relative prevalence of spaghetti meat (SM), woody breast 

(WB), and white striping (WS).  

The prevalence of SM (SM1) was 36.3%. The prevalence of moderate WB (WB1) was 70.5%, 

and the prevalence of severe WB (WB2) was 11.8%. The prevalence of mild WS (WS1) was 

93.8%, and the prevalence of moderate WS (WS2) was 2.2%. There was no severe WS (WS3) 

observed in our samples (n = 9,250; average live weight at slaughter: 2.36 kg). 
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Figure 3.2 Venn Diagram illustrating the incidence counts of spaghetti meat (SM), woody breast 

(WB), and white striping (WS) in 9,250 fillets.  

A total of 7,876 fillets presented multiple myopathies together. Within 7,876 fillets, 3,038 fillets 

presented SM and WB and WS together. Out of 9,250 scored fillets, only 305 fillets did not show 

myopathies. 

SM0: SM absent, SM1: SM present 

WB0: WB absent, WB1: WB moderate, WB2: WB severe 

WS0: WS absent, WS1: WS mild, WS2: WS moderate 
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Figure 3.3 Seasonal variations in the prevalence of spaghetti meat (SM) and severe woody 

breast (WB2).  

A total of 4,750 fillets (19 flocks) were scored at a processing plant that employs air-chilling. 

The prevalence of SM1 was the highest during the summer (39.8%), whereas the prevalence of 

WB2 was the highest during spring (26.6%).  

Different letters above bars indicate significant differences among groups (Kruskal Wallis test 

with Dunn’s test for multiple comparisons, p < 0.05) of SM (blue), and WB (red) in each season. 
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Supplementary Table 3.1. Macroscopic scoring scheme of breast myopathies 

Spaghetti meat (SM) SM0 (absent): without any myofiber separation 

SM1 (present): distinct myofiber separation 

Woody breast (WB) WB0 (absent): without abnormal firmness 

WB1 (moderate): moderate increase in firmness either in the 

cranial or caudal aspects of the fillets, or both 

WB2 (severe): distinct increase in firmness diffusely 

throughout the fillets 

White striping (WS) WS0 (absent): no distinct white lines 

WS1 (mild): 1 to 40 white lines with thickness < 1 mm 

WS2 (moderate): > 40 white lines, or 1 to 5 line(s) of 1.0 mm 

to 1.9 mm in width 

WS3 (severe): > 5 lines with the thickness of 1.0 mm to 1.9 

mm or ≥ 1 lines with the thickness of 2.0 mm 
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Supplementary Table 3.2. Descriptive statistics and unconditional associations of variables for the occurrence of breast meat 

myopathies in Ontario, Canada (2019 – 2020) are listed for each predictor variable. Associations of the flock and environmental 

variables, related to the occurrence of the breast myopathies, for each predictor assessed within univariable logistic regression model, 

as related to the occurrence of spaghetti meat (SM), and woody breast (WB) as the outcome of interest 

Variable Number Type Value 
Odds ratios 

for SM 

P value 

for SM 

Odds ratios 

for WB 

P value 

for WB 

Farm management and spatial variables        

FSA of hatcheries 5,250 Categorical North 1.40 <0.001 1.02 0.671 

 4,000 Categorical South Reference  Reference  

Number of floors in a barn 6,250 Categorical >1 floor 0.68 <0.001 1.18 0.004 

 3,000 Categorical 1 floor Reference  Reference  

Flock demographics variables        

Age (d) 9,250 Continuous 36 - 43 1.17 <0.001 0.95 0.001 

Average live weight at slaughter (g) 3,250 Categorical Low (1,940 – 2,290) Reference  Reference  

 3,000 Categorical Medium (2,300 – 2,450) 1.26 <0.001 0.89 0.072 

 3,000 Categorical High (2,460 – 2,630) 1.16 0.005 1.34 <0.001 

Sex 3,750 Categorical Female 2.25 <0.001 Reference  

 2,750 Categorical Male Reference  1.56 <0.001 

 2,750 Categorical Mixed 1.45 <0.001 1.04 0.499 

Source of chicks 7,250 Categorical Domestic Reference  Reference  

 1,000 Categorical Mixed 1.38 <0.001 0.53 <0.001 

 1,000 Categorical USA 1.49 <0.001 0.78 0.002 
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Supplementary Table 3.2 continued 

 

Variable Number Type Value 
Odds ratios 

for SM 

P value 

for SM 

Odds ratios 

for WB 

P value 

for WB 

Flock health        

Disease observed 8,000 Categorical Disease not observed Reference  Reference  

 1,250 Categorical Disease observed 2.30 <0.001 0.90 0.186 

Mortality rate during grow-out (%) 3,250 Categorical Low (1.25–2.0) Reference  Reference  

 4,250 Categorical Medium (2.1–3.0) 1.09 0.082 0.75 <0.001 

 1,750 Categorical High (3.1–5.8) 1.16 0.014 0.67 <0.001 

Raised without antibiotics (RWA) 7,250 Categorical Non-RWA Reference  Reference  

 2,000 Categorical RWA 1.32 <0.001 0.82 0.003 

Coccidiosis vaccine 1,500 Categorical Administered 1.33 <0.001 0.75 <0.001 

 7,750 Categorical Not administered Reference  Reference  

Infectious bursal disease vaccine 8,000 Categorical Administered 1.75 <0.001 1.04 0.599 

 1,250 Categorical Not administered Reference  Reference  

Infectious tenosynovitis vaccine 1,750 Categorical Administered 1.13 0.021 1.00 0.986 

 7,500 Categorical Not administered Reference  Reference  

Marek’s disease vaccine 8,500 Categorical Administered 0.97 0.585 0.94 0.420 

 750 Categorical Not administered Reference  Reference  

Category III antimicrobials 6,250 Categorical Administered 0.96 0.326 1.09 0.145 

 3,000 Categorical Not administered Reference  Reference  

Coccidiostats and/or ionophores 6,750 Categorical Administered 0.71 <0.001 1.19 0.002 

 2,500 Categorical Not administered Reference  Reference  
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Supplementary Table 3.2 continued 

Variable Number 
 

Type Value 
Odds ratios 

for SM 

P value 

for SM 

Odds ratios 

for WB 

P value 

for WB 

Transportation variables         

Birds per crate 5,750  Categorical Low (8–9) Reference  Reference  

 500  Categorical Medium (9.5–10) 1.35 0.001 1.02 0.854 
 3,000  Categorical High (10.5–12) 0.63 <0.001 1.46 <0.001 

Dead on arrival (%) 9,250  Continuous 0–0.16 0.96 <0.001 1.03 <0.001 

Duration without feed (min) 3,250  Categorical Low (300–685) Reference  Reference  

 3,000  Categorical Medium (686–762) 0.87 0.008 1.03 0.646 
 3,000  Categorical High (763–1005) 0.83 0.001 0.88 0.056 

Duration without water (min) 9,250  Categorical Low (113–271) Reference  Reference  

 9,250  Categorical Medium (272–363) 0.97 0.572 1.14 0.053 
 9,250  Categorical High (364–470) 0.99 0.921 0.98 0.801 

Loading duration (min) 9,250  Categorical Low (40–75) Reference  Reference  

 9,250  Categorical Medium (76–100) 0.99 0.789 0.95 0.385 
 9,250  Categorical High (101–150) 1.05 0.317 1.29 <0.001 

Truck travel time (min) 3,250  Categorical Low (20–68) Reference  Reference  

 3,000  Categorical Medium (69–163) 1.28 <0.001 0.83 0.006 

 3,000  Categorical High (164–798) 0.79 <0.001 0.97 0.683 

Processing plant variables         

Chilling method 4,750  Categorical Air-chill Reference  Reference  

 4,500  Categorical Water-chill 1.45 <0.001 0.91 0.096 

Condemnation (%) 3,250  Categorical Low (0.01–0.45) Reference  Reference  

 3,000  Categorical Medium (0.46–1.14) 0.94 0.211 1.04 0.590 

 3,000  Categorical High (1.15–2.81) 0.81 <0.001 1.25 0.001 

Hold time on lairage at plant (min) 3,250  Categorical Low (10–110) Reference  Reference  

 3,000  Categorical Medium (111–160) 1.17 0.002 0.79 0.001 

 3,000  Categorical High (161–269) 0.77 <0.001 0.78 <0.001 
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Supplementary Table 3.2 continued 

 

Variable Number Type Value 
Odds ratios 

for SM 

P value for 

SM 

Odds ratios 

for WB 

P value for 

WB 

Environmental and temporal variables        

Temperature during grow-out (oC) 3,250 Categorical Low (-9.8–0) Reference  Reference  

 3,250 Categorical Medium (0.1–15.7) 2.00 <0.001 0.61 <0.001 

 2,750 Categorical High (15.8–22.7) 2.33 <0.001 0.58 <0.001 

Temperature during transport (oC) 3,250 Categorical Low (-9.8–2.9) Reference  Reference  

 3,000 Categorical Medium (3.0–12.9) 1.65 <0.001 0.60 <0.001 

 3,000 Categorical High (13.0–23.7) 2.09 <0.001 0.70 <0.001 

Season 1,250 Categorical Spring 1.56 <0.001 3.85 <0.001 

 2,500 Categorical Summer 2.44 <0.001 1.52 <0.001 

 2,750 Categorical Fall 1.99 <0.001 0.89 <0.001 

 2,750 Categorical Winter Reference  Reference  

Precipitation during grow-out (mm) 3,250 Categorical Low (0–66) Reference  Reference  

 3,000 Categorical Medium (67–100) 1.60 <0.001 0.89 0.074 

 3,000 Categorical High (101–165) 1.35 <0.001 1.05 0.466 

Precipitation during transport (mm) 3,250 Categorical Low (0–0.1) Reference  Reference  

 3,000 Categorical Medium (0.2–1.7) 0.80 <0.001 1.06 0.363 

 3,000 Categorical High (1.8–20.2) 0.67 <0.001 0.99 0.979 
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Supplementary Figure 3.1 Categorization of multiple time segments (durations) associated with flock transportation from the farm 

and the beginning of the deboning process. 
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Supplementary Figure 3.2. Flow diagram demonstrating the statistical model building process of variables selection and stepwise 

logistic regression analysis for spaghetti meat and woody breast. (A) Random intercept 2-level (flock – fillet) multivariable logistic 

regression model building for the occurrence of spaghetti meat: information on 36 variables was collected from processing plants and 

Environment Canada weather stations. Seven variables with low variability (< 5.5%) were removed, 29 variables were used for 

unconditional associations, and 5 variables were removed using a relaxed p-value (p < 0.2). Twenty-four variables were used for the 

correlation analysis, and 4 variables were removed because of strong collinearity (rho > 0.7). Multivariable logistic regression models 

were built for 20 variables. Twelve variables were removed using the likelihood ratio (LR) test during a manual backward elimination 

process. Random intercept 2-level model (flock-fillet) was built, an intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) was calculated, and the 

final model included 8 variables. 
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(B) Multivariable logistic regression model building for the occurrence of the woody breast: information on 36 variables was collected 

from processing plants and Environment Canada weather stations. Seven variables with low variability (< 5.5%) were removed, 10 

variables were removed using a relaxed p-value (p < 0.2). Nineteen variables were used for the correlation analysis, and 3 variables 

were removed because of strong collinearity (rho > 0.7). Multivariable logistic regression models were built for 16 variables. Seven 

variables were removed using the LR test during a manual backward elimination process. Random intercept 2-level model (flock-

fillet) was built, an ICC was calculated, and the final model included 9 variables. 
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4.1 Abstract 

Spaghetti meat (SM), woody breast (WB), and white striping (WS) are myopathies affecting 

breast muscle of broiler chickens, and are characterized by a loss of myofibers and an increase in 

fibrous tissue. The conditions develop in intensive broiler chicken production systems, and cause 

poor meat processability and negative customer perception leading to monetary losses. The 

objectives of the present study were to describe the physical and histological characteristics of 

breast myopathies from commercial broiler chicken flocks in Ontario, Canada, and to assess the 

associations between the severity of myopathies with the physical and histological characteristics 

of the affected breast muscle fillets. Chicken breast fillets (n = 179) were collected over three 

visits from a processing plant and scored macroscopically to assess the severity of myopathies, 

following an established scoring scheme. For each fillet, the surface area, length, width, 

thickness, weight, and hardness (compression force) were measured. A subset of 60 fillets was 

evaluated microscopically. Multinomial logistic regression models were built to evaluate 

associations between physical parameters and macroscopic scores. The odds of SM co-occurring 

with severe WB (SM1WB2) were significantly associated with increased fillet thickness (OR = 

1.59, 95% CI 1.31 – 1.94) and weight (OR = 1.06, 95% CI 1.03 – 1.09). Histologically, 

myopathies had overlapping lesions consisting of polyphasic myodegeneration, perivascular 

inflammatory cuffing and accumulation of fibrous tissue and fat. The pairwise correlation 

between macroscopic and microscopic scores was moderate (rho 0.45, P < 0.001). This is the 

first study to characterize breast myopathies in Canadian broiler flocks. Results show that the 

morphologic and microscopic changes of fillets from this cohort are similar to data from other 
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countries, and provide database to benchmark these parameters in future studies. Our 

standardized categorization can be applied to broiler breast fillets in other regions of the world. 

Key words: Broiler chicken, breast muscle, emerging myopathies, fibrosis, woody breast. 

4.2 Introduction 

Over the past decades chicken meat consumption has significantly increased worldwide 

due to its relatively low cost, ease of meal preparation, nutritional and dietary perception, as well 

as wide cultural acceptance (Petracci and Cavani, 2012). To meet this growing demand, broiler 

chickens are selectively bred for fast growth and high yield. Compared to 50 years ago, broiler 

chickens today are marketed in about half the time, will have consumed approximately 50% less 

feed, and gained twice as much bodyweight (Zuidhof et al., 2014). Since the early 2010’s, 

selection for fast growth has been associated with the emergence of myopathies in broiler 

chickens that mainly affect the breast muscle fillets (Kuttappan et al., 2012a). These conditions 

are referred to as spaghetti meat (SM), woody breast (WB), and white striping (WS), and are 

respectively characterized by the loss and unraveling of myofibers, increased toughness of the 

meat, and development of white striations parallel to the orientation of the myofibers (Kuttappan 

et al., 2017b; Sihvo et al., 2017; Baldi et al., 2019).  

The underlying histological changes of these conditions are non-specific and often 

overlapping. They include multifocal polyphasic myodegeneration and necrosis, myofiber 

regeneration, interstitial fibrosis with the accumulation of fat, and perivascular cuffing with 

mononuclear cells and heterophils (Kuttappan et al., 2013b; Papah et al., 2017; Sihvo et al., 

2017; Chen et al., 2019; Baldi et al., 2018). Multiple studies have shown that breast fillets are 
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often affected by more than one myopathy, with WS often co-occurring with SM and WB (Baldi 

et al., 2018; Radaelli et al., 2017; Sihvo et al., 2017).  

The affected fillets may be removed from the food chain due to rejection by consumers 

because of negative visual appearance and undesirable sensory properties of the meat (Kuttappan 

et al., 2012c; Petracci et al., 2019; de Carvalho et al., 2020). The resulting economic loss can be 

substantial, and conservative estimates place it at $1 billion annual loss in North America alone 

(Barbut, 2020).  

Although automated systems based on spectrometry have started to appear to selectively 

remove affected fillets (Wold et al., 2017, 2019; Wold and Løvland, 2020) at the processing 

plant, breast myopathies are still most commonly identified by visual and tactile inspection by 

trained personnel. For research purposes, published macroscopic scoring systems divide SM, 

WB, and WS into three and four tiers of severity (Kuttappan et al., 2013c; Sihvo et al., 2017; 

Baldi et al., 2018; Malila et al., 2018). Since these scoring systems suffer from subjective bias, 

efforts have been made to correlate physical parameters with the presence and severity of breast 

myopathies. For instance, studies in the USA indicated that the relative length, width, and 

thickness of affected fillets were good indicators of predicting WB and WS (Griffin et al., 2018). 

Ideally, such information can be used to train automated image analysis algorithms that may be 

applied in-line at processing plants.  

 Although the presence of WB and WS have been reported in some slow and fast growing 

Canadian broilers (Santos et al., 2021), no systematic studies have addressed the morphological 

characteristics and severity of breast myopathies (SM, WB, and WS) in commercial Canadian 
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broilers. Therefore, the objectives of the study were to describe the physical and histological 

characteristics of SM, WB, and WS from commercial broiler chicken flocks in Ontario, Canada, 

and to assess associations between the severity of myopathies and physical and histological 

characteristics of the affected breast muscle fillets.   

4.3 Materials & methods 

4.3.1 Sample collection and macroscopic scoring 

A total of 179 skinless breast fillets from three broiler chicken flocks (60 fillets x 3 

flocks, one fillet missing) were collected at a large Ontario processing plant during three visits 

(April to May 2019). The fillets originated from male Ross708 (37 d; average weight at 

slaughter, 2.2 kg); mixed-sex Cobb500 (36 d, 2.4 kg); and mixed-sex Ross708 (40 d, 2.1 kg) 

chickens. Exsanguination to deboning time was 3 hr. After deboning, representative samples for 

each myopathy were collected at the plant. Fillets were placed in plastic bags and, within 5 hrs of 

collection (total 10 – 12 hrs from bleeding), transported on ice to the Ontario Veterinary College 

to score myopathies and measure physical parameters.  

Myopathies were scored by visual examination and palpation of fillets by two trained 

members of the investigative team to minimize scoring variations. In the rare instances when 

fillets were scored differently, the two scorers re-evaluated the fillets together to reach an 

agreement. SM was rated as absent (SM0) or present (SM1) based on presence of myofiber 

separation. WB and WS were scored using previously established criteria, with modifications to 

better capture the range of lesion severity (Kuttappan et al., 2016; Sihvo et al., 2017):WB was 

scored as absent (WB0), moderate (WB1) or severe (WB2) based on tissue hardness upon 

palpation; and WS was scored as absent (WS0), mild (WS1), moderate (WS2) or severe (WS3) 
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based on the frequency and thickness of white lines (Supplementary Table 4.1A). Each fillet 

received a compound score indicative of each myopathy (e.g., SM1WB1WS1), which stratified 

the data into multiple categories (referred to as myopathy score). However, since WS0, fillets 

without distinct white lines, was present only in a small number of fillets (n = 10), and WS1 in a 

large majority (n = 130), the WS category was not included in the statistical analysis. Thus, only 

WB and SM scores were used (e.g., SM0WB1) regardless of WS scores. 

4.3.2 Physical measurements 

On arrival at the laboratory, samples were photographed and weighed using a digital 

scale (PM600, Mettler Toledo, Columbus, OH, USA). Pictures were used to measure cranial 

surface area (2-dimensional), length, and width, using an image processing software (ImageJ, 

National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA). Length and width were measured at the 

longest and widest axis, respectively, of the surface of each fillet. Thickness was measured at the 

thickest point of the cranial part of the fillet, using a digital caliper (58-6800-4, Mastercraft, 

Brantford, ON, CA). Compression force was determined at the cranial region of raw fillets, using 

a texture analyzer (TA-XT2, Texture Technologies Corp., Hamilton, MA, USA) set to compress 

by applying a force perpendicular to the fillets using a 10 mm round probe attached to a 30-kg 

load cell, set at a trigger force of 1 Newton and speed of 5 mm/s both pre- and post-test. Each 

fillet was compressed to 20% of its height at three compression points at the cranial region 

approximately 10 hr postmortem. 

4.3.3 Histological evaluation 

Microscopic lesions were assessed on a subset of 60 fillets collected on a single day of 

sampling. The 60 samples were chosen according to the macroscopic presence of myopathy. 
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Tissue samples were collected by cutting one core (1 x 1 x 1 cm) from the cranial, medial, and 

caudal third portion of each fillet (Supplementary Figure 4.1A); to account for previous reports 

indicating that the cranial area is most severely affected (Mudalal et al., 2015; Baldi et al., 2018). 

Tissues were fixed in 10% formalin for 24 - 48 hrs, embedded in paraffin (three cores from one 

fillet per cassette), and processed for hematoxylin and eosin (HE) and Masson’s trichrome (MT) 

staining. The histological scoring was conducted with a light microscope (BX45, Olympus 

Canada, Richmond Hill, ON, CA), and facilitated using disposable microscope slide-grids of 20 

mm x 20 mm with 1 mm spacing (Z688533, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) that were 

placed over the sections during observation (Supplementary Figure 4.1B). Considering that the 

tissue sections on the slide were roughly rectangular, scoring was carried out in 6, 4 mm2 

windows (each encompassing 4, 1 mm2 squares) corresponding to the upper left, upper right, 

middle right, middle left, lower left, and lower right areas of the tissue, as shown in 

Supplementary Figure 4.1C. For each of the 24 squares of the grid, the microscopic scores 

considered myodegeneration (defined as loss of striation, fragmentation of myofibers, and 

accumulation of inflammatory cells around myofibers), perivascular infiltrates with 

inflammatory cells (PVI) and endomysial accumulation of fat and fibrous tissue (lipidosis / 

fibrosis, LF) on a scale of 0 - 3, which is a slight modification from a previous report (Sihvo et 

al., 2017) (Supplementary Table 4.1B). For each of the three areas (i.e., cranial, medial, and 

caudal), a final histological score was calculated by adding the individual scores for each of the 

24 squares. The score could range from 0 to 216 (24 areas x 3 [maximal score] x 3 criteria). All 

histological assessments were performed by a veterinarian (SC) in a blind manner, implemented 

by disguising slide identification and randomizing slide order. To test inter-observer agreement, 
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a random subset of slides (33.3%, n = 20) was independently scored by a pathologist who also 

participated in the study (MI) (Pavlides et al., 2017). 

4.3.4 Statistical analysis 

4.3.4.1 Descriptive statistics of variables 

All physical measurements (area, hardness, length, thickness, weight, and width) and the 

histological score of the fillets were tested for normal distribution using the Shapiro-Wilk 

normality test. Fillets with scores of 0 for SM and WB were designated as the normal controls 

(SM0WB0). Since data were normally distributed, an ANOVA with parametric post-hoc 

Dunnett’s test was used to compare the area, length, thickness, weight, and width of fillets from 

each myopathy score to the normal controls. The Kruskal-Wallis test and Dunn’s multiple range 

test were used for post-hoc multiple comparisons to assess the mean differences of hardness 

between fillets from each myopathy score with the normal controls. Also, the Kruskal-Wallis test 

and Dunn’s multiple range test were used for post-hoc multiple comparisons to assess the mean 

differences of histological scores among cranial, medial, and caudal areas. 

4.3.4.2 Exploratory Statistics 

Regression analyses using a multinomial logistic regression model were employed to 

identify associations between the occurrence of breast myopathies (as defined by myopathy 

scores, outcome variable) and physical parameters (independent predictor variables). 

 To select variables to include in the final model, univariable analyses using a relaxed P-

value (P < 0.20) were built to screen the effect of each independent variable on the dependent 

variable using the SM0WB0 group as the referent category. Pair-wise correlation coefficients, 
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using the Spearman’s rank test, were examined among all significant independent variables to 

prevent the inclusion of co-linear variables. When two variables were highly correlated (rho ≥ 

0.70; P < 0.05), the one with the smallest p-value was considered for inclusion in the 

multivariable model.  

All unconditionally significant variables identified on univariable screening were offered 

to a multivariable model, and a manual backward elimination process was performed. Variables 

with p > 0.05, as calculated using the likelihood ratio test, were removed for a better fit of a 

model. For suspected confounders, when the removal of a variable changed the coefficients of 

the remaining variables from the final model by more than 20%, the variable was kept in the 

final model, otherwise, it was dropped (Dohoo et al., 2014). The final multivariable model 

included all significant independent variables that affected the occurrence of specific myopathy 

categories, using the normal controls (SM0WB0) as a referent category. 

Also, a univariable multinomial logistic regression model was employed to identify 

associations between the occurrence of breast myopathies (myopathy scores as outcome 

variables) and histological scores (independent predictor variables). Histological scores from the 

cranial area only were selected as a predictor variable, since the medial area had aponeurosis, an 

internal sheet of connective tissue, resulting in artifactually increased fibrous tissue, and the 

histological scores from the caudal area were not significantly different among myopathy groups. 

The results from the logistic regression analysis were reported as odds ratios including 

95% CI and the respective P-values. An odds ratio > 1 indicates an increased odds of an outcome 

(e.g., SM0WB2) compared to the normal fillet (e.g., SM0WB0) as a result of an increase in the 

continuous predictor variable by one unit, whereas the odds ratio < 1 denotes a decreased odd.  
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4.4 Results 

4.4.1 Physical characteristics 

The macroscopic appearance of representative cases of SM, WB, and WS is shown in 

Figure 4.1. Fillets with SM were soft and friable when palpated and showed separation of 

myofiber bundles affecting primarily the cranial area of the breast muscle, starting from the 

superficial layer. Fillets with WB had a tougher texture, were often pale, and sometimes showed 

petechial hemorrhage and edema on the surface. Areas of tougher texture could be localized 

and/or diffuse. Occasionally, fillets with severe WB were presented with multifocal areas of 

increased thickness (bulging) on the cranial or caudal area. Breasts affected by WS exhibited 

white lines parallel to the myofibers, most frequently affecting the cranial area of the fillet and 

rarely extending to the caudal area. Overall, changes associated with each myopathy appeared to 

be more severe in the cranial area compared with the caudal portion of the fillets. No other 

changes, such as discoloration or necrosis, were recorded in the samples.  

The co-occurrence of SM, WB, and WS is summarized in Table 1. Of the 179 fillets, 

18.4% (n = 33) did not reveal a macroscopic myopathy (i.e., SM0WB0WS0). The remaining 146 

were assigned into 15 different categories, according to the myopathy score. Only 13.4% (24) 

samples had a single myopathy, whereas 68.2% (n = 122) were affected by more than one. A 

score of WS3 was not identified among the samples.  

4.4.2 Comparisons of physical parameters among myopathy groups 

No statistically significant differences between the myopathy groups and the normal 

controls were observed in the surface area of fillets (Figure 4.2A). There were significant 

differences in hardness between the fillets with myopathy and normal controls (Figure 4.2B). 
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Specifically, when the severity of WB increased, fillets affected by WB required higher 

compression force: SM0WB1 (P = 0.001), SM0WB2 (P < 0.001), and SM1WB2 (P = 0.016). On 

the other hand, fillets with only SM (SM1WB0) required significantly (P = 0.020) less 

compression force compared to the normal controls. Only fillets affected by both SM and severe 

WB (SM1WB2) were significantly longer than the normal controls (P = 0.005, Figure 4.2C). 

Fillets affected by WB of any severity, or in any combination, were significantly thicker than the 

normal controls (P ≤ 0.001), while SM1WB0 fillets were not (P = 0.149, Figure 4.2D). Fillets 

with myopathies were significantly heavier than fillets without myopathies, regardless of the 

severity of score (P < 0.001, Figure 4.2E). Only SM1WB0 fillets were significantly wider than 

fillets without myopathies (P = 0.012, Figure 4.2F). 

4.4.3 Associations between myopathies and physical parameters 

A multinomial regression model was employed to test unconditional associations 

between physical parameters and the myopathy score (Figure 4.3), using the normal controls 

(SM0WB0) as the referent category. There were no significant associations between surface area 

and myopathy categories (Figure 4.3A). The hardness (Figure 4.3B) was positively associated 

with SM0WB1, SM0WB2, and SM1WB2 fillets (P < 0.001), and negatively associated with 

SM1WB0 (P = 0.002) fillets. The length (Figure 4.3C) was positively associated with SM0WB2 

(P = 0.045) and SM1WB2 (P = 0.001) fillets. The thickness (Figure 4.3D) of fillets was 

positively associated with the SM0WB1, SM0WB2, SM1WB1, and the SM1WB2 categories (P 

< 0.001) and negatively associated with the SM1WB0 category (P = 0.048). The weight (Figure 

4.3E) of fillets was positively associated with all categories of breast myopathies (P < 0.001) and 

the width (Figure 4.3F) was positively associated with the SM1WB0 category (P = 0.005). 
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The area variable was excluded during the unconditional regression analysis. Correlations 

among unconditionally significant variables were further evaluated before the inclusion of 

variables in the final model. Hardness and thickness were strongly correlated (rho 0.71, P < 

0.001), and other variables (length, weight, and width) were weak or moderately correlated (rho 

< 0.45, Table 4.2). Therefore, the hardness variable was excluded from the final model to prevent 

multi-collinearity. Later, the length variable was excluded during the likelihood ratio test.  

In the final multivariable model, a total of three variables (thickness, weight, width) were 

included, and associations between these variables and myopathy scores were tested using the 

normal fillet (SM0WB0) as the referent category (Table 4.3). The odds ratios obtained from the 

analysis using weight as an independent variable were relatively small (1.03 – 1.07, P < 0.007), 

whereas the odds ratios obtained from the analysis using thickness as an independent variable 

were relatively large (1.22 – 1.59, P < 0.015) except for SM1WB0 category.  

4.4.4 Histological characteristics 

A total of 60 fillets were evaluated histologically. Samples macroscopically classified 

without myopathy (SM0WB0, n = 17) showed a typical polygonal shape of myofibers on cross-

section, with peripherally located nuclei in many areas (Figure 4.4A). However, myofibers in 

some areas were surrounded by scant amounts of connective tissue (endomysium) with few, 

scattered inflammatory cells and rare areas of fat accumulation (Figure 4.4B). Samples that were 

macroscopically classified as SM0WB1 (n = 8), SM0WB2 (n = 11), SM1WB0 (n =13), SM1WB 

(n = 10), and SM1WB2 (n = 1), regardless of the type of combined score, revealed similar and 

overlapping histological lesions, without distinct features of one particular myopathy. Fillets 

exhibited changes that directly affected the myofibers (myodegeneration and necrosis), or the 
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interstitium (inflammation, lipid infiltration, fibrosis) or both (Figure 4.4C). The degeneration 

and necrosis of myofibers was characterized by hypereosinophilia, loss of cross striation, 

fragmentation of the myofibers, and sarcoplasmic accumulation of macrophages and fewer 

heterophils (Figure 4.4D). Rare regenerating fibers showed nuclear rowing in hyperchromatic 

myotubules. Inflammation was characterized by the interstitial accumulation of lymphocytes, 

macrophages and scattered heterophils and perivenular accumulation of mononuclear leukocytes. 

Interstitial lesions were characterized by the accumulation of loose connective tissue, in some 

areas associated with adipocytes, that expanded the endomysium and occasionally replaced 

myofibers (Figure 4.4E). Presence of collagen from interstitial fibrosis was confirmed with 

Masson’s trichrome stain (Figure 4.4F). Bacterial infection was not observed in any of the 

examined fillets. 

Histological changes were evaluated with a scoring system that took into account 

myodegeneration, inflammation, and interstitial changes (fibrosis and/or accumulation of fat 

tissue) in three different areas of the fillet (cranial, medial, and caudal). When applying the 

histological score, there was a high level of inter-observer agreement (= 0.75) between two 

independent observers (SC and MI). Table 4 summarizes the histological scores stratified by the 

grossly identified myopathies. The histological scores were not normally distributed (Shapiro-

Wilk normality test, P < 0.006) and the ranges of histological scores of each area varied between 

0 and 79. The histological scores of each area never reached the maximum value (216) because 

there were lesions without pathological changes. The histological scores were higher in samples 

from the cranial and medial areas than in those from the caudal area (P < 0.001), whereas there 

were no statistically significant differences in scores of the cranial and medial area (P = 0.069). 
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Pairwise correlation analysis of the myopathy scores and histological scores using 

Spearman’s rho correlation test showed a moderate correlation (rho 0.45; P < 0.001). Correlation 

between myodegeneration vs. lipidosis and fibrosis was strong (rho 0.79; P < 0.001), whereas 

correlation between myodegeneration vs. perivascular infiltration was moderate (rho 0.56; P < 

0.001). Likewise, correlation between perivascular infiltration vs. lipidosis and fibrosis was 

moderate (rho 0.53; P < 0.001). 

Table 5 shows the results of the univariable multinomial logistic regression model 

between histological scores from the cranial area and myopathy scores. The odds ratios obtained 

from the analyses using histological scores from the cranial area as an independent variable were 

the same for the outcome variables of SM0WB1, SM0WB2, an SM1WB1 (OR = 1.11, P < 

0.006), whereas the odds ratio obtained from the analysis using the outcome variable of 

SM1WB0 was 1.08 (P = 0.024). 

4.5 Discussion 

The present study offers a standardized categorization of physical and histologic features 

that are associated with breast myopathies (SM, WB, WS) encountered in a cohort of 

commercial broiler chickens from Ontario, Canada. The broiler breeds in our study were Ross 

and Cobb which represent 2 breeds used around the world. Therefore, our standardized 

categorization should apply in other regions in the world. In the study, we characterized the 

myopathies through a macroscopic scoring scheme to classify the fillets into a myopathy score, 

which was used to further correlate to physical parameters (area, hardness, length, thickness, 

weight, and width) and severity of histological changes. Quantitative relationships between the 
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occurrence of macroscopic categories and the values of physical parameters and histological 

scores were further evaluated by regression and pairwise correlation analyses.  

In agreement with literature from different countries, the type and severity of myopathy 

had an effect on the physical aspects of the affected fillets in our cohort, although some results 

differed from those in previous reports. In our study, breast fillets with WB were overall harder 

(required higher compression force) than unaffected fillets, most probably as a results of fibrosis 

causing the accumulation of cross-linked collagen fibrils in the tissue (Velleman et al., 2017). 

Conversely, SM-affected fillets required much less force to compress, and therefore were more 

comparable to unaffected fillets. This is consistent with the typical appearance of SM-affected 

fillets being due to unravelling of myofibers caused by a reduction in the integrity of the 

connective tissue (Petracci et al., 2019). Although WB-affected fillets were thicker than 

unaffected fillets, this difference was not observed between SM-affected and unaffected fillets. 

This is in disagreement with an Italian study reporting that SM fillets were thicker than the 

normal controls (Baldi et al., 2018). This difference is likely the result of variations in age, sex, 

strain, and body weight of the broilers in the two experimental cohorts. In our study, breast fillets 

became heavier with increasing severity of either SM or WB, a finding that is supported by 

numerous previous reports (Kuttappan et al., 2013a; Tijare et al., 2016; Papah et al., 2017; Sihvo 

et al., 2017). Increased weight of breast fillets could be the consequence of the selecting high 

breast-yield broiler chickens (Petracci et al., 2015).  

In agreement with Mudalal et al. (2015), the length of WB-affected fillets did not differ 

from the normal controls; however, in our study fillets affected by both SM and severe WB 

(SM1WB2) were longer compared to the normal controls. These findings are different from 
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Baldi et al. (2018), where no difference between normal and SM fillet were found, and could 

result from differences in demographics and husbandry practices between the two populations 

under study. In agreement with other studies (Mudalal et al., 2015; Baldi et al., 2018), no 

differences were seen between the width of affected and normal fillets in our cohort.  

Given the fact that most fillets in our cohort were affected by WS1, a morphological 

characterization for this phenotype alone could not be clearly assessed. While WS1 could have 

been divided into additional categories, this was not considered relevant to the situation in the 

field, where mild WS in many production systems is considered to be a new normal, without the 

need to further differentiate between degrees of mild striation. Our WS classification was 

adopted from Malila and colleagues (Malila et al., 2018). While this is an objective and accepted 

method of WS classification in research, it should be noted that the need to carefully count and 

measure striations makes it unsuitable for in-line diagnosis at the processing plant, due to the 

high line speed (15,000/hr). 

Regression models were built to better understand the associations between physical 

parameters and the occurrence of myopathies. WS was not included as a dependent variable 

because only 2.4% of fillets showed WS2 and it resulted in substantial standard errors and p 

values. Our multinomial logistic regression model showed that an increase in the weight of 

breast fillets increases the odds that these may be affected by either SM or WB or both. Even 

though the odds ratios obtained from the analyses which used the weight as an independent 

variable were relatively small, they still show the positive association with dependent variables 

of different groups of myopathies: e.g., for a one-unit increase in weight (g), we expect a 1.06 

increase in the odds of SM1WB2. This suggests that myopathies also come with increased 
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weight of affected fillets. This finding is similar to those of previous studies (Alnahhas et al., 

2016; Aguirre et al., 2020) which reported the association between WS and weight. The odds 

ratios obtained from the analyses which used the thickness as an independent variable were 

relatively larger than those from weight except for the SM1WB0 group. Thickness and 

SM0WB1, SM0WB2, SM1WB1, and SM1WB2 were positively associated. This finding 

indicates that thicker fillets increased the odds of WB or SM or both, which is similar to a USA 

study reporting an association between WB and the thickness of affected fillets (Griffin et al., 

2018).  

In addition to the physical parameters, we assessed the microscopic features of fillets 

affected by breast myopathies. In our cohort, SM, WB, and WS showed similar microscopic 

features (myodegeneration, inflammation, interstitial accumulation of fat and fibrous tissue) and 

overlapping severity. Our model shows that the odds of having breast myopathies increased 

when the histological scores increased. While the severity of microscopic changes was found to 

increase in fillets macroscopically affected by myopathies, the histological score did not 

segregate myopathies according to the macroscopic features. This could indicate a common 

pathogenesis, or it could be a reflection of the fact that most myopathies occur together, yielding 

a mixed phenotype. Additionally, the histological scores and myopathy scores were found to be 

moderately correlated, despite this finding being highly statistically significant (P < 0.001). This 

indicates that microscopic changes may precede the development of a macroscopic phenotype. 

Overall, our results are in agreement with previous studies (Radaelli et al., 2017; Sihvo et al., 

2017), which indicate a lack of distinctive microscopic features between myopathies that are 

macroscopically well defined. Lastly, it should be noted that mild microscopic lesions were also 
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observed in macroscopically normal muscle, a finding consistent with previous observations 

(Papah et al., 2017; Sihvo et al., 2017). 

One potential limitation of our work is that we employed targeted sampling to find fillets 

with representative features of breast myopathies. It might be somewhat difficult to generalize 

our findings to all local flocks. In any case, we collected samples from a large Ontario processing 

plant, and the findings may be applied universally to identify characteristics of fillets with breast 

myopathies. 

4.6 Conclusion 

This is the first systematic study to characterize breast myopathies in Canadian broiler 

chickens. Our results show that fillets in this cohort are affected by myopathies similar to those 

described in other countries with intensive poultry production, and that the myopathies affect 

both the physical (macroscopic) and microscopic features of fillets. The strongest associations 

were observed between myopathies and heavier and thicker breast fillets, however, microscopic 

lesions were similar among all affected fillets in the cohort and could not be used to discriminate 

between the types of myopathy. Some of the most severe muscle changes described in this study 

are likely to result in negative visual and sensorial appeal for consumers. Future research to 

facilitate rapid and automated in-line detection of myopathies may be economically rewarding.  
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Table 4.1 Distribution of myopathy scores, as assessed by macroscopic inspection, in 179 fillets 

from a processing plant in Ontario, Canada.  

Spaghetti meat (SM), woody breast (WB), and white striping (WS) were evaluated.  

 

WS0 WS1 WS2 WS3 

WB0 WB1 WB2 WB0 WB1 WB2 WB0 WB1 WB2 WB0 WB1 WB2 

SM0 33 5 3 14 28 37 1 1 2 0 0 0 

SM1 1 1 0 12 19 20 0 1 1 0 0 0 

 

SM0: SM absent, SM1: SM present 

WB0: WB absent, WB1: WB moderate, WB2: WB severe 

WS0: WS absent, WS1: WS mild, WS2: WS moderate, WS3: WS severe 
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Table 4.2 Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients to test multicollinearity among predictor 

variables that were significantly correlated by univariable regression analyses 

A strong correlation between hardness and thickness was observed (n = 179). 

 
Hardness Length Thickness Weight Width 

Hardness 1 
    

Length 0.21* 1 
   

Thickness 0.71* 0.22* 1 
  

Weight 0.12 0.42* 0.37* 1 
 

Width -0.29* 0.37* -0.19* 0.45* 1 

 

*Statistically significant (P < 0.05) Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients. 
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Table 4.3 Multivariable multinomial logistic regression models showing associations between 

physical parameters and myopathy scores, as assessed in a cohort of 179 breast fillets collected at 

a processing plant in Ontario, Canada. 

Outcome a Exposure Odds ratio (95% CI) P value 

SM0WB1 Thickness 1.41 (1.20 - 1.65) < 0.001 

  Weight 1.03 (1.01 - 1.05) 0.007 

  Width 0.37 (0.12 - 1.15) 0.085 

SM0WB2 Thickness 1.35 (0.15 - 1.59) < 0.001 

  Weight 1.06 (1.04 - 1.09) < 0.001 

  Width 0.13 (0.04 - 0.43) 0.001 

SM1WB0 Thickness 0.82 (0.67 - 1.00) 0.054 

  Weight 1.07 (1.03 - 1.10) < 0.001 

  Width 0.29 (0.05 - 1.54) 0.145 

SM1WB1 Thickness 1.22 (1.04 - 1.44) 0.015 

  Weight 1.05 (1.02 - 1.08) < 0.001 

  Width 0.44 (0.13 -1.53) 0.195 

SM1WB2 Thickness 1.59 (1.31 - 1.94) < 0.001 

  Weight 1.06 (1.03 - 1.09) < 0.001 

  Width 0.31 (0.08 - 1.20) 0.090 

 

For each model, SM0WB0 was the referent group.  

a SM = spaghetti meat; WB = woody breast; SM0 = SM absent; SM1 = SM present; WB0 = WB 

absent; WB1 = WB moderate; WB2 = WB severe  
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Table 4.4 Histological scores of the cranial, medial, and caudal area, segregated by myopathy 

score, from 60 breast fillets sampled at a broiler processing plant in Ontario, Canada.  

Area N Min Mean Median Max SD 

Cranial 60 0 25.3a 20 76 17.9 

Medial 60 2 30.4a 29 79 17.4 

Caudal 60 0 8.2b 4 50 9.8 

 

a,b Mean values followed by different superscript letters indicate significant differences (P < 

0.001, Kruskal Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple comparisons) 
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Table 4.5 A univariable multinomial logistic regression model showing associations between 

histological scores from the cranial area and myopathy scores, as assessed in a cohort of 60 

breast fillets collected at a processing plant in Ontario, Canada. 

Outcome Exposure Odds ratio (95% CI) P value 

SM0WB1 Histological scores from the cranial area 1.11 (1.03 - 1.19) 0.006 

SM0WB2 // 1.11 (1.04 - 1.19) 0.002 

SM1WB0 // 1.08 (1.01 - 1.15) 0.024 

SM1WB1 // 1.11 (1.04 - 1.19) 0.003 

 

SM0WB0 was the referent category.  

a SM = spaghetti meat; WB = woody breast; SM0 = SM absent; SM1 = SM present; WB0 = WB 

absent; WB1 = WB moderate; WB2 = WB severe 
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Figure 4.1 Representative macroscopic appearance of myopathies in breast fillets.  

A normal breast fillet, represents SM0WB0WS0 

B spaghetti meat with separation of myofibers in the cranial area, represents SM1WB0WS1 

C woody breast with gelatinous exudate and petechial hemorrhage, represents SM0WB2WS1  

D white striping consisting of white lines parallel to myofibers, represents SM0WB1WS2 
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Figure 4.2 Box plots of the mean values of fillet physical parameters (area, hardness, length, 

thickness, weight, and width) divided by the myopathy scores.  

An ANOVA with parametric post-hoc Dunnett’s test was used to compare the area, length, 

thickness, weight, and width of fillets from each myopathy score to the normal controls 

(SM0WB0). The Kruskall-Wallis test with Dunn’s post-hoc method for multiple comparisons 

was used for hardness (n = 179; SM0WB0 = 48, SM0WB1 = 34, SM0WB2 = 42, SM1WB0 = 

13, SM1WB1 = 21, SM1WB2 = 21). Dots indicate outlying values which are outside 1.5 times 

the interquartile range above the upper quartile and below the lower quartile. Red squares inside 

the box plots indicate the mean values of area, hardness, length, thickness, weight, and width of 

the different groups. 
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Figure 4.3 Unconditional association between physical parameters and myopathy scores.  

For each model, the myopathy score was the outcome variable, and the normal controls 

(SM0WB0) were set as the referent category (dotted line). The total number of fillets: n = 179.  

A The area was not significantly associated with breast myopathies. 

B Hardness was positively associated with SM0WB1, SM0WB2, and SM1WB2. 

C The length was positively associated with SM1WB2.  

D Thickness was positively associated with SM0WB1, SM0WB2, SM1WB1, SM1WB2, 

whereas negatively associated with SM1WB0.  

E Weight was positively associated with SM0WB1, SM0WB2, SM1WB0, SM1WB1, 

SM1WB2.  

F The width was positively associated with SM1WB0. 
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Figure 4.4 Histology of Pectoralis major tissue 

A polygonal shape (black arrow) of myofibers from non-affected area, score SM0WB0  

B scattered inflammatory cells (white arrow) and accumulation of fibro-fatty tissue in non-

affected area, score SM0WB0 

C degenerating and necrotic myofiber (white arrow) and fragmentation of myofiber (black 

arrow), score SM1WB1 

D changes in interstitium with inflammatory cells (white arrow), lipid infiltration (black arrow), 

and fibrosis (black arrowhead), score SM1WB2 

E interstitial fibrosis (white arrow), score SM1WB2 

A - D H&E stain, E Masson’s trichrome stain. 
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Supplementary Table 4.1 

A. Macroscopic scoring scheme of breast myopathies 

Spaghetti meat (SM) SM0 (absent): without any myofiber separation 

SM1 (present): obvious myofiber separation 

Woody breast (WB) WB0 (absent): without any hardness or paleness areas 

WB1 (moderate): moderate increase of hardness either in the 

cranial or caudal areas of the fillets, or both 

WB2 (severe): marked increase of hardness diffusely 

throughout the fillets 

White striping (WS) WS0 (absent): no distinct white lines 

WS1 (mild): 1 to 40 white lines with thickness < 1 mm 

WS2 (moderate): > 40 white lines, or 1 to 5 line(s) of 1.0 mm 

to 1.9 mm in width 

WS3 (severe): > 5 lines with the thickness of 1.0 mm to 1.9 

mm or ≥ 1 lines with the thickness of 2.0 

 

B. Histological scoring scheme 

Severity Myodegeneration 

(% of area) 

Perivascular 

inflammation 

(number of vessels) 

Lipidosis / Fibrosis 

(% of area) 

0 < 10 0 < 5 

1 10 – 50 1 5 – 20 

2 51 – 75 2 21 – 50 

3 ≥ 76 ≥ 3 ≥ 51 
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Supplementary Figure 4.1. A Three cores taken from the cranial, medial, and caudal regions on 

the chicken breast fillet for histology; Medial core included an internal sheet of connective tissue 

(aponeurosis) which divides P. major; B Microscopic slide-grids of 20mm x 20mm; C Six areas 

for histological scoring from each individual tissue. 
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5.1 Abstract 

Spaghetti meat (SM) and woody breast (WB) are myopathies characterized by separation 

of myofibers and fibrosis, respectively. The goal of this study was to investigate the 

transcriptomic profiles of SM- and WB-affected chicken fillets using RNA sequencing analysis, 

and to quantify transcription of select genes by digital droplet (dd) PCR. The Pectoralis major 

muscle from 32 male broilers (39 d, Ross 708) was collected from a processing plant 

immediately after exsanguination, and scored macroscopically for the presence of WB and SM. 

Total RNA was extracted, and suitable cDNAs from 18 samples was used for pair-end 

sequencing using an Illumina Novaseq platform. Determination of differentially expressed genes 

was set at a false discovery rate of < 0.1 and a minimum fold change of 1.5. Droplet digital PCR 

was conducted on 4 samples from each category, using primers for a total of 19 genes.   

There were no differences in the magnitude of expressed genes between Normal and SM-

affected fillets. A total of 1,295 genes were differentially expressed between WB-affected and 

Normal fillets, with 633 genes upregulated and 146 genes downregulated in the WB-affected 

group. Lastly, 1,315 genes were differentially expressed between SM- and WB-affected fillets, 

with 459 genes upregulated and 856 genes downregulated in the SM-affected group. 

Accordingly, the principal component and the heatmap cluster analyses showed that WB samples 

clustered separately from Normal or SM samples, while the latter clustered together. These 

findings were in agreement with histological scores, which showed no significant differences 

between Normal and SM fillets.  

When comparing the SM vs. WB, and WB vs. Normal groups, the Gene Ontology (GO) 

analysis showed significant enrichment of terms associated with the extracellular environment 
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and the immune response; and the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) analysis 

showed three enriched pathways, including focal adhesion, phagosome, and extracellular matrix-

receptor interactions. Droplet digital PCR also revealed that genes involved in hypoxia, oxidative 

stress, and extracellular matrix formation were overexpressed in WB-affected samples.  

These findings show that WB has a transcriptomic profile that differs from both SM-

affected and Normal fillets, indicating that WB is a condition associated with the upregulation of 

genes involved in interactions between cells and the extracellular environment and the immune 

response. On the contrary, the lack of significant differences in expressed genes between the SM-

affected and Normal fillets suggests that SM may not be caused by factors intrinsic to the broiler 

breast muscle but rather might be due to mechanical disruption after slaughter (e.g., plucking). 

Key words: broiler myopathy, pathway analysis, RNA sequencing, spaghetti meat, woody breast 

5.2 Introduction 

Spaghetti meat (SM) and woody breast (WB) are emerging breast myopathies in 

commercial broiler chickens. SM is characterized by the unraveling and splitting of muscle fibers 

(Baldi et al., 2019), whereas WB is characterized by abnormal firmness due to increased fibrous 

tissue, pale color, and occasional petechial hemorrhages with variable exudate on the epimysial 

surface (Sihvo et al., 2017). Both SM and WB can occur alone or together in the same fillets 

(Che et al., 2022b). These myopathies do not constitute a public health concern since neither 

biological nor chemical hazards have been associated with consumption of affected meat 

(Dalgaard et al., 2018; Baldi et al., 2020), however, alterations in severely affected fillets can 

negatively influence meat functionality and consumer acceptance, leading to rejection or 
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depreciation of fresh meat (Kuttappan et al., 2012c; Barbut, 2019). Moreover, these myopathies 

have been associated with decreased nutritional properties, such as higher fat and lower protein 

content compared to normal fillets (Petracci et al., 2019). Meat processability, such as higher 

drip and cooking losses, have also been associated with these myopathies, leading to significant 

economic losses linked to the occurrence of SM and WB (Baldi et al., 2020).  

Although these two myopathies differ macroscopically, they share common histological 

changes, which consist of polyphasic myofiber generation and necrosis (hyalinized fibers, loss of 

cross striations, and myofiber fragmentation), perivascular accumulation of inflammatory cells 

(mainly lymphocytes and macrophages with a few heterophils), and endomysial accretion of 

fibrous tissue and adipocytes (Sihvo et al., 2017; Baldi et al., 2018). 

The pathogenesis of these myopathies is incompletely understood (Chen et al., 2019; 

Pampouille et al., 2019; Petracci et al., 2019). Since they occur more commonly in fast-growing 

heavy strains (Kuttappan et al., 2013a; Lorenzi et al., 2014; Petracci et al., 2019), a genetic 

predisposition has been suggested. However, since the growth rate is also dependent on 

management practices, environmental (non-genetic) factors are likely contributors too, as shown 

for WB (Bailey et al., 2015, 2020; Santos et al., 2021). 

Transcriptomic studies identified cellular pathways that are involved in the development 

of WB. These included dysregulation of energy metabolism, inflammatory response, vascular 

disease, and remodeling of extracellular matrix (Mutryn et al., 2015; Papah et al., 2018; Lake et 

al., 2019). To date, only one study investigated gene expression in SM-affected fillets using real-

time PCR (Soglia et al., 2020), and showed that desmin and vimentin, key proteins of myocyte 

architecture, were upregulated. Overall, the contribution of metabolic and inflammatory 
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pathways to the development of breast myopathies remains to be fully elucidated (See review by 

Petracci et al., 2019), especially for SM, which is a relatively recent myopathy to be recognized 

(Baldi et al., 2021).  

The present study is aimed at characterizing the transcriptomic profile associated with 

SM and WB. We hypothesized that these myopathies have distinct transcriptomic signatures 

relative to each other and to normal breast fillets. Better understanding of the molecular 

pathogenesis of these lesions could provide a steppingstone to elucidating their pathogenesis and 

inform future mitigating strategies. 

5.3 Materials and methods 

5.3.1 Sample collection and macroscopic scoring 

All muscle samples were collected during one visit at a processing plant in Ontario in 

February 2020 and derived from the same broiler flock of 39-day-old male chickens (Ross 708 

strain). Samples were obtained from 32 eviscerated chickens. Both smaller and larger carcasses 

were chosen, to increase the chances to include both normal and myopathy-affected fillets in the 

experimental cohort. The time between evisceration and exsanguination was approximately 17 

min. After removing the skin from the carcasses, the cranial aspect of the Pectoralis major was 

finger-pinched to evaluate the ease of muscle fibers separation, since this has been described as a 

suitable method to diagnose SM (Sirri et al., 2016). For spaghetti meat, fillets were classified as 

affected (SM1) or non-affected (SM0). Woody breast (WB) was identified by palpation and 

visual inspection, as previously described (Che et al., 2022b). Only clearly hardened fillets 

(severe WB) were categorized as affected, in order to enhance the definition of the experimental 

groups, and to limit subjectivity encountered when grading only moderately affected fillets. 
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Therefore, fillets were scored as WB0 (WB absent) and WB1 (WB present). Normal fillets were 

identified as SM0 and WB0.  

Tissues for RNA extraction were sampled from the cranial and superficial aspect of the 

left P. major (1 - 2 g) muscle, using scalpels. When visually apparent, the most severely affected 

areas were excised. Tissues were immediately placed in a 2 mL tube of RNAlater. The right side 

of the P. major tissue was dissected from the eviscerated carcass, placed in a plastic bag, and 

kept on ice during transport to the laboratory. All samples were procured within maximally 3 

hours after slaughter. Samples from the right P. major muscle were then fixed in 10% buffered 

formalin. 

5.3.2 Histological evaluation  

After fixation, one core (1 x 1 x 1 cm) from the cranial third portion of each fillet was 

excised using scalpel blades, embedded in paraffin, and processed for hematoxylin and eosin 

staining of 5 µm sections. Histological scoring was performed using a light microscope (BX45, 

Olympus Canada, Richmond Hill, ON, CA) with a disposable slide grid of 20 mm x 20 mm with 

1 mm spacing (Z688533, Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA), as previously described (Che et 

al., 2022a). Briefly, grids were placed over the sections and scoring was carried out in 6 squares 

comprising 4 mm2. For each of the 24 squares of the grid, the microscopic scores assigned 

myodegeneration (defined as loss of striation, fragmentation of sarcoplasm, and accumulation of 

inflammatory cells around myofibers), perivascular infiltrates with inflammatory cells, and 

endomysial accumulation of fat and fibrous tissue (lipidosis/fibrosis) on a scale of 0 – 3 (Che et 

al., 2022a). A composite histological score was calculated by adding the individual scores for 
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each of the 24 squares. This score encompassed a potential range from 0 to 216 (24 areas x 3 

[maximal score] x 3 criteria) per fillet. 

5.3.3 RNA isolation, quantification, and quality control 

Total RNA was extracted (n, 32) from the left P. major samples using E.Z.N.A. Total 

RNA Kit II (Omega Bio-Tek, Norcross, GA, USA), according to the manufacturer’s protocol. 

The RNA was quantified using a spectrophotometer (Nanodrop, Thermo Fisher Scientific, 

Madison, WI, USA) and RNA integrity was assessed with a 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent 

Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) at the central genomics facility of the University of 

Guelph. All samples had an RNA integrity number (RIN) greater than 7, which was considered 

suitable for cDNA library preparation. 

5.3.4 Library preparation and sequencing 

 Quality assessment of RNA samples, library preparation, and sequencing was conducted 

at Genome Quebec (www.genomequebec.com). Eighteen samples (6 Normal, 7 SM1, and 5 

WB1), passed the initial RNA quality control, and 250 ng of RNA from each were used to 

generate cDNA libraries. Briefly, a Next Poly(A) Magnetic Isolation Module (New England 

BioLabs, Whitby, ON, CA) was used to enrich for mRNA, and cDNA was synthesized using the 

RNA First Strand Synthesis and Next Ultra Directional RNA Second Strand Synthesis Modules 

(New England BioLabs, Whitby, ON, CA). The remaining steps of library preparation including 

DNA fragmentation, adaptor ligation, size selection to capture DNA fragments, library 

amplification, PCR cleanup, and library analysis were all conducted using the Next Ultra II DNA 

Library Prep Kit for Illumina (New England BioLabs, Whitby, ON, CA). Adaptors and PCR 

primers were acquired from New England BioLabs. Finally, the Illumina GA with Revised 
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Primers-SYBR Fast Universal kit (Kapa Biosystems, Oakville, ON, CA) was used for library 

quantification, and the LabChip GX (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA, USA) was used to determine 

the average fragment size. The libraries were normalized, pooled, and denatured in 0.05N NaOH, 

and pH was neutralized using a hybridization (HT1) buffer (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA). An 

Illumina NovaSeq S4 lane (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA) was used to load the pool at 225 pM 

using Xp protocol as per the manufacturer’s recommendations. The run was performed for 2x100 

cycles using paired-end mode. A phiX library was used as a control and mixed with libraries at a 

1% concentration. The Real-Time Analysis (RTA) software (v3.4.4; Illumina, San Diego, CA, 

USA) was used for base calling and the Bcl2fastq2 conversion software (v2.20; Illumina, San 

Diego, CA, USA) was used to demultiplex samples and generate FASTQ reads. 

5.3.5 Sequence quality control, alignment, and differential gene expression analysis 

Adaptor sequences and bases with a low-quality score (Phred score < 30) were trimmed 

from reads using the open-source software, Trimmomatic (Bolger et al., 2014, 

http://www.usadellab.org/cms/index.php?page=trimmomatic). The resulting reads were aligned 

to the chicken genome (Gallus_gallus_GRCg6a genome) using Spliced Transcripts Alignment to 

a Reference (STAR; Dobin et al., 2013, https://code.google.com/archive/p/rna-star/). Read counts 

were obtained using HTSeq (Anders et al., 2015, http://www-huber.embl.de/HTSeq) and the R 

package limma (Ritchie et al., 2015, 

https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/limma.html) was used to identify differences 

in expression levels between groups. The significance threshold for differentially expressed 

genes was set at a false discovery rate (FDR) < 0.1 according to the Benjamini-Hochberg 

method, and applying a minimum fold change of 1.5. 
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5.3.6 Pathway enrichment analysis 

In order to evaluate differential gene expression within the pathway framework, two 

functional enrichment analyses were performed with gProfileR (http://biit.cs.ut.ee/gprofiler/, 

Reimand et al., 2016): Gene Ontology (GO) and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes 

(KEGG). Enrichment p values were based on a hypergeometric test using a set of known chicken 

genes as background. To reduce false positive findings, the default Set Counts and Sizes method 

(g:SCS method) was applied for multiple testing corrections for p values gained from GO and 

KEGG pathway enrichment analysis. Significance was set to an experiment-wide threshold of 

alpha = 0.05, i.e., at least 95% of matches above the threshold were statistically significant.  

5.3.7 Droplet digital PCR 

Differential expression of a cohort of 19 genes (Table 5.1) was also evaluated by ddPCR. 

These genes were representative of oxidative stress response (n, 5), cellular signalling (n, 9), 

muscle development (n, 4), and collagen production (n, 1) pathways, and have previously been 

associated with development of chicken breast myopathies (Malila et al., 2019). Analysis by 

ddPCR was conducted as previously described (Malila et al., 2019). Briefly, 12 RNA samples 

with a RIN > 7.5 were used for cDNA synthesis and originated from 4 Normal, 4 SM1, and 4 

WB1 tissues. The ImPromII Reverse Transcription System kit (Promega, Madison, WI, United 

States) was used to synthesize cDNA from 1.5 μg of total RNA with oligo(dT) primer. 

Synthesized cDNA was quantified with a Nanodrop spectrophotometer. 

Absolute transcript abundance was determined using gene specific primer sets spanning 

amplicons between 97 and 173 bp (Table 5.1) and designed using GenBank (The National 

Center for Biotechnology Information, NCBI) sequences and Primer-BLAST software 

http://biit.cs.ut.ee/gprofiler/
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(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/tools/primer-blast/). The likelihood of primer-dimer formation 

was predicted with OligoAnalyzer (https://www.idtdna.com/calc/analyzer), and primers were 

chosen for GC content 40 – 60%, melting temperature 50 – 65˚C, and ΔG (free energy) > –5. In 

20 μL, the reaction contained 1X EVAGREEN supermix (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA), 0.25 

uM of each forward and reverse primer, and 1 – 25 ng of cDNA template. Nuclease-free water 

was used as the no template control. The droplet emulsion of 20,000 nL-sized droplets was 

generated by a QX100 droplet generator (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA). The droplets were 

transferred to a 96-well plate and amplified using a conventional thermocycler (T100 thermal 

cycler, Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA). The cycling condition was as follows: initial enzyme 

activation at 95˚C for 5 min, 40 cycles of denaturation at 95˚C for 30 s and annealing/extension 

at 58˚C for 1 min, followed by signal stabilization at 4˚C for 5 min and 90˚C for 5 min. After 

amplification, the fluorescent signal intensity of the droplets was measured using a QX200 

droplet reader (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA) assisted by the QuantaSoft droplet reader software 

(Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA) to calculate the initial concentration of targets, expression of 

copies per 20 μL of reaction volume, and calculation of copies per ng of template. 

5.3.8 Statistical analysis 

Statistical analysis was conducted with Stata software (Stata 14.0; Stata Corporation, 

College Station, Texas, USA) for calculation, and the GraphPad Prism (version 9.0; GraphPad 

Software, La Jolla, California, USA) was used for visualization. A Shapiro-Wilk Normality Test 

was conducted to test for normal distribution. Average histological scores of P. major samples 

between groups were tested using analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey’s multiple 

comparison test. The mean difference of transcript abundance (copies / ng of cDNA template), as 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/tools/primer-blast/
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assessed by ddPCR, was evaluated by ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test for 

normally distributed genes. Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple comparison test was used 

when gene abundances were not normally distributed (Supplementary Table 5.1). Statistical 

significance was employed at p < 0.05. 

5.4 Results 

5.4.1 Macroscopic and histological findings 

Spaghetti meat (SM) samples were identified by separation of muscle fiber bundles after 

pinching. The dissected site showed fraying and unraveling of muscle fiber bundles. Nineteen 

samples were classified as SM present (SM1), and 13 samples were classified as SM absent 

(SM0). Woody breast (WB) samples were firm, and the surface of fillets was covered with 

gelatinous exudate; occasional petechial hemorrhages were also observed in the cranial area or 

the caudal area. Fifteen samples were classified as WB1, while 17 samples were classified as 

WB0. 

Tissues affected by WB1 and SM1 showed similar and overlapping histological lesions. 

The affected tissues showed myofiber degeneration and necrosis, which were characterized by 

loss of cross striation and fragmentation of the sarcoplasm. The endomysium was multifocally 

expanded by fibrosis and adipocytes, and scattered intervening vessels were cuffed by infiltrates 

of inflammatory cells, mainly lymphocytes (Figure 5.1). Table 5.2 summarizes the histological 

scores for each sample. The scores were significantly higher in WB1 samples compared to 

Normal or SM1 samples (p < 0.001), whereas there was no statistically significant difference 

between Normal and SM1 samples (p = 0.486). 
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5.4.2 Illumina sequence quality assessment and alignment 

After initial quality assessment of cDNA, libraries were sequenced from 6 Normal, 7 

SM1 and 5 WB1 fillets. A summary of pre-processing and quality parameters is provided in 

Supplementary Table 5.2. The number of raw reads per sample for all samples ranged from 

171,506,000 to 461,902,862. After pre-processing to remove adaptor sequences and low-quality 

reads (Phred score < 30), between 99.48% and 99.87% of the original raw reads were mapped 

against the chicken reference genome. The number of mapped reads per sample ranged from 

129,555,390 (sample 32) to 395,842,459 (sample 15), and for each sample, the reads were 

mapped to a range of 9,935 (sample 9) to 11,639 (sample 3) genes. The percentage of mapped 

reads (i.e., aligned reads %) ranged from 69.22% (sample 32) to 85.96% (sample 2), and the 

mean per-base coverage ranged from 58.39% (sample 32) to 207.27% (sample 15). 

Supplementary Table 5.3 shows the library concentration, which ranged from 3.37 – 33.4 nM. 

5.4.3 Principal component analysis 

Principal component analysis (PCA) visualization showed no separation between the 

Normal and SM1 samples (Figure 5.2). However, WB1 samples were clearly separated from 

both Normal and SM1 samples along the PC2 axis (Figure 5.2). 

5.4.4 Differential gene expression analysis 

Differential gene expression analyses were performed for three sets of comparisons: 1) 

SM1 vs. Normal, 2) WB1 vs. Normal, and 3) SM1 vs. WB1. The first comparison didn’t show 

the statistical difference, which was needed in differential gene expression analysis, and was 

excluded from further analysis. Volcano plots (Figure 5.3) showed that the WB1 vs. Normal had 

a slightly wider range of fold change compared to SM1 vs. WB1. The range of fold change for 
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WB1 vs. Normal comparison was 9.61 (from -3.70 to 5.91), whereas the range of fold change for 

SM1 vs. WB1 comparison was 9.05 (from -5.56 to 3.49). In contrast, the p values of SM1 vs. 

WB1 was more significant than WB1 vs. Normal. The range of p values of WB1 vs. Normal was 

from 0.052 to 1, i.e., the range of -log10(p value) was from 0 to 1.28. The range of p values of 

SM1 vs. WB1 comparison was from 0.012 to 1, i.e., the range of -log10(p value) was from 0 to 

1.9. The comparison between WB1 and Normal samples yielded a total of 779 differentially 

expressed genes. Of these, 146 (18.7%) were downregulated, and 633 (81.3%) were upregulated. 

Between SM1 and WB1, there were a total of 1,315 differentially expressed genes; and of these, 

856 (65.1%) were downregulated, and 459 (34.9%) were upregulated. When the differentially 

expressed genes of WB1 vs. Normal were compared with those of SM1 vs. WB1, there were 501 

common genes (Figure 5.3B).  

Heat-maps based on the log counts per million (logCPM) values were used to visualize 

the expression of the top 50 differentially expressed genes between WB1 and Normal fillets 

(Figure 5.4A), and the top 50 differentially expressed genes between SM1 and WB1 (Figure 

5.4B). In each pair-wise comparison, the third myopathy category was added in the plots as an 

out-group, to provide additional context about myopathy separation. In both cases, the WB1 

samples clustered separately from the SM1 and Normal samples, with one exception, i.e., sample 

5 (grossly identified as SM1), which clustered together with the WB1 samples. Samples 

identified as WB1 had marked upregulation of genes such as COL6A1, AEBP1, and VLDLR; 

whereas Normal samples showed a block of downregulated genes often involved in the immune 

response (Figure 5.4A). The Normal and SM1 samples did not cluster separately from each other 

(Figure 5.4B).  
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A summary of the top 20 upregulated and top 20 downregulated known genes (i.e., 

identified in the annotated genome) between SM1 and WB1 is presented in Table 5.3, whereas a 

summary of the top 20 upregulated and top 20 downregulated known genes between WB1 and 

Normal is presented in Table 5.4. 

5.4.5 Relationship between SM1 vs. WB1 and WB1 vs. Normal 

We found an inverse relationship of up- and downregulated genes in the transcriptomic 

profiles of SM1 vs. WB1 and WB1 vs. Normal samples (Table 5.5). The log-fold changes of the 

top 20 upregulated genes between SM1 vs. WB1 were compared to those of WB1 vs. Normal. 

Of these 20 genes, five genes were not significant and were therefore not included. Likewise, the 

log-fold changes of the top 20 upregulated genes between WB1 vs. Normal were compared to 

those of SM1 vs. WB1. Of these 20 genes, five genes were not significant and were therefore not 

included. Thus, the comparison between SM1 vs. WB1 and WB1 vs. Normal pertained to 15 

genes. 

When comparing upregulated genes between SM1 vs. WB1 samples, the top 15 

upregulated genes were ASB11, CHAC1, CNGA3, FRMD5, GADL1, KY, MAPRE2, MT-ND2, 

MYH1E, NMRK2, MRGN, RHOBTB3, RNF144B, SLC25A30, and TBX15. However, all these 

genes were downregulated when comparing WB1 vs. Normal samples. Likewise, when 

comparing downregulated genes between SM1 vs. WB1 samples, the top 15 downregulated 

genes wereAKR1D1, ASB18, C1QTNF8, CHODL, CRB1, CYP1C1, GABRA5, LUZP2, MDK, 

MYH15, MYL3, PTX3, THBS2, TLR7, and TNFAIP6. However, all these genes were 

upregulated when comparing WB1 vs. Normal samples. This confirms that, when compared to 
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WB1, SM1 and Normal fillets had similar transcription profiles, and that the inverse relationship 

was due the direction of the comparison as it related to WB1.  

5.4.6 GO enrichment analysis 

The functional significance of the genes expressed differentially between SM1 vs. WB1, 

and WB1 vs. Normal, was investigated using gene ontology (GO) enrichment analysis. Analysis 

was not conducted for the comparison between SM1 vs. Normal, as no differentially expressed 

genes were found. For the comparison between SM1 vs. WB1, of the top 20 significantly 

enriched GO terms, 13 belonged to the Biological Process category, four to the Cellular 

Component category, and three to the Molecular Function category (Figure 5.5A). The number 

of gene hits for the top ten significantly enriched GO terms ranged from 394 – 511 

(Supplementary Table 5.4). 

 When WB1 and Normal fillets were compared, of the top 20 significantly enriched GO 

terms, 16 belonged to the Biological Process category and four belonged to the Cellular 

Component category, while no significantly enriched GO terms were in the Molecular Function 

category. The Biological Processes category was dominated with the enrichment of GO terms 

associated with immune functions (11 of 16 GO terms): response to other organism, regulation 

of immune system process, regulation of immune response, positive regulation of immune 

response, leukocyte activation, innate immune response, immune system process, immune 

response, defense response, and adaptive immune response (Figure 5.5B). The number of genes 

for the top ten significantly enriched GO terms ranged from 189 – 281 for WB1 vs. Normal 

comparison (Supplementary Table 5.4). 
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5.4.7 KEGG pathway analysis 

KEGG pathway enrichment analysis revealed the two significantly enriched pathways for 

SM1 vs. WB1 comparison: focal adhesion (KEGG:04510) and extracellular matrix-receptor 

interactions (KEGG:04512; Figure 5.6A). KEGG pathway enrichment analysis revealed the three 

significantly enriched pathways for WB1 vs. Normal comparison: focal adhesion 

(KEGG:04510), phagosome (KEGG:04145), and extracellular matrix-receptor interactions 

(KEGG:04512; Figure 5.6B). 

5.4.8 Assessment of differential expression of select genes by ddPCR 

Differential expression of 19 genes was analyzed by ddPCR in 4 samples from each 

myopathy category (Normal, SM1, and WB1). For genes associated with oxidative stress 

response (Figure 5.7A), the transcript abundance of all 5 genes was increased in WB1 compared 

to Normal samples. The transcript abundance of HIF1A, SOD2, SOD3, and GSTM2 was higher 

in WB1 compared to SM1 samples, whereas no statistical differences were observed for SOD1. 

The transcript abundances of all 5 genes were not significantly different between SM1 and 

Normal samples. 

For genes associated with cellular signaling (Figure 5.7B), the transcript abundances of 

mTOR, TGFB1, PRKAA1, and CAMKK2 were increased in WB1 samples compared to Normal 

or SM1 samples, but not between SM1 and Normal samples. No statistically significant 

differences in the transcript abundances of PRKAA2, PRKAB2, PRKAG3, LKB1, LITAF, and 

CAMKK2 genes were observed between any breast myopathy group.  

For genes associated with muscle development and repair (Figure 5.7C), the transcript 

abundance of MSTN was increased in WB1 compared to Normal or SM1 samples. No 
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statistically significant differences in the transcript abundances of IGF1, MYOD1, and MYF5 

genes were observed between any breast myopathy group. 

Lastly, the transcript abundance of COL3A1 (Figure 5.7D) was increased in WB1 

compared to Normal or SM1 samples. The transcript abundance of COL3A1 gene was not 

statistically significantly different between SM1 and Normal samples. 

5.4.9 Relationship between transcript abundance of genes and histology score 

We built 19 univariate linear regression models to predict histological scores as an 

outcome variable using transcript abundance (as assessed by ddPCR) of genes as explanatory 

variables. Models with COL3A1, GSTM2, mTOR, SOD1, SOD2, and TGFB1 yielded 

significant results (Table 5.6). The variability of models (R2) ranged from 37.7% to 59.6%. Our 

results show that when the transcriptomic abundance increases by one unit in mTOR genes, the 

histology scores increase by 8.31. The association between LKB1transcript abundance and the 

histological score was marginally significant (p = 0.058); when the transcript abundance 

increases by one unit in LKB1 genes, the histology scores increase by 15.55. 

5.4.10 Agreement between ddPCR and RNA-seq 

We compared p values obtained from transcript abundances (as assessed by ddPCR) and 

log fold changes of genes (as assessed by RNA-seq) from two groups (WB1 vs. Normal and 

SM1 vs. WB1). Out of 19 genes, one gene (CAMKK2) was not available in RNA-seq. We used 

the threshold for statistical significance at 0.1. For both comparisons of WB1 vs. Normal and 

SM1 vs. WB1, 38.9% (7/18) of the results between ddPCR and RNA seq were discordant. When 

comparing p values of ddPCR and RNA-seq from WB1 vs. Normal group, nine genes were not 
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significant in both ddPCR and RNA seq; two genes (SOD3 and COL3A1) were significant in 

both ddPCR and RNA seq; one gene (MYOD1) was not significant in ddPCR, but significant in 

RNA seq; and six genes (SOD1, SOD2, mTOR, TGFB1, PRKAA1, and MSTN) were significant 

in ddPCR, but not significant in RNA seq. When comparing p values of ddPCR and RNA-seq 

from SM1 vs. WB1 group, nine genes were not significant in both ddPCR and RNA seq; two 

genes (SOD3 and COL3A1) were significant in both ddPCR and RNA seq; one gene (SOD1) 

was not significant in ddPCR, but significant in RNA seq; and six genes (HIF1A, SOD2, 

GSTM2, m TOR, TGFB1, and PRKAA1) were significant in ddPCR, but significant in RNA seq 

(Supplementary Table 5.5). 

5.5 Discussion 

In this study, we used RNA-seq to investigate the transcriptomic profiles of SM- and 

WB-affected chicken fillets, in order to identify genes and pathways involved in their 

pathogenesis. Additionally, we tested a restricted cohort of 19 genes, which have been previously 

identified relevant to the development of chicken breast myopathy (Malila et al., 2019), by 

targeted ddPCR analysis. Next-generation RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) is a genome-wide study, 

which quantifies the expression level of all genes in an agnostic fashion, whereas qPCR or 

ddPCR measure the expression levels of a subset of genes using gene-specific primers (Coenye, 

2021). While RNA-seq does not require validation by qPCR or ddPCR, the latter can add value 

to transcriptomic analysis by confirming differential regulation of genes, and providing a more 

accurate assessment of transcriptomic abundance for further analysis (Everaert et al., 2017). In 

our study, up to 38% of genes investigated by ddPCR had discordant differential regulation 

compared to RNA-seq (i.e., up- vs. down-regulated, or presence vs. lack of significant 
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differential expression). It has been reported that approximately 15 – 20 % of genes show 

discordant regulation, as assessed between RNA-seq and qPCR or ddPCR, especially for low 

expressed or short genes (Mehta et al., 2016; Everaert et al., 2017). The high degree of 

discordant results in our study is likely due to the fact that the genes selected for ddPCR were not 

chosen from those with the highest differential expression as determined by RNA-seq, but were 

included a priori based on other studies, and independently of our RNA-seq results. In fact, none 

of the genes tested by ddPCR, with the notable exception of SOD3 and COL3A1, presented with 

more than a log 2 fold change in each comparison.    

Evaluation of differences between differentially expressed genes, as well as principal 

component and the heatmap cluster analysis, showed minimal to no differences between SM1 

and Normal fillets, while WB1 clearly clustered separately with a distinct set of differentially 

regulated genes. This indicates that Normal and SM1 fillets were sampled from the same group 

and suggests that SM may not be caused by factors intrinsic to the broiler breast muscle, but by 

physical stress during processing. This is supported by the fact that SM changes clearly do not 

occur intra-vitam, as the extensive myofiber separation is not associated with a clinically painful 

condition, or the response one would expect with such severe alteration of the tissue integrity, 

such as hemorrhage, hematoma, and necrosis (Moiser, 2017). In the processing plant, chickens 

undergo several procedures, such as scalding, de-feathering, and deboning, which can promote 

myofiber separation. While it is possible that these physical stressors may have acted on a 

weakened scaffold, ultimately leading to SM, our results showed no differences in the regulation 

of genes involved in extracellular matrix development, between SM1 and Normal fillets. 

Similarly, ddPCR did not show different amounts of COL3A1 transcript abundance between 
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SM1 and Normal fillets. Investigation of genetic variations (such as single nucleotide 

polymorphisms) associated with collagen genes is warranted to better understand the 

pathogenesis of SM, and this could be conducted in the future using the RNA-seq data from this 

study.  

It may also be possible that our detection method, i.e., muscle pinching, was 

insufficiently specific or sensitive to distinguish SM-affected from Normal fillets. The latter 

possibility is supported by the lack of significant differences in the histopathologic scores 

between SM and Normal tissues. In our study, the pinching method was preferred because it 

could be implemented immediately after exsanguination, with the fillets still on the carcass, in 

order to decrease the time between the bird’s death and sampling, a critical aspect to obtain good 

RNA quality (Malila et al., 2015). Evaluation of the transcriptomic profile of severely SM-

affected fillets (as obtained from the conveyor belt after deboning, or after chilling) may be 

warranted, in order to test a more clearly defined phenotype.  

5.5.1 Functional enrichment analyses 

Gene ontology (GO) is used for the annotation of attributes of genes and gene products 

(Ashburner et al., 2000). GO is composed of three ontologies: i) Cellular Component ontology, 

which describes the location of gene products; ii) Molecular Function ontology, which describes 

gene products at a biochemical level; iii) Biological Process ontology, which describes how gene 

products fit within one or more ordered assemblies of molecular functions (Diehl et al., 2007). 

The pathways from KEGG database are collections of diagrams which are used to gain insight 

into the intrinsic biology of differentially expressed genes (Khatri et al., 2012). Since RNA-seq is 

a genome-wide study, which quantifies the expression levels of all genes, results difficult to 
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contextualize. GO and KEGG analyses, which give lists of genes participating in the same 

biological process, allow the evaluation of broad categories and summarize the complex RNA-

seq output. 

For both of our comparisons (SM1 vs. WB1 and WB1 vs. Normal), the GO analyses 

indicated that Biological Process was the most enriched ontology due to the contribution of 

terms such as immune system process, immune response, extracellular structure organization, 

and extracellular matrix organization. However, GO terms of the regulation of immune system 

process, regulation of immune response, positive regulation of immune response, and innate 

immune response were enriched in the comparison of WB1 vs. Normal.  

Cellular Component ontology included terms such as extracellular space, extracellular 

region, extracellular matrix, and collagen-containing extracellular matrix for both comparisons 

(SM1 vs. WB1 and WB1 vs. Normal). However, the Molecular Function ontology was enriched 

only in the SM1 vs. WB1 comparison. The fact that many GO terms overlapped in these 

comparisons can be explained by the fact that a GO term enrichment is not associated with 

directionality (both up- and downregulated genes can be enriched). This is consistent with an 

inverse relationship of up- and downregulated genes in the transcriptomic profiles of SM1 vs. 

WB1 and WB1 vs. Normal samples, and supports the notion that SM1 and Normal fillets had 

very similar transcriptomic profiles when compared to WB1. 

The GO term of regulation of immune response (GO:0050776) was enriched when 

comparing WB1 to Normal fillets, suggesting that the immune response and immunological 

reaction were upregulated. Another group of genes, innate immune response (GO:0045087) was 

enriched when comparing WB1 to Normal samples. Those GO terms related to the immune 
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response, and are in agreement with our histological scoring, which showed that the WB1- 

affected tissues had higher scores (including inflammation) compared to Normal samples. 

The GO term collagen-containing extracellular matrix (GO:0062023), in the Cellular 

Component ontology, was enriched for both comparisons (SM1 vs. WB1, and WB1 vs. Normal). 

The collagen-containing extracellular matrix constitutes physical scaffolding for the cellular 

components (Frantz et al., 2010). Sanden et al. (2021) observed that WB tissues have more 

collagen than normal breast tissues. Since a GO term is not associated with directionality, both 

up- and downregulated genes can be enriched. We assume that collagen encoding genes are 

upregulated in WB1 vs. Normal samples, while those genes are downregulated in SM1 vs. WB1 

samples. 

The protein binding (GO:0005515) GO term in Molecular Function was enriched only 

for the SM1 vs. WB1 comparison. This term included calpain 2 (CAPN2), heat shock 

transcription factor 2 (HSF2), lipoprotein lipase (LPL), and rho related BTB domain containing 2 

(RHOBTB2). Those genes were downregulated when comparing SM1 to WB1. Calpains, 

calcium dependant proteolytic enzymes, are involved in the cytoskeletal remodeling and 

regeneration processes (Dargelos et al., 2008). Dalle Zotte et al. (2017) reported that the pH of 

WB was higher than those of normal fillets. It is possible that that the high pH from WB samples 

is associated with the upregulation of CAPN2 encoding genes. HSF2 belongs to the HSF family, 

which binds to heat shock elements to mediate the transcriptional response of HSF target genes 

(Zhao et al., 2020). Sun et al. (2018) reported that HSF2 was downregulated after 8h of transport 

in the heart of newly hatched chicks. The role of HSF2 downregulation in SM is uncertain. 
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KEGG analysis showed three significantly enriched pathways including focal adhesion, 

phagosome, extracellular matrix-receptor interactions in both SM1 vs. WB1 and WB1 vs. 

Normal comparisons. Since the directionality of genes does not affect the KEGG terms, enriched 

genes can be both up-and downregulated.  

Focal adhesions, the mechanical links between cellular cytoskeleton and extracellular 

matrix, are involved in tissue homeostasis and the regulation of tissue response to injury (Romer 

et al., 2006; Duperret and Ridky, 2013). Rustad et al. (2013) suggested that focal adhesion 

complexes are associated with wound healing, such as angiogenesis as well as activation of pro-

fibrotic monocyte and collagen production. Thus, a disrupted focal adhesion signaling with 

defective extracellular matrix and insufficient angiogenesis can result in altered/delayed wound 

healing, causing extracellular molecules such as collagen, decorin, and proteoglycan to be 

deposited abnormally (Koivisto et al., 2014). Velleman and Clark (2015) reported that the 

extracellular matrix organization plays an important role in WB fibrosis. Pampouille et al. (2019) 

found that WB samples had upregulated regeneration-associated extracellular matrix genes, 

compared to control samples. Based on our results, we assume that genes associated with focal 

adhesion are upregulated in WB1 vs. Normal samples, while those genes are downregulated in 

SM1 vs WB1 samples. 

The extracellular matrix–receptor (ECM-receptor) interaction pathway was also enriched 

in our samples. Regarding the upregulation of genes involved in the ECM-receptor interaction 

pathway, Lake and Abasht (2020) reported that when matrix metalloproteases (MMPs) were 

activated, the composition of ECM was altered. Mutryn et al. (2015) observed that MMP-2, a 

gene involved in collagen degradation, was upregulated WB affected samples. This result is in 
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accordance with the decreased concentration of protein in WB samples (Wold et al., 2017, 2019). 

Based on our results, we assume that genes associated with extracellular matrix–receptor (ECM-

receptor) interaction are upregulated in WB1 vs. Normal samples, while those genes are 

downregulated in SM1 vs WB1 samples. 

Overall, our GO and KEGG analysis shows that WB1 fillets were enriched against both 

SM1 and Normal fillets for pathways broadly associated with the extracellular matrix component 

and the immune response. As discussed above, this is in agreement with the current literature, 

and supports the microscopic evidence of our study, which indicates that WB1 fillets have higher 

histological scores, which included evaluation of both interstitial accumulation of fibrous tissue, 

and inflammation. 

5.5.2 Genes upregulated between SM1 vs. WB1 samples 

The comparison of genes from muscle tissue obtained from SM1 and WB1 fillets 

revealed 459 differentially expressed genes. Considering the top 20 upregulated genes, we 

identified genes related to inflammation and muscle physiology. 

Kyphoscoliosis peptidase (KY) was upregulated in our SM1 fillets, and it is associated 

with muscle growth (Hedberg-Oldfors et al., 2016). Mice deficient in KY do not generate 

compensatory muscle hypertrophy to mechanical tension (Blanco et al., 2001). The upregulation 

of KY suggests that regeneration and necrosis occur in the SM-affected fillets. 

FERM Domain Containing 5 (FRMD5) was upregulated in our SM1 fillets. FRMD5 is 

located in cell–cell contact and interacts with p120-catenin at adherens junctions (Moleirinho et 

al., 2013). When the expression of FRMD5 in the lung cancer cell line H1299 was reduced, 
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vimentin (VIM) expression was increased (Moleirinho et al., 2013). Soglia et al. (2020) reported 

that VIM was upregulated to a greater extent in SM than WB. In our samples, VIM was not 

significantly different between SM and WB. Further work is required to investigate the 

association between FRMD5 and VIM. 

ChaC glutathione-specific gamma-glutamylcyclotransferase 1 (CHAC1) encoding gene 

was upregulated in SM1, compared to WB1. This outcome is in contrast to what reported by 

Brothers et al. (2019), who found upregulation of CHAC1 in WB affected male broilers. The 

authors suggested that CHAC1 degrades glutathione in P. major, making the tissue more 

susceptible to oxidative stress resulting in breast myopathies. Moreover, Cascade et al. (2009) 

described that CHAC1 activates unfolded protein response leading to misfolded and 

dysfunctional protein. Reasons for CHAC1 upregulation in SM1 compared to WB1 samples in 

our study are uncertain but upregulation of CHAC1 in SM might indicate that SM tissues have a 

greater unfolded protein response than WB tissues. 

Rho-related BTB domain containing 3 (RhoBTB3) catalyzes the hydrolysis of guanosine 

triphosphate (GTP) to guanosine diphosphate (GDP). RhoBTB3 is associated with vesicle 

trafficking and protein degradation (Lutz et al., 2014). One of the roles of Rho GTPases is to 

regulate the dynamics of the actin cytoskeleton that is associated with actin-binding proteins, and 

RhoBTB3 deficient animals show postnatal growth defect (Berger et al., 2019).  

The Mitochondrially Encoded NADH: Ubiquinone Oxidoreductase Core Subunit 2 (mt-

ND2) gene encodes NADH dehydrogenase 2 (ND2), which is involved in controlling the 

production of mitochondrial reactive oxygen species (Zhang et al., 2016). Ning et al. (2019) 

reported that the log fold changes of mt-ND2 gene were upregulated in the myocardium of 
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broilers with sudden death syndrome (SDS), suggesting that lactic acid from metabolic disorders 

injures cardiomyocytes, resulting in arrhythmia and SDS. Build-up of reactive oxygen species is 

one of the pathways involved in WB development (Pan et al., 2021; Xing et al., 2021), and 

therefore it is unclear why mt-ND2 was upregulated in SM1, compared to WB1 in our study.  

Creatine kinases (CK) are involved in regenerating ATP and maintaining energy 

homeostasis. There are four isoforms of CK: brain-type CK (CKB), muscle-type CK (CKM), CK 

mitochondrial 1 (CKMT1), and CK mitochondrial 2 (CKMT2) (Lin et al., 2013). In our study 

SM1 tissue samples showed upregulation of CKMT2, compared to WB1 samples, suggesting 

that SM-affected fillets require more energy to overcome hypoxia. Moreover, studies have 

shown that the concentrations of serum CK are increased in broilers with white striping which is 

another type of breast myopathy (Kuttappan et al., 2013b). 

Nicotinamide riboside kinase 2 (NMRK2) is transcriptionally activated by androgen 

receptors. Kong et al. (2017) suggested that the inhibition of androgen receptor functions in 

modern broilers enhance the NMRK2 expression, compared to unselected broilers (Kong et al., 

2017). Since our SM samples are from modern fast-growing broilers, it is expected that NMRK2 

is upregulated in SM affected broilers. 

Carnosine, β-alanyl-L-histidine, is endogenously synthesised by carnosine synthase 1, an 

enzyme that is encoded by the CARNS1 gene. Carnosine and related peptides (histidine 

containing dipeptides (HCDs) are abundant in skeletal muscle (Gonçalves et al., 2021). In 

skeletal muscle, carnosine affects muscle function via improving pH buffering and/or excitation-

contraction coupling by local calcium recruitment. Muscle histidine-containing dipeptides 

loading in mouse muscle moderately affects excitation–contraction coupling and fatigue 
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(Everaert et al., 2013). The upregulation of CARNS1 in our SM1 cohort suggests that broilers 

affected with SM experience oxidative stress. 

5.5.3 Genes upregulated between WB1 vs. Normal samples 

The comparison of genes from muscle tissue obtained from WB1 and Normal fillets 

revealed 789 differentially expressed genes. Considering the top 20 upregulated genes, we 

identified genes related to inflammation and muscle physiology (MDK, PTX3) and hypoxia 

(HIF3A, MYH15), which have already been associated with different myopathies in chickens 

and other species (Mutryn et al., 2015; Marchesi et al., 2019; Praud et al., 2020). 

Midkine (MDK), is expressed in myoblasts and myotubes at an early stage of muscle 

regeneration in rats (Ikutomo et al., 2014). Moreover, MDK plays a role in the migration of 

immune cells (Nihashi et al., 2019). Higher concentrations of MDK transcripts in WB1 confirm 

muscular inflammation and attempted regeneration in WB-affected broilers. Marchesi et al. 

(2019) also reported that MDK was upregulated in white striping, another phenotype of breast 

myopathy in broilers.  

Pentraxin 3 (PTX3) was upregulated in WB1. PTX3 is involved in inflammation and 

humoral innate immunity, which is important in resisting certain pathogens (Deban et al., 2010). 

The upregulation of PTX3 suggests that WB1 fillets have inflammation. Like ADAM8 and 

MDK, the upregulation of PTX3 shows that WB-affected tissues undergo the inflammation and 

tissue regeneration processes, possibly as a response to an initial insult. 

Myosin Heavy Chain 15 (MYH15) was upregulated in WB1 samples. MYH15 plays a 

role in the contraction and regeneration of avian skeletal muscle (Rossi et al., 2010). Praud et al. 
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(2020) also reported that MYH15 has potential biomarkers for WB, demonstrating the 

regeneration in the WB-affected myofibers using immunohistochemical staining of MYH15.  

 Sihvo et al. (2018) suggested that fibrosis of WB might be caused when oxygen and 

nutrients are insufficiently delivered to skeletal muscle. In our samples, Thrombospondin 2 

(THBS2) was upregulated. THBS2 is a pro-fibrotic and anti-angiogenic matricellular protein 

(Reinecke et al., 2013). It can thus be suggested that the upregulation of THBS2 inhibits 

angiogenesis, thereby leading to fibrosis in WB-affected fillets. Brothers et al. (2019) also 

reported that THBS2 was upregulated in male broilers with WB, suggesting that WB tissues 

experience fibrosis due to the upregulation of THBS2. 

TNF Alpha Induced Protein 6 (TNFAIP6) is induced by tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-

alpha, a multifunctional proinflammatory cytokine (Guo and Yuan, 2020). In our samples, 

TNFAIP6 was upregulated in WB1. Metalloproteinases (MMPs) play a role in the degradation of 

the structural components of connective tissue including collagen, and TNFAIP6 induces the 

expression of MMPs. It is possible, therefore, the upregulation of TNFAIP6 results in 

extracellular alterations, leading to the interstitial changes observed in WB (Li et al., 2008).  

5.5.4 Overexpressed genes from droplet digital PCR 

In contrast to RNA-seq, which is used to investigate variations in the entire transcriptome 

(Finotello and Di Camillo, 2015), ddPCR provides a sensitive and specific detection of targeted 

genes. We choose 19 genes associated with oxidative stress, cellular signaling, muscle 

development and repair, and connective tissue, based on previously published papers (Mutryn et 

al., 2015; Zambonelli et al., 2016; Malila et al., 2019). Of the 19 tested genes, six significantly 
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expressed genes were observed when comparing normal and WB1 samples, whereas five 

significantly genes were observed when comparing WB1 and SM1 samples. Only three genes 

showed significant differences in transcriptomic abundance between WB1 and either SM1 or 

Normal fillets. Moreover, no differences were noted between SM1 and Normal fillets. This 

confirms the results obtained by RNA-seq, and suggests that SM1 and Normal fillets did not 

have a different transcriptomic signatures.   

The transcriptomic abundances of transforming growth factor beta 1 (TGFB1) were 

overexpressed in WB1 compared to Normal samples. Vial et al., (2008) indicated that the 

expression of fibronectin1 (FN1) during fibrosis was regulated by TGFB1. Moreover, Papah et 

al., (2018) also suggested that FN1 is involved in extracellular matrix remodeling in WB-

affected samples. Another gene, fibroblast activation protein alpha (FAP) was also upregulated 

in our WB1 samples. FAP is associated with fibro-fatty scar deposition after chronic damage 

(Contreras et al., 2019). TGFB1 promotes myofibroblast differentiation of fibro–adipogenic 

progenitors (FAPs) but inhibits their adipogenicity (Contreras et al., 2019). Praud et al., 2020 

suggested that the upregulation of TGFB1 in WB muscles indicates the role in controlling FAPs 

differentiation toward fibroblasts or adipocytes. 

The mechanistic target of rapamycin (mTOR) genes was also upregulated in WB1 fillets, 

compared to both SM1 and Normal samples. The mTOR encodes a serine-threonine protein 

kinase, which regulates cell growth, proliferation, and development (Hay and Sonenberg, 2004). 

It has been suggested that mTOR is crucial in regulating the growth and size of skeletal muscle 

(Bodine et al., 2001). Ladevaia et al. (2012) also demonstrated that mTOR plays role in protein 

synthesis (mRNA translation) by influencing the phosphorylation or activity of translation 
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factors. Our findings are consistent with that of Kuttappan et al. (2017), who reported that mTOR 

protein was upregulated in WB muscle, suggesting the increased protein translation during the 

development of the myopathy. 

Gene COL3A1 was upregulated in P. major samples from WB1 compared to Normal. 

Collagen type III is the second most abundant collagen in endo-, peri-, and epimysium in skeletal 

muscle (Gillies and Lieber, 2011; Rubenstein et al., 2020). Tonniges et al., (2018) suggested that 

P. major affected by WB experience myofiber necrosis. The subsequent excessive deposition of 

collagen causes fibrosis, leading to increased meat toughness. Our results show that WB-affected 

tissues undergo fibrosis. 

5.6 Conclusion 

Our findings show that WB1 has a transcriptomic profile that differs from both SM1-

affected and Normal fillets, indicating that WB1 is a condition associated with the regulation of 

genes involved in interactions between cells and the extracellular environment and the immune 

response. Histological scores and the transcriptomic abundance using ddPCR showed that SM1 

and Normal samples were not significantly different. Therefore, the lack of significant 

differences in expressed genes between the SM1 and Normal fillets suggests that SM1 may not 

be caused by factors intrinsic to the broiler breast muscle and could be caused by mechanical 

disruptions at the processing plant.   
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Table 5.1 Primers designed for EVAGREEN-based droplet digital polymerase chain reaction. 

Gene ID Gene Annotation NCBI Accession 

number 

Sequence (5' → 3') 

(F: forward, R: reverse) 

Amplicon 

length (bp) 

Template quantity 

(ng/20 uL 

reaction) 

Oxidative stress response 

  HIF1A Hypoxia inducible factor 1 subunit alpha XR_001466725.2 F: ATCAGAGTGGTTGTCCAGCAG  111 25 

R: CAGTCCAAGCCCACCTTACT 

  SOD1 Superoxide dismutase 1  NM_205064.1 F: AAGGGAGGAGTGGCAGAAGTA 158 10 

R: CGAGGTCCAGCATTTCCAGTT 

  SOD2 Superoxide dismutase 2, mitochondrial NM_204211.1 F: TGTATCAGTTGGTGTTCAAGGAT 129 10 

R: AGCAATGGAATGAGACCTGTT 

  SOD3 Superoxide dismutase 3, extracellular XM_015285700.1 F: TACAAACCCAACCTCTTCGC 102 10 

R: GTTATTGCCCTTGCCCATGT 

  GSTM2 Glutathione S-transferase mu 2 NM_205090.1 F: GTGGACTTCCTGGCTTACGA 173 10 

R: GCCGTGTACCAGAAAATGG 
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Cellular signalling 

  mTOR Mechanistic target of rapamycin  XM_417614.6 F: GTTGGTTTGGGTTTCCAGGAC 156 10 

R: GATCAGGGCAATAATCCATCTGC 

  TGFB1 Transforming growth factor beta 1  NM_001318456.1  F: GACGATGAGTGGCTCTCCTTC 195 10 

R: GTGCTTCTTGGCAATGCTCT 

  PRKAA1 5'-AMP-activated protein kinase alpha-1 

catalytic subunit 

DQ302133.1 F: GAATGGATGGGACTTCTTGCC 116 25 

R: GGAATTTCTGGACTGAAGCCAA 

  PRKAA2 5'-AMP-activated protein kinase alpha-2 

catalytic subunit 

DQ340396.1 F: CAACCCTGAACCCATTCTTTTG 139 10 

R: TGTCTCATTCTCCTCCTTGCT 

  PRKAB2 5'-AMP-activated protein kinase beta-2 

non-catalytic subunit 

NM_001044662.1 F: CCATCCTGCTGTCCCATTATAC 129 10 

R: GAGCAAGGAAAGGCTGTTCTG 

  PRKAG3 5'-AMP-activated protein kinase gamma-

3 non-catalytic subunit  

NM_001031258.2 F: GCCAACTCCTGTCAACCTCG 97 10 

R: GGTGCCTACTGAGCATCCCT 

  LKB1 NM_001045833.1 F: GGTCCTCCACTCTCAGACCTA 136 10 
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Liver kinase B 1 (Serine/threonine kinase 

11) 

R: GAGGTATGGGCACCAGAGTC 

  LITAF Lipopolysaccharide-induced tumor 

necrosis factor-alpha factor 

NM_204267.1 F: ACTATCCTCACCCCTACCCTGTC 156 25 

R: TGTTGGCATAGGCTGTCCTG 

  CAMKK2 Calcium/calmodulin dependent protein 

kinase kinase 2  

XM_025155529.1 F: AAATCTCTTCGGTTCCCTGTC 158 25 

R: TTAACTCCACGGTCAGCACT 

Muscle development and repair 

  IGF1 Insulin like growth factor 1 NM_001004384 F: TCTCAACATCTCACATCTCT 135 10 

R: AAGCAGCACTTAACTAATTGT 

  MYOD1 Myogenic differentiation 1 NM_204214.2 F: AGGAAACCTGAGTGACAGTGG 121 1 

R: GACCTGCCTTTATAGCACTTGG 

  MYF5 Myogenic factor 5  NM_001030363.1 F: TGAACCAAGCATTCGAGACC 141 10 

R: AGTAGTTCTCCACCTGTTCCCT 

  MSTN Myogenic differentiation 1 (myostatin) NM_001001461.1 F: GAAACTTGACATGAACCCAGGC 143 10 

R: TGACAGCAAGATCTCGTCCAG 
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Collagen and connective tissue 

  COL3A1 Collagen type 3, alpha 1 NM_205380.3 F: GCCAATTTCCAAAGCACTGGT 128 1 

R: TGACTTAGCCCTGTTTCTAGCC 
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Table 5.2 Histological scores of Pectoralis major tissue from 18 breast fillets sampled at a 

broiler processing plant in Ontario, Canada. Each score is the sum of 24 sections comprising 4 

mm2 in the cranial region of the muscle. 

Category N Minimum Q1 Mean SD Median Q3 Maximum 

Normal 6 1 8 12.7a 8.4 12.5 16 26 

SM 7 4 14 16.6a 9.0 15 19 34 

WB 5 26 41 45.0b 12.4 49 50 59 
 

a,b Mean values with different superscripts differ significantly (P < 0.001, ANOVA with Tukey’s 

multiple comparison test). 

Q1 = the first quartile. Q3 = the third quartile
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Table 5.3 List of the top 20 upregulated (top of the list) and downregulated (bottom of the list) 

genes with fold change comparing spaghetti meat (SM1) vs. woody breast (WB1). 

Symbol Description Log fold change 

KY Kyphoscoliosis Peptidase 3.49 

FRMD5 FERM Domain Containing 5 3.14 

CHAC1 ChaC Glutathione Specific Gamma-Glutamylcyclotransferase 1 3.01 

RHOBTB3 Rho-related BTB domain containing 3 2.80 

SLC25A30 Solute Carrier Family 25 Member 30 2.69 

MT-ND2 Mitochondrially Encoded NADH:Ubiquinone Oxidoreductase Core Subunit 2 2.69 

CKMT2 Creatine Kinase, Mitochondrial 2 2.56 

CA9 Carbonic Anhydrase 9 2.53 

NMRK2 Nicotinamide Riboside Kinase 2 2.44 

CARNS1 Carnosine Synthase 1 2.38 

ND1 Mitochondrially Encoded NADH:Ubiquinone Oxidoreductase Core Subunit 1 2.36 

CNTFR Ciliary Neurotrophic Factor Receptor 2.36 

ATP6 Mitochondrially Encoded ATP Synthase Membrane Subunit 6 2.30 

GPR160 G Protein-Coupled Receptor 160 2.30 

CYTB Cytochrome B 2.23 

ATP8 Mitochondrially Encoded ATP Synthase Membrane Subunit 8 2.21 

CNGA3 Cyclic Nucleotide Gated Channel Subunit Alpha 3 2.20 

COX3 MT-CO3 (Mitochondrially Encoded Cytochrome C Oxidase III) 2.15 

COQ9 Coenzyme Q9 2.15 

CNP1 2',3'-Cyclic Nucleotide 3' Phosphodiesterase 2.15 

CCN3 Cellular Communication Network Factor 3 -5.56 

UTS2B Urotensin 2B -5.55 

THBS2 Thrombospondin 2 -5.52 

MMP27 Matrix Metallopeptidase 27 -5.19 

MYL3 Myosin Light Chain 3 -5.15 

ANGPTL5 Angiopoietin Like 5 -4.91 

MMR1L3 Macrophage mannose receptor 1-like 3 -4.77 

CTHRC1 Collagen Triple Helix Repeat Containing 1 -4.49 

ITGBL1 Integrin Subunit Beta Like 1 -4.19 

LVRN Laeverin -4.14 

PTX3 Pentraxin 3 -4.09 

MYH15 Myosin Heavy Chain 15 -4.08 
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ASB18 Ankyrin Repeat And SOCS Box Containing 18 -4.05 

UPK1B Uroplakin 1B -4.04 

SPON2 Spondin 2 -3.97 

FGF10 Fibroblast Growth Factor 10 -3.95 

LUZP2 Leucine Zipper Protein 2 -3.93 

MYOM3 Myomesin 3 -3.91 

GABRA5 Gamma-Aminobutyric Acid Type A Receptor Subunit Alpha5 -3.85 

FBLN1 Fibulin 1 -3.81 
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Table 5.4 List of known top 20 upregulated (top of the list) and downregulated (bottom of the 

list) genes with fold change for woody breast (WB1) vs. normal. 

Symbol Description log fold change 

PTX3 Pentraxin3 5.91 

MYL3 Myosin Light Chain 3 5.49 

MYH15 Myosin Heavy Chain 15 4.72 

CALB2 Calbindin 2 4.68 

C1QTNF8 C1q And TNF Related 8 4.46 

AKR1D1 Aldo-Keto Reductase Family 1 Member D1 4.42 

ASB18 Ankyrin Repeat And SOCS Box Containing 18 4.24 

CHODL Chondrolectin 4.19 

MARCO Macrophage Receptor With Collagenous Structure 4.17 

CYP1C1 Cytochrome P450 Family 1 Subfamily A Member 1 4.09 

MDK Midkine 4.09 

CRB1 Crumbs family member 1 3.99 

LUZP2 Leucine zipper protein 2 3.99 

MLPH Melanophilin 3.96 

C1QL2 Complement C1q-like protein 2 3.82 

GABRA5 Gamma-Aminobutyric Acid Type A Receptor Subunit Alpha5 3.82 

ADAM8 ADAM Metallopeptidase Domain 8 3.74 

TLR7 Toll-like receptor 7 3.69 

TNFAIP6 Tumor necrosis factor alpha induced protein 6 3.69 

THBS2 Thrombospondin 2 3.66 

CHAC1 ChaC Glutathione Specific Gamma-Glutamylcyclotransferase 1 -3.30 

KY Kyphoscoliosis Peptidase -3.13 

RHOBTB3 Rho Related BTB Domain Containing 3 -2.95 

SLC25A30 Solute Carrier Family 25 Member 30 -2.82 

FRMD5 FERM Domain Containing 5 -2.80 

CEBPD CCAAT Enhancer Binding Protein Delta -2.66 

GPR160 G Protein-Coupled Receptor 160 -2.62 

KLHL38 Kelch Like Family Member 38 -2.36 

GADL1 Glutamate Decarboxylase Like 1 -2.35 

CNGA3 Cyclic Nucleotide Gated Channel Subunit Alpha 3 -2.30 

MT-ND2 Mitochondrially Encoded NADH:Ubiquinone Oxidoreductase Core Subunit 2 -2.18 

CKMT2 Creatine Kinase, Mitochondrial 2 -2.15 
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TBX15 T-Box Transcription Factor 15 -2.11 

NMRK2 Nicotinamide Riboside Kinase 2 -2.07 

MYH1E Myosin heavy chain 1E -2.05 

ASB11 Ankyrin Repeat And SOCS Box Containing 11 -2.02 

KLF9 Kruppel Like Factor 9 -1.99 

MAPRE2 Microtubule Associated Protein RP/EB Family Member 2 -1.96 

KCTD20 Potassium Channel Tetramerization Domain Containing 20) -1.94 

TBX18 T-Box Transcription Factor 18 -1.94 
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Table 5.5 Comparison of up- and down regulated genes between spaghetti meat (SM1) vs. woody breast (WB1) and woody breast 

(WB1) vs. Normal samples. 

Symbol Description 

Log fold change 

(SM1 vs. WB1) 

Log fold change 

(WB1 vs. Normal) 

ASB11 Ankyrin Repeat And SOCS Box Containing 11 1.83 -2.02 

CHAC1 ChaC Glutathione Specific Gamma-Glutamylcyclotransferase 1 3.01 -3.30 

CNGA3 Cyclic Nucleotide Gated Channel Subunit Alpha 3 2.20 -2.30 

FRMD5 FERM Domain Containing 5 3.14 -2.80 

GADL1 Glutamate Decarboxylase Like 1 2.01 -2.35 

KY Kyphoscoliosis Peptidase 3.49 -3.13 

MAPRE2 Microtubule Associated Protein RP/EB Family Member 2 1.62 -1.96 

MT-ND2 Mitochondrially Encoded NADH:Ubiquinone Oxidoreductase Core Subunit 2 2.69 -2.18 

MYH1E Myosin heavy chain 1E 1.75 -2.05 

NMRK2 Nicotinamide Riboside Kinase 2 2.44 -2.07 

NRGN Neurogranin 2.03 -1.63 

RHOBTB3 Rho Related BTB Domain Containing 3 2.80 -2.95 

RNF144B Ring Finger Protein 144B 2.00 -1.78 

SLC25A30 Solute Carrier Family 25 Member 30 2.69 -2.82 

TBX15 T-Box Transcription Factor 15 2.05 -2.11 

AKR1D1 Aldo-Keto Reductase Family 1 Member D1 -3.60 4.42 

ASB18 Ankyrin Repeat And SOCS Box Containing 18 -4.05 4.24 

C1QTNF8 C1q And TNF Related 8 -3.13 4.46 

CHODL Chondrolectin -3.69 4.19 

CRB1 Crumbs family member 1 -3.46 3.99 

CYP1C1 Cytochrome P450 Family 1 Subfamily A Member 1 -3.01 4.09 
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GABRA5 Gamma-Aminobutyric Acid Type A Receptor Subunit Alpha5 -3.85 3.82 

LUZP2 Leucine zipper protein 2 -3.93 3.99 

MDK Midkine -3.12 4.09 

MYH15 Myosin Heavy Chain 15 -4.08 4.72 

MYL3 Myosin Light Chain 3 -5.15 5.49 

PTX3 Pentraxin3 -4.09 5.91 

THBS2 Thrombospondin 2 -5.52 3.66 

TLR7 Toll-like receptor 7 -2.59 3.69 

TNFAIP6 Tumor necrosis factor alpha induced protein 6 -2.82 3.69 

 

Negative log fold change is highlighted in red, and positive log fold change is highlighted in blue. 
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Table 5.6 Univariate linear regression analysis using the histology score as the dependent 

variable, and transcript abundance of genes as independent variables 

Predictor Coefficient Standard Error P value 95% Confidence intervals 

  

R2 

Oxidative stress response 

    HIF1A 1.88 1.08 0.11 -0.512 4.279 0.235 

    SOD1 0.55 0.19 0.018 0.007 0.984 0.445 

    SOD2 1.09 0.28 0.003 0.458 1.723 0.596 

    SOD3 0.32 0.19 0.12 -0.099 0.742 0.224 

    GSTM2 1.3 0.4 0.008 0.414 2.189 0.516 

Cellular signaling 

    mTOR 8.31 3.21 0.027 1.152 15.465 0.401 

    TGFB1 2.4 0.98 0.034 0.224 4.59 0.377 

    PRAKG3 0.5 0.75 0.515 -1.159 2.167 0.044 

    PRKAA1 9.59 5.08 0.089 -1.741 20.911 0.262 

    PRKAA2 6.28 5.67 0.294 -6.366 18.923 0.109 

    PRKAB2 0.22 0.28 0.436 -0.394 0.845 0.062 

    LKB1 15.55 7.25 0.058 -0.603 31.697 0.315 

    LITAF 35.82 35.29 0.334 -42.81 114.446 0.09 

    CAMKK2 5.67 3.84 0.171 -2.886 14.219 0.179 

Muscle development and repair 

    IGF1 18.86 24.48 0.459 -35.679 73.418 0.056 

    MYOD1 0.21 0.22 0.376 -0.288 0.699 0.079 

    MYF5 7.37 5.92 0.241 -5.813 20.549 0.134 

    MSTN 0.61 0.33 0.095 -0.126 1.344 0.254 

Collagen and connective tissue 

    COL3A 0.04 0.01 0.004 0.016 0.066 0.574 
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Figure 5.1 Pectoralis major tissue from chickens with spaghetti meat and woody breast 

myopathies 

A Normal breast muscle with polygonal shape of myofibers (Normal), scale bar 50um 

B Longitudinal section of normal breast muscle (Normal), scale bar 50 um 
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C Lymphocytic phlebitis (white arrow), fibrosis (black arrow), and lipidosis (black *) from a 

fillet scored as spaghetti meat (SM1), inset: the inflammatory infiltrate is composed by 

lymphocytes, scale bar 50 um  

D Fragmentation of muscle fiber (black arrow), infiltrated mainly macrophages and occasional 

heterophils (white arrow) from a fillet scored as spaghetti meat (SM1), scale bar 20 um  

E Round degenerative atrophic myofibers (black *), lipid infiltration within the perimysium 

(black arrow), accumulation of fibrotic tissue (white arrow) from a fillet scored as woody breast 

(WB1), scale bar 100 um 

F Interstitial fibrosis and lipid infiltration (black arrow) and myodegeneration (black *) from a 

fillet scored as woody breast (WB1), scale bar 100 um 
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Figure 5.2 Principal component analysis (PCA) plot showing clustering pattern of normal, 

spaghetti meat (SM), and woody breast (WB) samples.  

The horizontal axis shows principal component 1 (PC1), which captures 41.0% of the variations 

between the groups. The vertical axis shows principal component 2 (PC2), which captures 23.6% 

of the variations between the groups. Woody breast samples (#1-5) are clearly separated along 

the PC1 and PC2 axis and cluster together (ellipse).  
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Figure 5.3 Volcano plot and Venn diagram of differentially expressed genes.  

A Volcano plot showing fold changes of differentially expressed genes for the woody breast 

(WB1) vs. Normal comparison (left) and the spaghetti meet (SM1) vs. woody breast (WB1) 

comparison (right). The magnitude of change is seen on the x-axis, and statistical significance is 

seen on the y-axis; the most upregulated genes are towards the right, the most downregulated 

genes are towards the left, and the most statistically significant genes are towards the top. Blue 

dots represent significantly downregulated genes (fold change > 1.5, false discovery rate < 0.1), 
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whereas red dots represent significantly upregulated genes (fold change > 1.5, false discovery 

rate < 0.1). Grey dots represent genes that were not significantly differentially expressed. 

B Venn diagram showing the differentially expressed genes for the woody breast vs. normal 

comparison and spaghetti meet (SM1) vs. woody breast (WB1) comparison. The section where 

the two circles overlapped shows common differentially expressed genes to both sets of 

comparisons.        
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Figure 5.4 Clustered log counts per million (logCPM) based heatmaps for the top 50 differentially expressed genes.  

A Heatmap for the woody breast (WB1) vs. Normal comparison. SM1 is included as additional information 

B Heatmaps for the spaghetti meat (SM1) vs. woody breast (WB1) comparison; Normal is included as additional information.  

In the heatmaps, the top 50 differentially expressed genes are presented in the rows and the samples in the columns. 
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Figure 5.5 Gene ontology (GO) enrichment analysis of differentially expressed genes 

A Spaghetti meat (SM1) vs. woody breast (WB1) comparison 

B Woody breast (WB1) vs. Normal comparison  

The top20 significantly enriched GO is shown for each comparison. Red color represents the 

Biological Process (BP) category; green represents the Cellular Component (CC) category; and 

blue represents the Molecular Function (MF) category.   
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Figure 5.6 Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway enrichment analysis 

A Spaghetti meat (SM1) vs. woody breast (WB1) comparison 

B Woody breast (WB1) vs. Normal comparison.  

The size of the circle indicates the number of genes, and the color indicates the adjusted p-value. 
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(A) Oxidative stress response 
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(B) Cellular signalling   
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(C) Muscle development & repair 
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(D) Collagen and connective tissue 
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Figure 5.7 Absolute transcript abundance of genes associated with woody breast.  

A Genes associated with oxidative stress response included hypoxia inducible factor 1 alpha 

subunit (HIF1A), superoxide dismutase 1 (SOD1), superoxide dismutase 2 (SOD2), superoxide 

dismutase (SOD3), glutathione S-transferase mu 2 (GSTM2).  

B Genes associated with cellular signalling included mechanistic target of rapamycin (mTOR), 

transforming growth factor beta (TGFB), 5'-AMP-activated protein kinase catalytic subunit 

alpha-1 (PRKAA1), protein Kinase AMP-activated catalytic subunit alpha 2 (PRKAA2), 5'-

AMP-activated protein kinase subunit beta-2 (PRKAB2), 5′-AMP-activated protein kinase 

gamma3 (PRAKG3), liver kinase B1(LKB1), lipopolysaccharide induced TNF factor (LITAF), 

and calcium/calmodulin dependent protein kinase kinase 2 (CAMKK2).  

C Genes associated with muscle development and repair included insulin-like growth factor 1 

(IGF1), myogenic differentiation 1 (MYOD1), myogenic factor 5 (MYF5), and myostatin 

(MSTN).  

D Genes associated with collagen and connective tissue included collagen type 3 alpha 1 chain 

(COL3A1). 

Kruskal-Wallis test and Dunn’s multiple comparison test were used to compare transcript 

abundances of three groups (Normal vs. SM, SM vs. WB, WB vs. Normal) for eleven genes: 

HIF1A, SOD3, GSTM2, TGFB1, PRAKG3, PRKAA1, LKB1, LITAF, CAMKK2, MSTN, and 

COL3A1. 

One-way ANOVA and Tukey’s multiple comparisons test were used to compare transcript 

abundances of three groups (Normal vs. SM, SM vs. WB, WB vs. Normal) for eight genes: 

SOD1, SOD2, mTOR, PRKAA2, PRKAB2, IGF1, MYOD1, and MYF5. 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.001 
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Supplementary Table 5.1 Shapiro-Wilk test for normal distribution (n=12). Results for genes with p value < 0.05 were not normally 

distributed. 

Gene name Probability  Gene name Probability 

HIF1A <0.001  PRAKG3 0.044 

SOD1 0.182  LKB1 0.018 

SOD2 0.288  LITAF <0.001 

SOD3 <0.001  CAMKK2 <0.001 

GSTM2 0.048  IGF1 0.520 

mTOR 0.178  MYOD1 0.540 

TGFb1 0.002  MYF5 0.244 

PRKAA1 0.000  MSTN <0.001 

PRKAA2 0.576  COL3A 0.002 

PRKAB2 0.128      
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Supplementary Table 5.2 Summary of RNA sequencing, quality control and alignment results. 

Sample Raw Reads Surviving 

Reads 

Surviving Reads(%) Aligned Reads Aligned Reads (%) Mean  

Per-base 

Coverage 

Genes 

1 202,455,808 201,902,582 99.73 151,962,122 75.27 56.33 10,578 

2 255,729,764 255,387,896 99.87 219,538,434 85.96 122.39 11,052 

3 410,811,486 409,834,976 99.76 342,057,132 83.46 188.99 11,639 

4 225,075,424 224,485,516 99.74 162,961,452 72.59 69.01 10,919 

5 421,157,402 420,164,638 99.76 320,713,417 76.33 97.90 10,335 

6 194,729,714 194,103,208 99.68 153,758,507 79.21 74.12 10,152 

8 281,864,950 281,390,188 99.83 219,147,146 77.88 100.39 10,532 

9 250,825,272 250,015,568 99.68 185,140,686 74.05 67.79 9,935 

10 171,506,000 171,219,010 99.83 140,315,813 81.95 78.61 10,746 

11 245,611,170 245,179,800 99.82 190,445,436 77.68 68.32 10,400 

14 216,700,096 215,572,452 99.48 163,964,857 76.06 76.09 10,054 
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15 461,902,862 461,220,356 99.85 395,842,459 85.83 207.27 11,437 

16 265,387,380 264,921,380 99.82 222,065,382 83.82 119.96 11,245 

17 233,288,852 232,396,358 99.62 173,790,698 74.78 82.44 10,845 

28 245,827,214 244,802,776 99.58 205,541,973 83.96 69.55 11,443 

30 247,146,722 246,744,524 99.84 188,885,617 76.55 83.23 11,251 

31 297,484,436 297,080,944 99.86 244,484,363 82.30 98.05 11,525 

32 187,551,950 187,154,310 99.79 129,555,390 69.22 58.39 10,985 
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Supplementary Table 5.3 Sample annotation. SM: spaghetti meat, WB: woody breast 

Category  Sample name Library concentration in nM Number of reads Number of bases Average quality 

Normal 1 3.92 101,227,904 20,448,036,608 36 

Normal 2 27.46 127,864,882 25,828,706,164 36 

Normal 4 3.6 112,537,712 22,732,617,824 36 

Normal 6 11.51 97,364,857 19,667,701,114 36 

Normal 10 20.13 298,033,251 60,202,716,702 36 

Normal 11 4.48 122,805,585 24,806,728,170 36 

SM1 8 9.53 140,932,475 28,468,359,950 36 

SM1 9 3.37 125,412,636 25,333,352,472 36 

SM1 14 5.71 108,350,048 21,886,709,696 35 

SM1 15 33.4 230,951,431 46,652,189,062 36 

SM1 16 14.69 132,693,690 26,804,125,380 36 

SM1 17 7.8 116,644,426 23,562,174,052 36 

SM1 5 3.97 210,578,701 42,536,897,602 36 

WB1 28 3.54 122,913,607 24,828,548,614 36 
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WB1 30 4.41 123,573,361 24,961,818,922 36 

WB1 31 4.7 148,742,218 30,045,928,036 36 

WB1 32 4.5 93,775,975 18,942,746,950 36 

WB1 3 16.63 205,405,743 41,491,960,086 36 
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Supplementary Table 5.4 Genes in top ten significantly enriched Gene Ontology (GO) terms 

between spaghetti meat (SM1) vs. woody breast (WB1) comparison. 

GO term ID - GO:0050896 

GO term definition: response to stimulus 

Number of genes: 511 

AATF|ACKR4|ACO2|ACTA1|ADAMTS7|ADCY2|ADGRD2|ADGRG6|ADRA2A|AGO4|AGTR1|AIFM1|AKIR

IN2|ALB|ALDH1A2|ALKBH5|ALOX5|AMFR|AMPD1|ANGPTL1|ANKHD1|ANXA1|ANXA5|APC2|AQP1|A

RAP2|ARHGAP15|ARHGAP21|ARHGAP40|ARHGAP6|ASB11|ASB18|ASB4|ASH2L|ATF4|ATP2A2|ATP6|A

TP6V0A1|ATP6V0C|ATP6V1C2|B4GALT1|BAIAP2L1|BARD1|BCAS3|BCHE|BCL2A1|BCLAF1|BDKRB2|B

HLHA15|BRCA2|BTBD17|C1R|C1S|C3AR1|C7|CA5B|CA9|CAB39L|CACTIN|CAMK2G|CAPN2|CARD11|CA

RMIL2|CBFA2T3|CBX8|CC2D2A|CCDC80|CCL19|CCN3|CCND3|CCR2|CCR5|CD180|CD4|CD44|CD47|CD8

3|CDK14|CDO1|CHAC1|CHD7|CHGB|CHUK|CILP|CIT|CITED2|CLRN1|CMTM3|CNGA3|CNOT1|CNOT9|C

NTFR|CNTNAP1|COII|COL1A1|COL1A2|COL3A1|COL5A2|COL6A1|COL6A2|COLEC12|COPS4|CPEB4|CP

N1|CPNE1|CPNE4|CPQ|CPZ|CRH|CRHR2|CRMP1|CRTC1|CSF2RA|CSPG5|CSRP3|CST3|CTHRC1|CTSS|CX

3CR1|CXCL12|CXCR4|CYBC1|CYBRD1|CYGB|CYP2D6|CYP4V2|CYP7B1|CYTB|DAB2|DAB2IP|DACT1|D

AP|DAP3|DAPK1|DCLK1|DCN|DEPDC1|DHX36|DKK3|DNAJB12|DOCK10|DOCK11|DOCK2|DOT1L|DSG2|

DUOX2|E2F8|EDNRA|EFEMP1|EIF4EBP1|ELMO1|EMB|ENPP2|ENPP4|ENTPD1|ERBB4|ETV3|EVL|EYA2|E

ZH2|F13A1|F2R|F2RL1|F2RL2|F3|FABP4|FABP7|FAM129A|FAM13A|FAM46A|FAT4|FBLN1|FBN1|FGD4|F

GF1|FGF10|FGF16|FGL1|FGL2|FN1|FOXK1|FRZB|FSCN1|FUCA2|FURIN|FUT7|FZD2|GABRA5|GAPDH|GA

RT|GAS6|GATSL2|GEM|GFER|GFPT2|GNB5|GNG10|GOT1|GPD1|GPER1|GPR160|GPR183|GPR34|GPR65|G

PS1|GPX7|GPX8|GSK3B|GSN|GSTA3|GZMA|HAS2|HEXIM1|HGF|HHLA2|HIPK2|HMCN1|HNMT|HPGD|HS

F1|HSF2|HVCN1|ICOS|ICOSLG|IFNAR1|IFNAR2|IFT57|IGFBP7|IGHMBP2|IGSF6|IKBKE|IL16|IL2RA|IL6S

T|INPP5D|INPP5K|IQGAP1|IQGAP2|ITGA1|ITGA11|ITGA8|ITGB1BP2|ITGBL1|ITPR2|JCHAIN|KAT7|KCN

C2|KCNJ3|KCNK2|KDM2A|KDM5B|KMT2D|LAMA3|LAMP3|LARP1|LCP1|LCP2|LGMN|LIG3|LIPA|LMX1

A|LOX|LPAR1|LPL|LRMP|LTBP1|LUM|LY86|LY96|LYN|MAFA|MAFG|MAP1B|MAP1LC3B|MAP3K1|MAP

3K21|MAP3K8|MAP4K5|MAPK11|MAPK8IP2|MAPKAPK3|MAPT|MB|MDK|MED1|MED12|METRNL|MLS

T8|MMP13|MMP2|MMRN1|MPP1|MSH6|MT-CO1|MT3|MTF1|MTR|MUSTN1|MYBBP1A|MYH7 |MY LK3 

|MYLPF|MYO9B|MYOG|MYOZ2|NCF4|ND1|ND3|ND5|NDUFA12|NEDD9|NINJ1|NKIRAS1|NOCT|NOD1|N

PLOC4|NPR3|NR4A3|NRGN|NRP1|NUAK2|NUP35|OGN|OSR1|OSTN|P2RY8|PAPSS2|PARP16|PDCD7|PDE

1B|PDE7B|PDGFRA|PDGFRB|PDGFRL|PEMT|PGAM1|PGF|PGM1|PHB2|PIAS4|PID1|PIK3CD|PKD2|PKLR|

PLA2G4A|PLAU|PLCD1|PLEK|PLXNA2|PMAIP1|POLA1|POLR2B|POSTN|POU2F1|PPARG|PPM1L|PPP1C

A|PPP3CC|PRDM1|PREX1|PRICKLE1|PRICKLE2|PRKCB|PRKCD|PROS1|PSMA7|PSMB7|PSMC1|PSMC2|P
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SMC3|PSMD1|PSMD4|PTGFR|PTGR1|PTGS2|PTHLH|PTN|PTPN13|PTPN9|PTPRC|PTPRJ|PTX3|PXDN|QPC

T|RAB3A|RAC3|RAPGEF1|RASAL2|RASGEF1A|RASGEF1B|RASL11A|RASSF5|RBBP8|RBM3|RBPJ|RECK

|RET|RFTN1|RFTN2|RGS1|RGS10|RGS18|RGS19|RHOB|RHOBTB3|RIN3|RNASET2|RND3|RNF126|RNF139

|RNF34|RNF5|RRAGB|RXFP1|SAG|SAV1|SEC61A1|SEMA3A|SEMA3D|SERPINB6|SERPINE2|SETD2|SFRP

2|SFRP4|SGK3|SH2D1A|SH2D6|SHTN1|SIAH2|SIK1|SIRPA|SIX1|SLC1A2|SLC1A6|SLC25A17|SLC25A30|S

LC2A5|SLC40A1|SLC7A5|SLC8A1|SLIT2|SLIT3|SMARCC1|SNAI1|SNX27|SOD3|SORCS2|SOSTDC1|SPI1|S

PON2|SQSTM1|SRF|SRP68|SRPK2|SRPRA|STAT4|STBD1|STIL|STK17A|STK39|STMN1|STUB1|SULF2|SY

K|SYT11|TEC|TF|TFIP11|TFPI2|TGFBI|TGFBR2|TGFBR3|THBS1|THRA|TLR4|TLR5|TLR7|TMEFF2|TMEM

131L|TMEM170B|TMSB4X|TNFAIP6|TNFRSF1B|TNFRSF21|TNFSF10|TPM1|TRAF5|TREM2|TRIM25|TUB|

TWIST1|UACA|ULK2|UNC13D|UPK1B|UQCRC1|USP2|USP28|UTS2B|VCP|VEZF1|VLDLR|WASF2|WDR24

|WDTC1|WNT11|XPR1|XRCC5|ZC3HAV1|ZFYVE1|ZNF385B 

 

GO term ID - GO:0008152 

GO term definition: metabolic process 

Number of genes: 491 

ABHD17A|ACO2|ADAM12|ADAMTS14|ADAMTS18|ADAMTS19|ADAMTS2|ADAMTS3|ADAMTS7|ADCY

2|AEBP1|AGO4|AGPAT4|AIFM1|AIG1|AIMP2|AK1|AKR1D1|ALB|ALDH1A2|ALG12|ALG14|ALKBH4|ALK

BH5|ALOX5|ALPK3|AMFR|AMPD1|ANKRD9|ANO8|ANXA1|AOAH|AOPEP|APMAP|ARIH2|ASB11|ASB18

|ASB4|ASH1L|ASH2L|ATF4|ATG16L1|ATP6|ATP8|AURKAIP1|AZIN1|B3GLCT|B4GALT1|BARD1|BCAT1|

BCHE|BRCA2|C1R|C1S|CAB39L|CACTIN|CAMK2G|CAMKMT|CAPN2|CARD11|CARNS1|CBX8|CCL19|C

CND3|CCR5|CD44|CDK14|CDO1|CERS6|CHAC1|CHD7|CHDH|CHGB|CHMP6|CHUK|CIAPIN1|CILP|CIT|C

KMT2|CLN6|CNOT1|CNOT9|COII|COL1A1|COL1A2|COL3A1|COPS4|COQ3|COQ8A|COQ9|COX10|CPEB4|

CPN1|CPNE1|CPQ|CPZ|CRH|CRMP1|CSF2RA|CSPG5|CST3|CTBS|CTSS|CYBC1|CYBRD1|CYGB|CYP2D6|

CYP4V2|CYP7B1|CYTB|DAB2IP|DAP|DAP3|DAPK1|DCAF1|DCLK1|DCLK3|DCN|DCTD|DGLUCY|DHRS9

|DHTKD1|DHX36|DLAT|DNAJB12|DNASE2B|DOT1L|DPEP2|DRG1|DSEL|DUOX2|DUS1L|DUSP8|EFEMP1

|EI24|EIF2D|EIF4EBP1|ELK4|ELP3|ENPP2|ENPP4|ENTPD1|ENTPD8|ERBB4|EXOSC1|EYA2|EZH2|F13A1|F

3|FABP4|FABP7|FAH|FAM105A|FAM126A|FAP|FASTKD2|FBLN1|FBN1|FDPS|FEM1B|FGF1|FGF10|FGF16|

FGL2|FN1|FOXK1|FTSJ3|FUCA2|FURIN|FUT7|GADL1|GALNT15|GALNT7|GAPDH|GARS|GART|GAS6|GC

NT7|GFER|GFM1|GFPT2|GID4|GLS2|GMEB2|GOLM1|GOT1|GPD1|GPD2|GPS1|GPX7|GPX8|GRHPR|GRSF

1|GSK3B|GSN|GSTA3|GTF3C5|GXYLT2|GZMA|HACD4|HAS2|HECW1|HGF|HIPK2|HNMT|HOGA1|HPGD|

HSF1|HSF2|HSPBAP1|HTRA3|IDH3B|IGFBP7|IGHMBP2|IK|IKBKE|IL2RA|IL6ST|INPP5D|INPP5K|KANSL3

|KAT7|KCTD2|KDM2A|KDM5B|KLHL10|KMT2D|KY|LAMB1|LAMC1|LARP1|LGMN|LIG3|LIMA1|LIPA|L
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OX|LPL|LTBP1|LUC7L|LUM|LVRN|LYN|MAN1C1|MAP1LC3B|MAP3K1|MAP3K21|MAP3K8|MAP4K5|MA

PK11|MAPK8IP2|MAPKAPK3|MAPT|MDH2|MED1|MED12|MID1IP1|MKRN2|MKRN4P|MMP13|MMP2|M

MP23B|MMP27|MOXD1|MPP1|MRPL18|MRPL46|MRPS22|MSH6|MT-CO1|MT-

ND2|MT3|MTFR1L|MTHFD2|MTR|MXRA8|MYBBP1A|MYH7|MYLK3|MYOG 

|NAAA|NARS2|NCEH1|NCF1C|NCF4|ND1|ND3|ND5|NDUFA12|NDUFAF7|NDUFS1|NDUFS3|NDUFV2|NE

U2|NMRK2|NOCT|NOD1|NPLOC4|NR4A3|NT5C1A|NUAK2|NUP205|NUP35|OGN|OSBPL5|OSTC|P3H3|PA

CS2|PAPSS2|PARP16|PARP8|PCYOX1|PDCD7|PDE1B|PDE7B|PDGFRA|PDGFRB|PDSS1|PDZRN4|PEMT|P

EX14|PFKFB4|PGAM1|PGK2|PGM1|PHKA1|PHKA2|PHKG1|PHOSPHO1|PIAS4|PID1|PIK3CD|PKLR|PLA1

A|PLA2G4A|PLAU|PLCD1|PLCXD1|PLEK|PLTP|PMAIP1|POGLUT3|POLA1|POLR1E|POLR2B|POLRMT|P

OU2F1|PPARG|PPCS|PPIC|PPIP5K2|PPM1G|PPM1L|PPP1CA|PPP3CC|PRDM1|PRDM4|PRELP|PREX1|PRK

CB|PRKCD|PRMT8|PRPF6|PSMA7|PSMB7|PSMC1|PSMC2|PSMC3|PSMD1|PSMD4|PTCD1|PTCD3|PTGR1|P

TGS2|PTHLH|PTPN13|PTPN9|PTPRC|PTPRJ|PWP1|PXDN|QPCT|RAB3A|RALY|RASAL2|RASGEF1A|RBBP

8|RBM3|RBPJ|RET|RGS19|RNASET2|RNF126|RNF139|RNF144B|RNF150|RNF180|RNF213|RNF214|RNF34|

RNF5|RPL22L1|RPRD2|RTCB|SAG|SAMD4A|SCG3|SCPEP1|SCYL3|SDHA|SENP8|SERINC4|SETD2|SETD4|

SGK3|SH3PXD2B|SIAH2|SIK1|SIRT3|SLA|SLBP|SLC25A17|SLC27A6|SLC2A5|SLC6A6|SMCR8|SOAT1|SO

D3|SPI1|SQSTM1|SRF|SRPK2|ST3GAL5|STARD3NL|STBD1|STK17A|STK39|STK40|STUB1|SULF2|SUPV3

L1|SYK|SYNJ2|TBX5|TCEB3|TEC|TF|TFIP11|TGFBI|TGFBR2|TGFBR3|THBS1|THRA|THUMPD3|TLL1|TL

R4|TLR7|TMPRSS13|TPI1|TRIM25|TTLL4|U2AF1|UAP1L1|UBE2O|UBXN2B|UCKL1|UGDH|ULK2|UQCRC

1|UQCRFS1|USP2|USP28|USP37|USP4|USP48|UTP20|VAT1L|VCAN|VCP|VEZF1|VLDLR|VPS11|VPS37C|W

DR24|WDR3|WDTC1|WNT11|XRCC5|XRN2|ZBTB48|ZC3HAV1|ZFYVE1 

 

GO term ID - GO:0044237 

GO term definition: cellular metabolic process 

Number of genes: 454 

ABHD17A|ACO2|ADAMTS7|ADCY2|AEBP1|AGO4|AGPAT4|AIG1|AIMP2|AK1|AKR1D1|ALB|ALDH1A2|A

LG12|ALG14|ALKBH4|ALKBH5|ALOX5|ALPK3|AMFR|AMPD1|ANKRD9|ANO8|ANXA1|AOAH|AOPEP|A

RIH2|ASB11|ASB18|ASB4|ASH1L|ASH2L|ATF4|ATG16L1|ATP6|ATP8|AURKAIP1|AZIN1|B3GLCT|B4GAL

T1|BARD1|BCAT1|BCHE|BRCA2|CAB39L|CACTIN|CAMK2G|CAMKMT|CAPN2|CARD11|CARNS1|CBX8|

CCL19|CCND3|CCR5|CD44|CDK14|CDO1|CERS6|CHAC1|CHD7|CHDH|CHGB|CHMP6|CHUK|CIAPIN1|CI

LP|CIT|CKMT2|CLN6|CNOT1|CNOT9|COII|COL3A1|COPS4|COQ3|COQ8A|COQ9|COX10|CPEB4|CPN1|CP

NE1|CPQ|CPZ|CRH|CRMP1|CSF2RA|CSPG5|CST3|CTBS|CTSS|CYGB|CYP2D6|CYP4V2|CYP7B1|CYTB|DA

B2IP|DAP|DAP3|DAPK1|DCAF1|DCLK1|DCLK3|DCN|DCTD|DGLUCY|DHRS9|DHTKD1|DHX36|DLAT|DN
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AJB12|DNASE2B|DOT1L|DRG1|DSEL|DUOX2|DUS1L|DUSP8|EFEMP1|EI24|EIF2D|EIF4EBP1|ELK4|ELP3|

ENPP2|ENPP4|ENTPD1|ENTPD8|ERBB4|EXOSC1|EYA2|EZH2|F13A1|FABP4|FABP7|FAH|FAM105A|FAM1

26A|FAP|FASTKD2|FBN1|FDPS|FEM1B|FGF1|FGF10|FGF16|FN1|FOXK1|FTSJ3|FUCA2|FURIN|FUT7|GAD

L1|GALNT15|GALNT7|GAPDH|GARS|GART|GAS6|GCNT7|GFM1|GFPT2|GID4|GLS2|GMEB2|GOLM1|GO

T1|GPD1|GPD2|GPS1|GRHPR|GRSF1|GSK3B|GSN|GSTA3|GTF3C5|GXYLT2|GZMA|HACD4|HAS2|HECW1

|HGF|HIPK2|HNMT|HOGA1|HPGD|HSF1|HSF2|IDH3B|IGFBP7|IGHMBP2|IK|IKBKE|IL2RA|IL6ST|INPP5D|I

NPP5K|KANSL3|KAT7|KCTD2|KDM2A|KDM5B|KLHL10|KMT2D|LAMB1|LAMC1|LARP1|LGMN|LIG3|LI

PA|LOX|LPL|LTBP1|LUC7L|LUM|LVRN|LYN|MAN1C1|MAP1LC3B|MAP3K1|MAP3K21|MAP3K8|MAP4K

5|MAPK11|MAPK8IP2|MAPKAPK3|MAPT|MDH2|MED1|MED12|MKRN2|MKRN4P|MMP13|MMP2|MOXD

1|MPP1|MRPL18|MRPL46|MRPS22|MSH6|MT-CO1|MT-ND2|MT3|MTFR1L|MTHFD2|MTR|MXRA8|MYBB 

P1A|MYLK3|MYOG|NAAA|NARS2|NCF1C|NCF4|ND1|ND3|ND5|NDUFA12|NDUFAF7|NDUFS1|NDUFS3|

NDUFV2|NEU2|NMRK2|NOCT|NOD1|NPLOC4|NR4A3|NT5C1A|NUAK2|NUP205|NUP35|OGN|OSBPL5|OS

TC|P3H3|PACS2|PAPSS2|PARP16|PARP8|PCYOX1|PDCD7|PDE1B|PDE7B|PDGFRA|PDGFRB|PDSS1|PDZR

N4|PEMT|PEX14|PFKFB4|PGAM1|PGK2|PGM1|PHKA1|PHKA2|PHKG1|PHOSPHO1|PIAS4|PID1|PIK3CD|P

KLR|PLA1A|PLA2G4A|PLCD1|PLEK|PLTP|PMAIP1|POGLUT3|POLA1|POLR1E|POLR2B|POLRMT|POU2F

1|PPARG|PPCS|PPIC|PPIP5K2|PPM1G|PPM1L|PPP1CA|PPP3CC|PRDM4|PRELP|PREX1|PRKCB|PRKCD|PR

MT8|PRPF6|PSMA7|PSMB7|PSMC1|PSMC2|PSMC3|PSMD1|PSMD4|PTCD1|PTCD3|PTGR1|PTGS2|PTHLH|

PTPN13|PTPN9|PTPRC|PTPRJ|PWP1|PXDN|QPCT|RAB3A|RALY|RASAL2|RASGEF1A|RBBP8|RBM3|RBPJ

|RET|RGS19|RNASET2|RNF126|RNF139|RNF144B|RNF150|RNF180|RNF213|RNF214|RNF34|RNF5|RPL22L

1|RPRD2|RTCB|SAG|SAMD4A|SCG3|SCPEP1|SCYL3|SDHA|SENP8|SERINC4|SETD2|SETD4|SGK3|SH3PX

D2B|SIAH2|SIK1|SIRT3|SLA|SLBP|SLC25A17|SLC27A6|SLC6A6|SMCR8|SOAT1|SOD3|SPI1|SQSTM1|SRF|

SRPK2|ST3GAL5|STARD3NL|STBD1|STK17A|STK39|STK40|STUB1|SULF2|SUPV3L1|SYK|SYNJ2|TBX5|T

CEB3|TEC|TF|TFIP11|TGFBI|TGFBR2|TGFBR3|THBS1|THRA|THUMPD3|TLR4|TLR7|TPI1|TRIM25|TTLL4|

U2AF1|UAP1L1|UBE2O|UBXN2B|UCKL1|UGDH|ULK2|UQCRC1|UQCRFS1|USP2|USP28|USP37|USP4|USP

48|UTP20|VCAN|VCP|VEZF1|VLDLR|VPS11|VPS37C|WDR24|WDR3|WDTC1|WNT11|XRCC5|XRN2|ZBTB

48|ZC3HAV1|ZFYVE1 

 

GO term ID - GO:0071704 

GO term definition: organic substance metabolic process 

Number of genes: 443 

ABHD17A|ACO2|ADAM12|ADAMTS14|ADAMTS18|ADAMTS19|ADAMTS2|ADAMTS3|ADAMTS7|ADCY

2|AEBP1|AGO4|AGPAT4|AIG1|AIMP2|AK1|AKR1D1|ALB|ALDH1A2|ALG12|ALG14|ALKBH4|ALKBH5|A
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LOX5|ALPK3|AMFR|AMPD1|ANKRD9|ANO8|ANXA1|AOAH|AOPEP|ARIH2|ASB11|ASB18|ASB4|ASH1L|

ASH2L|ATF4|ATP6|ATP8|AURKAIP1|AZIN1|B3GLCT|B4GALT1|BARD1|BCAT1|BCHE|BRCA2|C1R|C1S|C

AB39L|CACTIN|CAMK2G|CAMKMT|CAPN2|CARD11|CARNS1|CBX8|CCL19|CCND3|CCR5|CD44|CDK14|

CDO1|CERS6|CHAC1|CHD7|CHDH|CHGB|CHUK|CIT|CKMT2|CLN6|CNOT1|CNOT9|COL3A1|COPS4|COQ

3|COQ8A|COQ9|COX10|CPEB4|CPN1|CPNE1|CPQ|CPZ|CRH|CRMP1|CSF2RA|CSPG5|CST3|CTBS|CTSS|CY

GB|CYP2D6|CYP4V2|CYP7B1|DAB2IP|DAP3|DAPK1|DCAF1|DCLK1|DCLK3|DCN|DCTD|DGLUCY|DHRS

9|DHTKD1|DHX36|DLAT|DNAJB12|DNASE2B|DOT1L|DPEP2|DRG1|DSEL|DUOX2|DUS1L|DUSP8|EFEMP

1|EIF2D|EIF4EBP1|ELK4|ELP3|ENPP2|ENPP4|ENTPD1|ENTPD8|ERBB4|EXOSC1|EYA2|EZH2|F13A1|F3|FA

BP4|FABP7|FAH|FAM105A|FAM126A|FAP|FASTKD2|FBLN1|FBN1|FDPS|FEM1B|FGF1|FGF10|FGF16|FGL

2|FN1|FOXK1|FTSJ3|FUCA2|FURIN|FUT7|GADL1|GALNT15|GALNT7|GAPDH|GARS|GART|GAS6|GCNT7

|GFM1|GFPT2|GID4|GLS2|GMEB2|GOLM1|GOT1|GPD1|GPD2|GPS1|GRHPR|GRSF1|GSK3B|GSN|GSTA3|G

TF3C5|GXYLT2|GZMA|HACD4|HAS2|HECW1|HGF|HIPK2|HNMT|HOGA1|HPGD|HSF1|HSF2|HTRA3|IDH

3B|IGFBP7|IGHMBP2|IK|IKBKE|IL2RA|IL6ST|INPP5D|INPP5K|KANSL3|KAT7|KCTD2|KDM2A|KDM5B|K

LHL10|KMT2D|KY|LAMB1|LAMC1|LARP1|LGMN|LIG3|LIMA1|LIPA|LOX|LPL|LTBP1|LUC7L|LUM|LVR

N|LYN|MAN1C1|MAP3K1|MAP3K21|MAP3K8|MAP4K5|MAPK11|MAPK8IP2|MAPKAPK3|MAPT|MDH2|

MED1|MED12|MID1IP1|MKRN2|MKRN4P|MMP13|MMP2|MMP23B|MMP27|MOXD1|MPP1|MRPL18|MRP

L46|MRPS22|MSH6|MT3|MTHFD2|MTR|MXRA8|MYLK3|MYOG|NAAA|NARS2|NCEH1|NDUFAF7|NEU2|

NMRK2|NOCT|NOD1|NPLOC4|NR4A3|NT5C1A|NUAK2|NUP205|NUP35|OGN|OSBPL5|OSTC|P3H3|PAPSS

2|PARP16|PARP8|PCYOX1|PDCD7|PDE1B|PDE7B|PDGFRA|PDGFRB|PDSS1|PDZRN4|PEMT|PEX14|PFKF

B4|PGAM1|PGK2|PGM1|PHKA1|PHKA2|PHKG1|PHOSPHO1|PIAS4|PIK3CD|PKLR|PLA1A|PLA2G4A|PLA

U|PLCD1|PLCXD1|PLEK|PLTP|PMAIP1|POGLUT3|POLA1|POLR1E|POLR2B|POLRMT|POU2F1|PPARG|PP

CS|PPIC|PPIP5K2|PPM1G|PPM1L|PPP1CA|PPP3CC|PRDM4|PRELP|PRKCB|PRKCD|PRMT8|PRPF6|PSMA7|

PSMB7|PSMC1|PSMC2|PSMC3|PSMD1|PSMD4|PTCD1|PTCD3|PTGR1|PTGS2|PTHLH|PTPN13|PTPN9|PTP

RC|PTPRJ|PWP1|QPCT|RAB3A|RALY|RASAL2|RASGEF1A|RBBP8|RBM3|RBPJ|RET|RNASET2|RNF126|R

NF139|RNF144B|RNF150|RNF180|RNF213|RNF214|RNF34|RNF5|RPL22L1|RPRD2|RTCB|SAG|SAMD4A|SC

G3|SCPEP1|SCYL3|SDHA|SENP8|SERINC4|SETD2|SETD4|SGK3|SIAH2|SIK1|SIRT3|SLA|SLBP|SLC25A17|

SLC27A6|SLC2A5|SLC6A6|SOAT1|SPI1|SQSTM1|SRF|SRPK2|ST3GAL5|STARD3NL|STBD1|STK17A|STK3

9|STK40|STUB1|SULF2|SUPV3L1|SYK|SYNJ2|TBX5|TCEB3|TEC|TF|TFIP11|TGFBI|TGFBR2|TGFBR3|THB

S1|THRA|THUMPD3|TLL1|TLR4|TLR7|TMPRSS13|TPI1|TRIM25|TTLL4|U2AF1|UAP1L1|UBE2O|UBXN2B|

UCKL1|UGDH|ULK2|USP2|USP28|USP37|USP4|USP48|UTP20|VCAN|VCP|VEZF1|VLDLR|VPS37C|WDR3|

WDTC1|WNT11|XRCC5|XRN2|ZBTB48|ZC3HAV1 

GO term ID - GO:0032501 

GO term definition: multicellular organismal process 
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Number of genes: 432 

AATF|ACO2|ACTA1|ADAMTS18|ADAMTS2|ADAMTS3|ADCY2|ADGRG6|ADRA2A|AGO4|AGTR1|AIMP2

|AKIRIN2|AKR1D1|ALB|ALDH1A2|ALKBH5|ALOX5|ALPK3|AMFR|ANGPTL2|ANXA1|ANXA5|AOPEP|A

PC2|AQP1|ARIH2|ARRDC3|ASH1L|ASH2L|ASPM|ASPN|ATF4|ATP2A2|B4GALT1|BARD1|BASP1|BCAS3|

BCHE|BCL2A1|BDKRB2|BICC1|BMPER|BRCA2|BRD2|C3AR1|CACTIN|CAMK2G|CAPN2|CARD11|CBFA

2T3|CC2D2A|CCL19|CCN3|CCR2|CD4|CD44|CDH11|CDO1|CHAC1|CHD7|CHODL|CHUK|CIAPIN1|CIT|CIT

ED2|CKMT2|CLN6|CLRN1|CMTM3|CNGA3|CNOT1|CNTFR|CNTNAP1|COII|COL12A1|COL14A1|COL1A1|

COL1A2|COL3A1|COL5A2|COL6A1|COL6A2|COL6A3|COL8A1|COL8A2|CPNE1|CRB1|CRH|CRMP1|CRTC

1|CSPG5|CSRP3|CTHRC1|CX3CR1|CXCL12|CXCR4|CYP4V2|CYP7B1|CYTB|DAB2|DAB2IP|DACT1|DACT

2|DCAF1|DCLK1|DCN|DGCR2|DHTKD1|DHX36|DKK3|DLAT|DOCK10|DOCK11|DOCK2|DRG1|DSG2|DU

OX2|DYM|E2F8|EBF2|EDNRA|EFEMP1|EFHD1|EGFL6|EIF4EBP1|ELP3|EMB|ENPP4|ENTPD1|ERBB4|ESM

1|EVL|EYA2|EZH2|F13A1|F2R|F2RL1|F2RL2|F3|FABP4|FABP7|FAM126A|FAP|FAT4|FBLN1|FBN1|FEM1B|

FGF1|FGF10|FGF16|FGL1|FHL1|FN1|FOXD3|FOXK1|FREM1|FRZB|FURIN|FUT7|FZD2|GABRA5|GART|GA

S6|GLIS1|GPD2|GPER1|GPR183|GPR65|GREB1L|GRHPR|GRSF1|GSK3B|GSN|GTF3C5|HAS2|HECW1|HEXI

M1|HGF|HIPK2|HLX|HMCN1|HNMT|HOXD8|HPGD|HSF1|HSF2|HYDIN|ICOS|ID4|IFT57|IFT81|IGFBP7|IK

ZF1|IL6ST|IMPG2|INPP5D|INPP5K|IQGAP1|ITGA1|ITGA11|ITGA8|ITGB1BP2|ITPR2|JCHAIN|KCNA2|KCN

C2|KCNJ3|KCNK2|KCNQ4|KDM2A|KDM5B|KIAA1524|KIRREL1|KLHL10|KMT2D|KPNA7|KRT24|KRT7|L

AMA3|LAMB1|LAMB4|LAMC1|LCP1|LCP2|LGMN|LIG3|LIMA1|LINGO1|LIPA|LMOD2|LMX1A|LOX|LPA

R1|LPL|LRRC17|LTBP1|LUM|LYN|MAFG|MAP1B|MAPK8IP2|MAPT|MB|MDFI|MDK|MED1|MED12|METR

NL|MFAP5|MKX|MMP13|MMP2|MMRN1|MOB2|MSH6|MT-CO1|MT3|MTF1|MTR|MUSTN1|MXRA8| 

MYBBP1A|MYBPC1|MYBPC3|MYH15|MYH7|MYL10|MYL3|MYLK3|MYLPF|MYO18B|MYO1D|MYOG|M

YOM3|MYOZ2|NCEH1|NDUFA12|NDUFS3|NDUFV2|NID1|NINJ1|NOCT|NOD1|NPR3|NR4A3|NRGN|NRP1|

OLFM3|OSR1|OSTN|PAPSS2|PDE1B|PDGFRA|PDGFRB|PEMT|PGF|PHB2|PHOSPHO1|PIK3CD|PKD2|PLA

U|PLCD1|PLEK|PLS3|PLTP|PLXNA2|PODXL|POLR2B|POSTN|PPARG|PPCS|PPP1CA|PPP3CC|PRDM1|PRE

LP|PREX1|PRICKLE1|PRKCB|PRKCD|PROM1|PROS1|PRRX2|PSMC2|PSMC3|PSMG1|PTGFR|PTGS2|PTHL

H|PTN|PTPN9|PTPRC|PTPRJ|PTX3|RAB3A|RAC3|RAPGEF1|RBBP8|RBPJ|RECK|RERE|RET|RFTN1|RHOB|

RHOBTB3|RNF180|RNF213|RP2|RTCB|RUNDC1|SAV1|SCLT1|SCPEP1|SDHA|SEC61A1|SEMA3A|SEMA3

D|SERPINB6|SERPINE2|SETD2|SFRP2|SFRP4|SGCE|SH3PXD2B|SHTN1|SIAH2|SIK1|SIX1|SLC1A2|SLC2A

5|SLC40A1|SLC7A5|SLC8A1|SLIT2|SLIT3|SMARCC1|SNAI1|SOAT1|SOSTDC1|SPAG16|SPI1|SRF|SRPK2|S

SBP3|STIL|STK39|STK40|STMN1|SULF2|SYK|SYNJ2|TACC3|TBX15|TBX19|TBX5|TF|TFIP11|TFPI2|TGFBI

|TGFBR2|TGFBR3|THBS1|THRA|TLL1|TLR4|TMEFF2|TMOD4|TNFAIP6|TNFRSF1B|TNFRSF21|TNFSF10|

TPI1|TPM1|TREM2|TTC8|TUB|TWIST1|UGDH|ULK2|USP2|UTS2B|VCAN|VEZF1|VLDLR|VPS72|WASF2|

WASF3|WDTC1|WNT11|XRCC5|XRN2|ZNF521 
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GO term ID - GO:0044238 

GO term definition: primary metabolic process 

Number of genes: 426 

ABHD17A|ACO2|ADAM12|ADAMTS14|ADAMTS18|ADAMTS19|ADAMTS2|ADAMTS3|ADAMTS7|ADCY

2|AEBP1|AGO4|AGPAT4|AIG1|AIMP2|AK1|AKR1D1|ALB|ALDH1A2|ALG12|ALG14|ALKBH4|ALKBH5|A

LOX5|ALPK3|AMFR|AMPD1|ANKRD9|ANO8|ANXA1|AOAH|AOPEP|ARIH2|ASB11|ASB18|ASB4|ASH1L|

ASH2L|ATF4|ATP6|ATP8|AURKAIP1|AZIN1|B3GLCT|B4GALT1|BARD1|BCAT1|BRCA2|C1R|C1S|CAB39L

|CACTIN|CAMK2G|CAMKMT|CAPN2|CARD11|CARNS1|CBX8|CCL19|CCND3|CCR5|CDK14|CDO1|CERS

6|CHD7|CHGB|CHUK|CIT|CLN6|CNOT1|CNOT9|COL3A1|COPS4|COQ3|COQ8A|CPEB4|CPN1|CPNE1|CPQ|

CPZ|CRH|CRMP1|CSF2RA|CSPG5|CST3|CTBS|CTSS|CYGB|CYP2D6|CYP4V2|CYP7B1|DAB2IP|DAP3|DAP

K1|DCAF1|DCLK1|DCLK3|DCN|DCTD|DGLUCY|DHRS9|DHTKD1|DHX36|DLAT|DNAJB12|DNASE2B|DO

T1L|DPEP2|DRG1|DSEL|DUS1L|DUSP8|EFEMP1|EIF2D|EIF4EBP1|ELK4|ELP3|ENPP2|ENPP4|ENTPD1|EN

TPD8|ERBB4|EXOSC1|EYA2|EZH2|F13A1|F3|FABP4|FABP7|FAH|FAM105A|FAM126A|FAP|FASTKD2|FB

LN1|FBN1|FDPS|FEM1B|FGF1|FGF10|FGF16|FGL2|FN1|FOXK1|FTSJ3|FUCA2|FURIN|FUT7|GADL1|GALN

T15|GALNT7|GAPDH|GARS|GART|GAS6|GCNT7|GFM1|GFPT2|GID4|GLS2|GMEB2|GOLM1|GOT1|GPD1|

GPD2|GPS1|GRSF1|GSK3B|GSN|GTF3C5|GXYLT2|GZMA|HACD4|HAS2|HECW1|HGF|HIPK2|HNMT|HOG

A1|HPGD|HSF1|HSF2|HTRA3|IDH3B|IGFBP7|IGHMBP2|IK|IKBKE|IL2RA|IL6ST|INPP5D|INPP5K|KANSL3|

KAT7|KCTD2|KDM2A|KDM5B|KLHL10|KMT2D|KY|LAMB1|LAMC1|LARP1|LGMN|LIG3|LIMA1|LIPA|L

OX|LPL|LTBP1|LUC7L|LVRN|LYN|MAN1C1|MAP3K1|MAP3K21|MAP3K8|MAP4K5|MAPK11|MAPK8IP2|

MAPKAPK3|MAPT|MDH2|MED1|MED12|MID1IP1|MKRN2|MKRN4P|MMP13|MMP2|MMP23B|MMP27|MP

P1|MRPL18|MRPL46|MRPS22|MSH6|MT3|MTR|MXRA8|MYLK3|MYOG|NAAA|NARS2|NCEH1|NDUFAF7|

NEU2|NMRK2|NOCT|NOD1|NPLOC4|NR4A3|NT5C1A|NUAK2|NUP205|NUP35|OSBPL5|OSTC|P3H3|PAPS

S2|PARP16|PARP8|PCYOX1|PDCD7|PDE7B|PDGFRA|PDGFRB|PDSS1|PDZRN4|PEMT|PEX14|PFKFB4|PG

AM1|PGK2|PGM1|PHKA1|PHKA2|PHKG1|PHOSPHO1|PIAS4|PIK3CD|PKLR|PLA1A|PLA2G4A|PLAU|PLC

D1|PLCXD1|PLEK|PLTP|PMAIP1|POGLUT3|POLA1|POLR1E|POLR2B|POLRMT|POU2F1|PPARG|PPCS|PPI

C|PPIP5K2|PPM1G|PPM1L|PPP1CA|PPP3CC|PRDM4|PRKCB|PRKCD|PRMT8|PRPF6|PSMA7|PSMB7|PSMC

1|PSMC2|PSMC3|PSMD1|PSMD4|PTCD1|PTCD3|PTGR1|PTGS2|PTHLH|PTPN13|PTPN9|PTPRC|PTPRJ|PWP

1|QPCT|RAB3A|RALY|RASAL2|RASGEF1A|RBBP8|RBM3|RBPJ|RET|RNASET2|RNF126|RNF139|RNF144

B|RNF150|RNF180|RNF213|RNF214|RNF34|RNF5|RPL22L1|RPRD2|RTCB|SAMD4A|SCG3|SCPEP1|SCYL3|

SDHA|SENP8|SERINC4|SETD2|SETD4|SGK3|SIAH2|SIK1|SIRT3|SLA|SLBP|SLC25A17|SLC27A6|SLC2A5|S

LC6A6|SOAT1|SPI1|SQSTM1|SRF|SRPK2|ST3GAL5|STARD3NL|STBD1|STK17A|STK39|STK40|STUB1|SU
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LF2|SUPV3L1|SYK|SYNJ2|TBX5|TCEB3|TEC|TF|TFIP11|TGFBI|TGFBR2|TGFBR3|THBS1|THRA|THUMPD

3|TLL1|TLR4|TLR7|TMPRSS13|TPI1|TRIM25|TTLL4|U2AF1|UAP1L1|UBE2O|UBXN2B|UCKL1|UGDH|ULK

2|USP2|USP28|USP37|USP4|USP48|UTP20|VCAN|VCP|VEZF1|VLDLR|VPS37C|WDR3|WDTC1|WNT11|XR

CC5|XRN2|ZBTB48|ZC3HAV1 

 

GO term ID - GO:0051716 

GO term definition: cellular response to stimulus 

Number of genes: 411 

AATF|ACKR4|ACTA1|ADAMTS7|ADCY2|ADGRD2|ADGRG6|ADRA2A|AGO4|AGTR1|AIFM1|ALB|ALDH

1A2|ALKBH5|ALOX5|AMFR|ANGPTL1|ANXA1|ANXA5|APC2|AQP1|ARAP2|ARHGAP15|ARHGAP21|AR

HGAP40|ARHGAP6|ASB11|ASB18|ASB4|ASH2L|ATF4|ATP2A2|ATP6V0A1|ATP6V0C|ATP6V1C2|BARD1|

BCAS3|BCHE|BCL2A1|BCLAF1|BDKRB2|BHLHA15|BRCA2|C3AR1|CA9|CAB39L|CACTIN|CAMK2G|CAP

N2|CARD11|CBX8|CC2D2A|CCL19|CCN3|CCND3|CCR2|CCR5|CD180|CD4|CD44|CD47|CD83|CDK14|CDO

1|CHAC1|CHGB|CHUK|CILP|CIT|CITED2|CMTM3|CNGA3|CNOT1|CNOT9|CNTFR|CNTNAP1|COL1A1|CO

L1A2|COL3A1|COL5A2|COL6A1|COLEC12|COPS4|CPEB4|CPNE1|CPNE4|CPZ|CRH|CRHR2|CRTC1|CSF2R

A|CSPG5|CSRP3|CTHRC1|CTSS|CX3CR1|CXCL12|CXCR4|CYGB|CYP2D6|CYP7B1|DAB2|DAB2IP|DACT1|

DAP|DAP3|DAPK1|DCLK1|DEPDC1|DHX36|DKK3|DNAJB12|DOCK10|DOCK11|DOCK2|DOT1L|DUOX2|E

2F8|EDNRA|EFEMP1|EIF4EBP1|ELMO1|ERBB4|ETV3|EVL|EYA2|EZH2|F13A1|F2R|F2RL1|F2RL2|F3|FABP

4|FAM129A|FAM13A|FAT4|FBLN1|FBN1|FGD4|FGF1|FGF10|FGF16|FN1|FRZB|FSCN1|FURIN|FZD2|GABR

A5|GAPDH|GAS6|GATSL2|GEM|GFER|GFPT2|GNB5|GNG10|GOT1|GPD1|GPER1|GPR160|GPR183|GPR34|

GPR65|GPS1|GPX7|GPX8|GSK3B|GSN|GSTA3|HAS2|HGF|HHLA2|HIPK2|HPGD|HSF1|HSF2|HVCN1|ICOS

LG|IFNAR1|IFNAR2|IFT57|IGFBP7|IGHMBP2|IGSF6|IKBKE|IL16|IL2RA|IL6ST|INPP5D|INPP5K|IQGAP1|I

QGAP2|ITGA1|ITGA11|ITGA8|ITGB1BP2|ITGBL1|ITPR2|KAT7|KCNC2|KCNK2|KDM2A|KDM5B|LAMA3|

LARP1|LCP1|LCP2|LGMN|LIG3|LOX|LPAR1|LPL|LTBP1|LY96|LYN|MAFA|MAP1B|MAP1LC3B|MAP3K1|

MAP3K21|MAP3K8|MAP4K5|MAPK11|MAPK8IP2|MAPKAPK3|MAPT|MDK|MED1|MED12|METRNL|MLS

T8|MMP2|MPP1|MSH6|MT3|MTR|MYBBP1A|MYLK3|MYO9B|MYOG|MYOZ2|NCF4|ND3|NEDD9|NKIRAS

1|NOD1|NPLOC4|NPR3|NR4A3|NRGN|NRP1|NUAK2|NUP35|OGN|OSR1|OSTN|P2RY8|PARP16|PDE1B|PD

E7B|PDGFRA|PDGFRB|PDGFRL|PGF|PHB2|PIAS4|PID1|PIK3CD|PKD2|PKLR|PLA2G4A|PLAU|PLCD1|PLE

K|PLXNA2|PMAIP1|POLA1|POLR2B|POSTN|POU2F1|PPARG|PPM1L|PPP1CA|PPP3CC|PREX1|PRICKLE1|

PRICKLE2|PRKCB|PRKCD|PSMA7|PSMB7|PSMC1|PSMC2|PSMC3|PSMD1|PSMD4|PTGFR|PTGS2|PTHLH|

PTN|PTPN13|PTPN9|PTPRC|PTPRJ|PXDN|RAB3A|RAC3|RAPGEF1|RASAL2|RASGEF1A|RASGEF1B|RAS

L11A|RASSF5|RBBP8|RBPJ|RECK|RET|RFTN1|RGS1|RGS10|RGS18|RGS19|RHOB|RHOBTB3|RIN3|RND3|
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RNF126|RNF139|RNF34|RNF5|RRAGB|RXFP1|SAG|SAV1|SEMA3A|SEMA3D|SERPINB6|SETD2|SFRP2|SF

RP4|SGK3|SH2D6|SHTN1|SIAH2|SIK1|SIRPA|SIX1|SLC1A2|SLC2A5|SLC40A1|SLC8A1|SLIT2|SLIT3|SMA

RCC1|SNAI1|SNX27|SOD3|SORCS2|SOSTDC1|SPI1|SPON2|SQSTM1|SRF|SRPK2|SRPRA|STAT4|STIL|STK

17A|STK39|STMN1|STUB1|SULF2|SYK|SYT11|TEC|TF|TFIP11|TFPI2|TGFBR2|TGFBR3|THBS1|THRA|TLR

4|TLR5|TLR7|TMEM131L|TMEM170B|TMSB4X|TNFAIP6|TNFRSF1B|TNFRSF21|TNFSF10|TPM1|TRAF5|T

REM2|TRIM25|TWIST1|UACA|ULK2|USP28|UTS2B|VCP|VLDLR|WASF2|WDR24|WDTC1|WNT11|XPR1|X

RCC5|ZFYVE1|ZNF385B 

 

GO term ID - GO:0048518 

GO term definition: positive regulation of biological process 

Number of genes: 406 

AATF|ABHD17A|ACTA1|ADAM12|ADAMTS3|ADCY2|ADRA2A|AGO4|AGTR1|AIFM1|AIMP2|AKIRIN2|A

LDH1A2|ANXA1|ANXA5|APC2|AQP1|ARHGAP6|ARIH2|ARRDC3|ASB11|ASB4|ASH1L|ASH2L|ASPM|AT

F4|ATP2A2|ATP6V0C|ATP6V1C2|AURKAIP1|AZIN1|B4GALT1|BAIAP2L1|BARD1|BASP1|BCAS3|BCLAF

1|BHLHA15|BMPER|BRCA2|C1QTNF2|C1QTNF8|C1R|C1S|C3AR1|C7|CAPN2|CARD11|CARMIL2|CBFA2T

3|CBX8|CCDC80|CCL19|CCN3|CCND3|CCR2|CD180|CD4|CD44|CD47|CD83|CENPQ|CHD7|CHODL|CHUK|

CIT|CITED2|CLASP1|CLN6|CLRN1|CMTM3|CNOT1|CNOT9|CNTFR|CNTNAP1|COII|COL1A1|COL3A1|CO

L8A1|COLEC12|CPNE1|CRH|CRHR2|CRTC1|CSPG5|CSRP3|CTHRC1|CTSS|CX3CR1|CXCL12|CXCR4|CYP

7B1|DAB2|DAB2IP|DACT1|DAP|DAPK1|DCN|DHX36|DOCK11|DOCK2|DOT1L|DRG1|DUOX2|E2F8|EBF2|

ECM2|EGFL6|EIF4EBP1|ELK4|ELMO1|ELP3|EMILIN2|ENPP2|ENPP4|ERBB4|ESM1|EVL|EYA2|EZH2|F2R|

F2RL1|F2RL2|F3|FABP4|FAM129A|FAP|FASTKD2|FBLN1|FBLN2|FGD4|FGF1|FGF10|FGF16|FHL1|FHL5|F

N1|FOXD3|FOXK1|FRMD5|FRZB|FSCN1|FURIN|FZD2|GAPDH|GAS6|GLIPR2|GLIS1|GMEB2|GOT1|GPD1|

GPER1|GPR183|GPR65|GSK3B|GSN|GZMA|HAS2|HDGFRP2|HECW1|HEXIM1|HGF|HHLA2|HIPK2|HLX|H

OXD8|HPGD|HSF1|HSF2|ICOS|ICOSLG|ID4|IFT57|IKBKE|IKZF1|IL16|IL2RA|IL6ST|INPP5D|INPP5K|IQGA

P1|IQGAP2|ITGA1|ITGA8|JCHAIN|KAT7|KCNC2|KCNK2|KDM5B|KIAA1524|KIRREL1|KMT2D|KPNA7|L

AMB1|LAMC1|LAMP3|LARP1|LCP1|LCP2|LEPROT|LGMN|LMOD2|LMX1A|LPAR1|LPL|LUM|LY86|LY96|

LYN|MAFA|MAFG|MAP1B|MAP3K1|MAP3K21|MAP3K8|MAP4K5|MAPK11|MAPK8IP2|MAPKAPK3|MAP

RE2|MAPT|MDK|MED1|MED12|METRNL|MID1IP1|MLST8|MMP2|MMRN1|MOB2|MT3|MTF1|MYBBP1A|

MYLK3|MYOG|NEDD9|NID1|NINJ1|NOCT|NOD1|NPR3|NR4A3|NRGN|NRP1|NUMA1|NWD1|OSR1|P2RY8

|PARP16|PDGFRA|PDGFRB|PEMT|PFKFB4|PGF|PGK2|PHB2|PIAS4|PID1|PIK3CD|PKD2|PKIB|PLAU|PLEK|

PLEKHM2|PLTP|PLXNA2|PMAIP1|PODXL|POLR1E|POLR2B|POSTN|POU2F1|PPARG|PPP1CA|PPP3CC|PP

RC1|PRDM1|PRDM4|PREX1|PRICKLE1|PRKCB|PRKCD|PROM1|PRPF6|PSMA7|PSMB7|PSMC1|PSMC2|PS
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MC3|PSMD1|PSMD4|PTGFR|PTGS2|PTHLH|PTN|PTPN9|PTPRC|PTPRJ|PTX3|PWP1|RAB3A|RAC3|RAPGE

F1|RASGEF1A|RASL11A|RASSF5|RBM3|RBPJ|RECK|RERE|RET|RFTN1|RHOB|RNF139|RNF144B|RNF180|

RRAGB|SAMD4A|SAV1|SCIN|SEMA3A|SEMA3D|SERPINE2|SETD2|SFRP2|SFRP4|SH2D1A|SH2D6|SH3B

GRL|SH3D19|SH3PXD2B|SHTN1|SIK1|SIRPA|SIRT3|SIX1|SLA|SLC1A2|SLC40A1|SLC8A1|SLIT2|SMARC

C1|SMCR8|SMOC2|SNAI1|SOAT1|SPI1|SPON1|SPON2|SQSTM1|SRF|SRPK2|SSBP3|STAT4|STK17A|STK39

|STMN1|STUB1|SULF2|SUPV3L1|SYK|SYT11|TBX15|TBX19|TBX5|TEC|TF|TGFBR2|TGFBR3|THBS1|THB

S2|THRA|TLR4|TLR5|TLR7|TMSB4X|TNFAIP6|TNFAIP8|TNFRSF1B|TNFRSF21|TNFSF10|TPM1|TRAF5|T

REM2|TRIM25|TUB|TWIST1|UBE2O|UBXN2B|ULK2|UNC13D|USP2|VCP|VEZF1|VLDLR|VPS11|VSNL1|W

ASF2|WASF3|WDFY2|WDR24|WNT11|XRCC5|ZBTB46|ZBTB48|ZC3HAV1 

 

GO term ID - GO:0032502 

GO term definition: developmental process 

Number of genes: 401 

AATF|ACO2|ACTA1|ADAM12|ADAMTS18|ADAMTS2|ADAMTS3|ADGRG6|AGO4|AGTR1|AIMP2|AKIRI

N2|ALDH1A2|ALKBH5|ALPK3|AMFR|ANGPTL2|ANXA1|APC2|AQP1|ARIH2|ARRDC3|ASH1L|ASH2L|AS

PM|ASPN|ATF4|ATP2A2|ATP6|B4GALT1|BASP1|BCAS3|BCHE|BCL2A1|BHLHA15|BICC1|BMPER|BRCA2

|CA9|CACTIN|CAMK2G|CAPN2|CARD11|CARMIL2|CBFA2T3|CC2D2A|CCL19|CCN3|CCR2|CD4|CD44|CD

H11|CDO1|CHAC1|CHD7|CHODL|CHUK|CIAPIN1|CIT|CITED2|CLRN1|CMTM3|CNN3|CNOT1|CNOT9|CN

TFR|CNTNAP1|COII|COL12A1|COL14A1|COL1A1|COL1A2|COL3A1|COL5A2|COL6A1|COL6A2|COL6A3|

COL8A1|COL8A2|CPNE1|CPQ|CRB1|CRH|CRISPLD1|CRMP1|CRTC1|CSPG5|CSRP3|CTHRC1|CX3CR1|CX

CL12|CXCR4|CYP7B1|CYTB|DAB2|DAB2IP|DACT1|DACT2|DCAF1|DCLK1|DCN|DGCR2|DHRS9|DHTKD

1|DHX36|DKK3|DOCK10|DOCK11|DOCK2|DRG1|DSG2|DUOX2|DYM|E2F8|EBF2|EDNRA|EFEMP1|EFHD

1|EGFL6|EIF4EBP1|ELK4|ELP3|EMB|EMP1|ERBB4|ESM1|ETV3|EVL|EYA2|EZH2|F2R|F2RL1|FABP4|FABP

7|FAM126A|FAP|FAT4|FBLN1|FBN1|FEM1B|FGF1|FGF10|FGF16|FGL1|FHL1|FN1|FOXD3|FOXK1|FREM1|

FRMD6|FRZB|FURIN|FUT7|FZD2|GABRA5|GART|GAS6|GLIS1|GOT1|GPD2|GPER1|GPR183|GPR65|GREB

1L|GRSF1|GSK3B|GSN|GTF3C5|HAS2|HECW1|HEXIM1|HGF|HIPK2|HLX|HNMT|HOXD8|HPGD|HSF1|HY

DIN|ICOS|ID4|IFT57|IGFBP7|IKZF1|IL6ST|INPP5D|INPP5K|IQGAP1|ITGA1|ITGA11|ITGA8|ITGB1BP2|KC

NA2|KCNC2|KCNK2|KCNQ4|KDM5B|KLHL10|KMT2D|KPNA7|KRT24|KRT7|LAMA3|LAMB1|LAMB4|LA

MC1|LCP1|LIG3|LINGO1|LIPA|LMOD2|LMX1A|LOX|LPAR1|LRRC17|LTBP1|LUM|LYN|MAFG|MAP1B|M

APK8IP2|MAPT|MB|MDFI|MDK|MED1|MED12|METRNL|MFAP5|MKX|MMP13|MMP2|MOB2|MPZL2|MS

H6|MSI2|MT-CO1|MT3|MTF1|MTR| MUSTN1|MXRA8|MYBBP1A|MYBPC1|MYBPC3|MYH15|MYH7 

|MYL3|MYLK3|MYLPF|MYO18B|MYO1D|MYOG|MYOM3|MYOZ2|NDUFS3|NDUFV2|NID1|NINJ1|NPR3|
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NR4A3|NRGN|NRP1|OLFM3|OSR1|OSTN|PAPSS2|PDE1B|PDGFRA|PDGFRB|PEMT|PGF|PHB2|PHOSPHO1

|PID1|PIK3CD|PKD2|PLCD1|PLEK|PLEKHM3|PLS3|PLXNA2|PODXL|POLR2B|POSTN|PPARG|PPP1CA|PP

P3CC|PRDM1|PRELP|PREX1|PRICKLE1|PRKCD|PROM1|PRRX2|PSMC2|PSMC3|PSMG1|PTGS2|PTHLH|P

TN|PTPN9|PTPRC|PTPRJ|PTX3|RAB3A|RAC3|RAPGEF1|RBBP8|RBPJ|RECK|RERE|RET|RHOB|RHOBTB3|

RMDN3|RNF213|RP2|RTCB|RUNDC1|SAV1|SCLT1|SDHA|SEC61A1|SEMA3A|SEMA3D|SERPINE2|SETD2|

SFRP2|SFRP4|SGCE|SH3PXD2B|SHTN1|SIAH2|SIK1|SIRT3|SIX1|SLA|SLC1A2|SLC40A1|SLC7A5|SLC8A1|

SLIT2|SLIT3|SMARCC1|SNAI1|SOAT1|SOSTDC1|SPAG16|SPI1|SQSTM1|SRF|SRPK2|SSBP3|STIL|STK40|S

TMN1|SULF2|SUPV3L1|SYK|SYNJ2|TACC3|TBX15|TBX19|TBX5|TEC|TFIP11|TGFBI|TGFBR2|TGFBR3|T

HBS1|THRA|TLL1|TLR4|TMEFF2|TMOD4|TNFRSF1B|TNFRSF21|TNFSF10|TPI1|TPM1|TREM2|TTC8|TUB|

TWIST1|UGDH|ULK2|UNC13D|UPK1B|USP2|VCAN|VEZF1|VLDLR|VPS72|WASF2|WASF3|WDTC1|WNT1

1|XRCC5|XRN2|ZNF521 

 

GO term ID - GO:0071840 

GO term definition: cellular component organization or biogenesis 

Number of genes: 394 

AATF|ACTA1|ADAM12|ADAMTS14|ADAMTS2|ADAMTS3|ADGRG6|ADRA2A|AGO4|AGTR1|AIFM1|AIM

P2|ALB|ALDH1A2|ALKBH4|AMFR|ANXA1|APC2|AQP1|ARHGAP21|ARHGAP40|ARHGAP6|ASH1L|ASH2

L|ASPM|ATG16L1|ATP10A|ATP10D|ATP2A2|ATP6|ATP6V0A1|ATP6V0C|ATP6V1C2|ATP8|ATPAF2|AUR

KAIP1|B4GALT1|BAIAP2L1|BCAS3|BHLHA15|BRCA2|BRD2|BRD3|C1QTNF2|CADM3|CAMK2G|CAMK

MT|CAPN2|CARMIL2|CAST|CBX8|CC2D2A|CCDC80|CCR5|CD4|CD44|CD47|CDH11|CENPK|CENPQ|CGN

L1|CHD7|CHMP6|CIAPIN1|CIT|CLASP1|CLN6|CLRN1|CNN3|CNTNAP1|COL12A1|COL14A1|COL1A1|COL

1A2|COL22A1|COL3A1|COL5A2|COL6A1|COL6A2|COL6A3|COL8A1|COL8A2|COLEC12|COPS4|COX10|C

PNE1|CRB1|CRMP1|CRTC1|CSPG5|CSRP3|CST3|CTHRC1|CTSS|CX3CR1|CXCL12|CXCR4|DAB2|DAB2IP|

DACT2|DAP3|DCAF1|DCLK1|DCN|DHX36|DNAJB12|DNAJC11|DNASE2B|DOCK10|DOCK2|DOT1L|DPT|

DSG2|DYM|ECM2|EFHD1|EGFL6|EIF2D|ELK4|ELMO1|ELP3|EMB|EMP1|ERBB4|EVL|EXOSC1|EYA2|EZH

2|F2R|F2RL1|FASTKD2|FAT4|FBLN1|FBLN2|FBLN5|FBN1|FGD4|FGF10|FMNL2|FN1|FRMD5|FRMD6|FSC

N1|FTSJ3|FURIN|FZD2|GAPDH|GAS6|GATAD2B|GEM|GOLM1|GPER1|GPR65|GPS1|GRHPR|GSK3B|GSN|

GTF3C5|HAS2|HGF|HIPK2|HJURP|HSF1|HYDIN|IFT57|IFT81|IGHMBP2|IKBKE|IKZF1|IMMT|INCENP|INP

P5K|IQGAP1|IQGAP2|ITGA1|ITGA11|ITGA8|JAM2|KANSL3|KAT7|KCNA2|KCNB2|KCNC2|KCNC4|KCTD

12|KCTD2|KCTD8|KDM2A|KDM5B|KIF2C|KIRREL1|KLHL10|KMT2D|LAMA3|LAMA4|LAMB1|LAMB4|L

AMC1|LCP1|LGMN|LIG3|LIMA1|LIPA|LMOD2|LMX1A|LOX|LPAR1|LPL|LRFN5|LRMP|LUC7L|LUM|LYN|

MAP1B|MAP1LC3B|MAPK8IP2|MAPRE2|MAPT|MARCKS|MDK|MED1|MFAP5|MID1IP1|MMP13|MMP2|
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MMP23B|MMP27|MOB2|MRPL18|MRPL46|MRPS22|MSH6|MT-ND2|MT3|MTFR1L|MTR|MYBBP1A 

|MYBPC1|MYBPC3|MYLK3|MYOM3|MYOZ2|NCAPG|NCKAP5|ND1|ND3|ND5|NDUFA12|NDUFAF7|NDU

FS1|NDUFS3|NDUFV2|NEDD9|NID1|NOCT|NOD1|NPLOC4|NR4A3|NRP1|NUAK2|NUMA1|NUP205|NUP35

|PACS2|PDGFRA|PDGFRB|PDSS1|PEX11G|PEX14|PFN4|PHB2|PID1|PIK3CD|PKD2|PLEK|PLEKHH2|PLEK

HM2|PLS3|PLTP|PLXNA2|PMAIP1|POLA1|POLR1E|POLRMT|POSTN|PPP1CA|PPP3CC|PPRC1|PRDM4|PR

EX1|PRKCB|PRKCD|PRMT8|PRPF6|PSMD4|PSMG1|PSMG2|PTCD3|PTN|PTPRC|PTX3|PWP1|PXDN|RAB3

A|RAC3|RECK|RERE|RET|RFTN1|RHOB|RHOBTB3|RND3|RNF213|RP2|SAMM50|SCIN|SCLT1|SEC61A1|S

EMA3A|SEMA3D|SERPINE2|SETD2|SFRP2|SH3D19|SH3PXD2B|SHTN1|SIRT3|SLC12A7|SLC1A2|SLIT2|S

LIT3|SMARCC1|SMC2|SMOC2|SNAI1|SNAP91|SOAT1|SPAG16|SPI1|SPTY2D1|SQSTM1|SRF|SRPK2|SSBP

3|STARD3NL|STIL|STMN1|SULF2|SUPV3L1|SYNJ2|SYT11|TACC3|TEKT1|TEKT2|TF|TFIP11|TGFBI|TGFB

R3|THBS1|TLCD2|TLL1|TMEM123|TMEM14A|TMOD4|TMSB4X|TNFRSF21|TPM1|TRAPPC3|TREM2|TTC

8|TUB|TUBA3E|TUBA8|UBXN2B|UGDH|ULK2|URB2|USP4|UTP20|VCAN|VCP|VLDLR|VPS11|VPS37C|VP

S72|WASF2|WASF3|WDR3|WDTC1|WNT11|XRCC5|XRN2|ZBTB48|ZW10 

 

Supplementary Table 4. Genes in top ten significantly enriched Gene Ontology (GO) terms 

between woody breast (WB1) vs. Normal comparison. 

 

GO term ID - GO:0050896 

GO term definition: response to stimulus 

Number of genes: 281 

ABAT|ABHD12|ACKR4|ADAM8|ADGRD2|ADGRG5|ADGRG6|ADH6|ADIPOR2|ADRA2A|AKIRIN2|ALKB

H5|ALOX5|ANGPTL4|ANKHD1|ANXA1|APBB1IP|APC2|APRT|ARHGAP40|ASB11|ASB18|ASB4|ASS1|AXI

N1|B4GALT1|BAAT|BACE2|BCAS3|BCL2A1|BLK|BOC|C15orf48|C1QA|C1QB|C1R|C1S|C3AR1|C7|CAMK2

G|CARD11|CARMIL2|CCDC80|CCL19|CCR5|CD180|CD1B|CD3D|CD3E|CD4|CD74|CD83|CDKN1A|CEBPD|

CENPS|CHAC1|CHD7|CHGA|CHST1|CIT|CMTM3|CNGA3|CNTFR|CNTNAP1|COL1A1|COL1A2|COL3A1|C

OL5A2|COL6A1|COL6A2|COLEC12|CPN1|CPZ|CRMP1|CSF1R|CSF2RA|CSPG5|CSRP3|CTSS|CX3CR1|CYB

C1|DACT1|DCN|DEPDC1|DKK3|DNAJB12|DNASE1|DOCK10|DOCK2|DOCK8|DOK2|ECRG4|ENPP2|ENPP

4|ENTPD1|ETV3|EYA2|F13A1|FBLN1|FBN1|FIBIN|FN1|FSCN1|FSTL1|FUCA2|FUT7|GABRA5|GART|GATS

L2|GFPT2|GM2A|GMIP|GNG10|GPER1|GPR160|GPR34|GPR65|GSN|GSTA3|GUCA1B|HCK|HEXIM1|HIF3A

|HNMT|HTR7|ICOS|IGFALS|IGFBP4|IGSF6|IKBKE|IKZF3|IL10RA|IL18R1|IL2RA|INHA|INPP5D|IQGAP2|I
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RF5|IRF8|ITGA11|ITGA8|ITGBL1|JCHAIN|KCNC2|KCNJ2|KCNK2|KERA|KLF9|KMT2D|KPNA6|LAG3|LAP

TM5|LCP1|LCP2|LOX|LRP1|LTBP1|LUM|LXN|LY86|MAFA|MAFG|MAP1B|MAP1LC3C|MAP3K21|MAP3K

8|MAP4K5|MARCO|MASP1|MB|MDK|METRNL|MMP2|MOV10|MPP1|MSH6|MT3|MTF1|MUSTN1|MYOD1

|MYOG|MYOZ2|NCF4|NCS1|NINJ1|NOCT|NPR3|NPY|NRGN|NRROS|NUAK2|OSTN|P2RX2|P2RX4|P2RX6|

P2RY6|PARP16|PDE7B|PDGFRA|PDGFRB|PIK3CD|PIM1|PLA2G4A|PLN|PMAIP1|POSTN|POU2F1|PRDM1|

PREX1|PRKCB|PSMA7|PSMC1|PTAFR|PTGFR|PTGS2|PTK2B|PTPN13|PTPN6|PTPN7|PTPN9|PTPRC|PTX3|

RAB15|RASL11A|RASSF5|RET|RFTN1|RGS18|RGS19|RHOBTB3|RNASE6|RNF139|RNF34|ROBO1|RPS6K

A2|RPTOR|SAG|SERPINE2|SERPINF2|SESN3|SETD2|SFRP2|SIK1|SIRPA|SLC15A2|SLC1A2|SLC1A6|SLC2

5A30|SLC2A5|SLC8A1|SLIT3|SOD3|SORL1|SPI1|SRF|SRI|SYK|SYT6|TF|TFIP11|TGFBI|THBS4|THEMIS2|T

HRA|TLR4|TLR7|TMEFF2|TNC|TNFAIP6|TNFSF13B|TRAF5|TREM2|UNC13D|UPK1B|VAV3|VCP|VLDLR|

VSIG4|VWCE|WDHD1|ZFYVE1 

 

GO term ID - GO: 0032501 

GO term definition: multicellular organismal process 

Number of genes: 249 

ABAT|ABHD12|ACAN|ADAM8|ADAMTS18|ADAMTSL2|ADGRG6|ADIPOR2|ADRA2A|AKIRIN2|AKR1D1

|ALKBH5|ALOX5|ANGPTL4|ANXA1|APC2|APRT|ARIH2|ASH1L|ASS1|AXIN1|B4GALT1|BAAT|BACE2|B

ASP1|BCAS3|BCL2A1|BICC1|BMPER|BOC|C1QA|C1QB|C3AR1|CAMK2G|CARD11|CCL19|CD3D|CD3E|C

D4|CD74|CDKN1A|CEBPD|CHAC1|CHD7|CHGA|CHODL|CIT|CKMT2|CLMP|CMTM3|CNGA3|CNTFR|CNT

NAP1|COL12A1|COL14A1|COL1A1|COL1A2|COL3A1|COL5A2|COL6A1|COL6A2|COL6A3|COL8A1|CRB1|

CRMP1|CSF1R|CSPG5|CSRP3|CX3CR1|DACT1|DCN|DKK3|DOCK10|DOCK2|DOCK8|DOK2|DYM|ECRG4|

EGFL6|ELP3|ENPP4|ENTPD1|ESPNL|EYA2|F13A1|FAP|FBLN1|FBN1|FHL1|FN1|FOXD3|FREM1|FSTL1|FU

T7|GABRA5|GART|GLIS1|GM2A|GPER1|GPR65|GSN|GUCA1B|HEXIM1|HIF3A|HNMT|HTR7|HYDIN|ICO

S|ID4|IKZF1|IL18R1|INHA|INPP5D|IRF8|ITGA11|ITGA8|JCHAIN|KCNA2|KCNC2|KCNJ2|KCNK2|KCNQ4|

KERA|KMT2D|KPNA6|KRT24|KRT7|LCP1|LCP2|LINGO1|LMOD2|LOX|LRP1|LRRC17|LRRK1|LTBP1|LU

M|LXN|MAFG|MAP1B|MARCO|MB|MDFI|MDK|METRNL|MFAP2|MFAP5|MMP2|MOB2|MOV10|MRC2|M

SH6|MT3|MTF1|MUSTN1|MXRA8|MYBPC1|MYH15|MYL10|MYL3|MYO1D|MYOD1|MYOG|MYOM3|MY

OZ2|NCS1|NID1|NINJ1|NOCT|NPR3|NPY|NRGN|NRROS|NTM|OSTN|P2RX2|P2RX4|P2RX6|P3H4|PDGFRA|

PDGFRB|PEX13|PIK3CD|PIM1|PLN|PLTP|PLXDC1|POSTN|PRDM1|PRELP|PREX1|PRKCB|PROM1|PRRX2|

PSMG1|PTAFR|PTGFR|PTGS2|PTK2B|PTPN6|PTPN9|PTPRC|PTX3|RERE|RET|RFTN1|RHOBTB3|RNF213|

ROBO1|SEC24D|SERPINE2|SERPINF2|SETD2|SFRP2|SH3PXD2B|SHOX|SIK1|SLC1A2|SLC2A5|SLC46A2|S
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LC8A1|SLIT3|SORL1|SPAG16|SPI1|SRF|SRI|SRPX2|ST3GAL4|SYK|TBX15|TBX18|TF|TFIP11|TGFBI|THBS

4|THRA|TLR4|TMEFF2|TMEM119|TNC|TNFAIP6|TREM2|TRIM45|UGDH|VAV3|VCAN|VLDLR|VWC2L 

 

GO term ID - GO:0048518 

GO term definition: positive regulation of biological process 

Number of genes: 230 

ABAT|ADAM12|ADAM8|ADIPOR2|ADRA2A|AKIRIN2|ANGPTL4|ANXA1|APBB1IP|APC2|ARIH2|ASB11|

ASB4|ASH1L|ASS1|AURKAIP1|AXIN1|AZIN1|B4GALT1|BASP1|BCAS3|BLK|BMPER|BOC|C1QA|C1QB|C

1QTNF8|C1R|C1S|C3AR1|C7|CAPG|CARD11|CARMIL2|CCDC80|CCL19|CD180|CD1B|CD3D|CD3E|CD4|C

D74|CD83|CDKN1A|CEBPD|CENPS|CHD7|CHGA|CHODL|CIT|CMTM3|CNTFR|CNTNAP1|COL1A1|COL3

A1|COL8A1|COLEC12|CSF1R|CSPG5|CSRP3|CTSS|CX3CR1|DACT1|DCN|DOCK2|DOCK8|ECM2|EGFL6|E

LP3|EMILIN2|ENPP2|ENPP4|EYA2|FAP|FBLN1|FHL1|FN1|FOXD3|FRMD5|FSCN1|GLIS1|GPER1|GPR65|G

SN|GUCA1B|HCK|HEXIM1|HIF3A|ICOS|ID4|IGFBP4|IKBKE|IKZF1|IKZF3|IL10RA|IL18R1|IL2RA|INHA|IN

PP5D|IQGAP2|IRF5|IRF8|ITGA8|JCHAIN|KCNC2|KCNJ2|KCNK2|KCTD20|KMT2D|KPNA6|LAG3|LCP1|LC

P2|LMOD2|LRP1|LRRC15|LRRC52|LRRK1|LUM|LY86|MAFA|MAFG|MAP1B|MAP3K21|MAP3K8|MAP4K5

|MAPRE2|MARCO|MASP1|MDK|METRNL|MFAP2|MID1IP1|MMP2|MOB2|MOV10|MT3|MTF1|MYOD1|M

YOG|NCS1|NID1|NINJ1|NOCT|NPR3|NPY|NRGN|P2RX2|P2RX4|P2RY6|PARP16|PDGFRA|PDGFRB|PGK2|

PIK3CD|PIM1|PKIB|PLTP|PMAIP1|POSTN|POU2F1|PRDM1|PRDM4|PREX1|PRKCB|PROM1|PSMA7|PSMC

1|PTAFR|PTGFR|PTGS2|PTK2B|PTPN6|PTPN9|PTPRC|PTX3|RAB15|RASL11A|RASSF5|RERE|RET|RFTN1|

RNF139|RNF144B|ROBO1|RPS6KA2|RPTOR|SERPINE2|SERPINF2|SESN3|SETD2|SFRP2|SH3PXD2B|SHO

X|SIK1|SIRPA|SLA|SLC1A2|SLC8A1|SMOC2|SORL1|SPI1|SRF|SRI|SRPX2|SYK|TAF5L|TBX15|TBX18|TF|T

HBS2|THBS4|THEMIS2|THRA|TLR4|TLR7|TMEM119|TNC|TNFAIP6|TNFSF13B|TRAF5|TREM2|UNC13D|

VAV3|VCP|VLDLR|VSIG4|VSNL1|VWC2L|WDFY2 

 

GO term ID - GO:0032502 

GO term definition: developmental process 

Number of genes: 227 
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ABAT|ACAN|ADAM12|ADAM8|ADAMTS18|ADAMTSL2|ADGRG6|ADIPOR2|AKIRIN2|ALKBH5|ANGPT

L4|ANXA1|APC2|APRT|ARIH2|ASH1L|ASS1|AXIN1|B4GALT1|BAAT|BACE2|BASP1|BCAS3|BCL2A1|BIC

C1|BLK|BMPER|BOC|C1QA|C1QB|CAMK2G|CARD11|CARMIL2|CCL19|CD3D|CD3E|CD4|CD74|CDKN1A|

CEBPD|CHAC1|CHD7|CHODL|CIT|CLMP|CMTM3|CNTFR|CNTNAP1|COL12A1|COL14A1|COL1A1|COL1

A2|COL3A1|COL5A2|COL6A1|COL6A2|COL6A3|COL8A1|CRB1|CRMP1|CSF1R|CSPG5|CSRP3|CX3CR1|D

ACT1|DCN|DHRS9|DKK3|DOCK10|DOCK2|DOK2|DYM|ECRG4|EGFL6|ELP3|ETV3|EYA2|FAP|FBLN1|FB

N1|FHL1|FN1|FOXD3|FREM1|FRMD6|FSTL1|FUT7|GABRA5|GART|GLIS1|GPER1|GPR65|GSN|HCK|HEXI

M1|HIF3A|HNMT|HYDIN|ICOS|ID4|IKZF1|IKZF3|IL18R1|INHA|INPP5D|IRF8|ITGA11|ITGA8|KCNA2|KCN

C2|KCNK2|KCNQ4|KERA|KMT2D|KRT24|KRT7|LCP1|LINGO1|LMOD2|LOX|LRP1|LRRC17|LRRK1|LTBP

1|LUM|MAFG|MAP1B|MB|MDFI|MDK|METRNL|MFAP2|MFAP5|MMP2|MOB2|MOV10|MPZL2|MRC2|MR

EG|MSH6|MSI2|MT3|MTF1|MUSTN1|MXRA8|MYBPC1|MYH15|MYL3|MYO1D|MYOD1|MYOG|MYOM3|

MYOZ2|NCS1|NID1|NINJ1|NPR3|NPY|NRGN|NRROS|NTM|OSTN|P2RX2|P2RX4|PDGFRA|PDGFRB|PEX13

|PIK3CD|PIM1|PLN|PLXDC1|POSTN|PRDM1|PRELP|PREX1|PROM1|PRRX2|PSMG1|PTGS2|PTK2B|PTPN6|

PTPN9|PTPRC|PTX3|RERE|RET|RHOBTB3|RNF213|ROBO1|SEC24D|SERPINE2|SERPINF2|SETD2|SFRP2|

SH3PXD2B|SHOX|SIK1|SLA|SLC1A2|SLC46A2|SLC8A1|SLIT3|SORL1|SPAG16|SPI1|SRF|SRI|SRPX2|SYK|

TBX15|TBX18|TFIP11|TGFBI|THRA|TLR4|TMEFF2|TMEM119|TNC|TREM2|TRIM45|UGDH|UNC13D|UPK

1B|VAV3|VCAN|VLDLR|VWC2L 

 

GO term ID - GO: 0048856 

GO term definition: anatomical structure development 

Number of genes: 219 

ABAT|ACAN|ADAM12|ADAM8|ADAMTS18|ADAMTSL2|ADGRG6|ADIPOR2|AKIRIN2|ANGPTL4|ANXA

1|APC2|APRT|ARIH2|ASH1L|ASS1|AXIN1|B4GALT1|BAAT|BACE2|BASP1|BCAS3|BCL2A1|BICC1|BMPE

R|BOC|C1QA|C1QB|CAMK2G|CARD11|CARMIL2|CCL19|CD3D|CD3E|CD4|CD74|CDKN1A|CEBPD|CHAC

1|CHD7|CHODL|CIT|CLMP|CMTM3|CNTFR|CNTNAP1|COL12A1|COL14A1|COL1A1|COL1A2|COL3A1|C

OL5A2|COL6A1|COL6A2|COL6A3|COL8A1|CRB1|CRMP1|CSF1R|CSPG5|CSRP3|CX3CR1|DACT1|DCN|D

HRS9|DKK3|DOCK10|DOCK2|DOK2|DYM|ECRG4|EGFL6|ELP3|EYA2|FAP|FBLN1|FBN1|FHL1|FN1|FOXD

3|FREM1|FRMD6|FSTL1|FUT7|GABRA5|GART|GPER1|GPR65|GSN|HCK|HEXIM1|HIF3A|HNMT|HYDIN|I

COS|ID4|IKZF1|IKZF3|IL18R1|INHA|INPP5D|IRF8|ITGA11|ITGA8|KCNA2|KCNC2|KCNK2|KCNQ4|KERA|

KMT2D|KRT24|KRT7|LCP1|LINGO1|LMOD2|LOX|LRP1|LRRC17|LRRK1|LTBP1|LUM|MAFG|MAP1B|MB|

MDFI|MDK|MFAP2|MFAP5|MMP2|MOB2|MOV10|MPZL2|MSH6|MSI2|MT3|MTF1|MUSTN1|MXRA8|MYB

PC1|MYH15|MYL3|MYO1D|MYOD1|MYOG|MYOM3|MYOZ2|NCS1|NID1|NINJ1|NPR3|NPY|NRGN|NRRO
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S|NTM|OSTN|P2RX2|P2RX4|PDGFRA|PDGFRB|PEX13|PIK3CD|PIM1|PLN|PLXDC1|POSTN|PRDM1|PREL

P|PREX1|PROM1|PRRX2|PSMG1|PTGS2|PTK2B|PTPN6|PTPN9|PTPRC|PTX3|RERE|RET|RHOBTB3|RNF21

3|ROBO1|SEC24D|SERPINE2|SERPINF2|SETD2|SFRP2|SH3PXD2B|SHOX|SIK1|SLC1A2|SLC46A2|SLC8A1

|SLIT3|SORL1|SPAG16|SPI1|SRF|SRI|SRPX2|SYK|TBX15|TBX18|TFIP11|TGFBI|THRA|TLR4|TMEFF2|TME

M119|TNC|TREM2|TRIM45|UGDH|UNC13D|UPK1B|VAV3|VCAN|VLDLR|VWC2L 

 

GO term ID - GO: 0051716 

GO term definition: cellular response to stimulus 

Number of genes: 216 

ACKR4|ADAM8|ADGRD2|ADGRG5|ADGRG6|ADIPOR2|ADRA2A|ALKBH5|ALOX5|ANXA1|APBB1IP|AP

C2|APRT|ARHGAP40|ASB11|ASB18|ASB4|ASS1|AXIN1|BAAT|BCAS3|BCL2A1|BLK|BOC|C3AR1|CAMK2

G|CARD11|CCL19|CCR5|CD180|CD3D|CD3E|CD4|CD74|CD83|CDKN1A|CEBPD|CENPS|CHAC1|CHGA|CI

T|CMTM3|CNGA3|CNTFR|CNTNAP1|COL1A1|COL1A2|COL3A1|COL5A2|COL6A1|COLEC12|CPZ|CSF1R|

CSF2RA|CSPG5|CSRP3|CTSS|CX3CR1|DACT1|DEPDC1|DKK3|DNAJB12|DOCK10|DOCK2|DOCK8|DOK2|

ECRG4|ETV3|EYA2|F13A1|FBLN1|FBN1|FIBIN|FN1|FSCN1|FSTL1|GABRA5|GATSL2|GFPT2|GMIP|GNG1

0|GPER1|GPR160|GPR34|GPR65|GSN|GSTA3|GUCA1B|HCK|HIF3A|HTR7|IGFALS|IGFBP4|IGSF6|IKBKE|I

L10RA|IL18R1|IL2RA|INHA|INPP5D|IQGAP2|IRF5|IRF8|ITGA11|ITGA8|ITGBL1|KCNC2|KCNJ2|KCNK2|K

LF9|LAG3|LAPTM5|LCP1|LCP2|LOX|LRP1|LTBP1|MAFA|MAP1B|MAP1LC3C|MAP3K21|MAP3K8|MAP4

K5|MARCO|MDK|METRNL|MMP2|MOV10|MPP1|MSH6|MT3|MYOD1|MYOG|MYOZ2|NCF4|NCS1|NPR3|

NPY|NRGN|NRROS|NUAK2|OSTN|P2RX2|P2RX4|P2RX6|P2RY6|PARP16|PDE7B|PDGFRA|PDGFRB|PIK3

CD|PIM1|PLA2G4A|PLN|PMAIP1|POSTN|POU2F1|PREX1|PRKCB|PSMA7|PSMC1|PTAFR|PTGFR|PTGS2|P

TK2B|PTPN13|PTPN6|PTPN7|PTPN9|PTPRC|RAB15|RASL11A|RASSF5|RET|RFTN1|RGS18|RGS19|RHOBT

B3|RNF139|RNF34|ROBO1|RPS6KA2|RPTOR|SAG|SESN3|SETD2|SFRP2|SIK1|SIRPA|SLC1A2|SLC2A5|SL

C8A1|SLIT3|SOD3|SPI1|SRF|SRI|SYK|SYT6|TF|TFIP11|THBS4|THEMIS2|THRA|TLR4|TLR7|TNC|TNFAIP6|

TNFSF13B|TRAF5|TREM2|VAV3|VCP|VLDLR|WDHD1|ZFYVE1 

 

GO term ID - GO: 0007275 

GO term definition: multicellular organism development 
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Number of genes: 206 

ABAT|ACAN|ADAM8|ADAMTS18|ADAMTSL2|ADGRG6|ADIPOR2|AKIRIN2|ANGPTL4|ANXA1|APC2|AP

RT|ARIH2|ASH1L|ASS1|AXIN1|B4GALT1|BAAT|BACE2|BASP1|BCAS3|BCL2A1|BICC1|BMPER|BOC|C1Q

A|C1QB|CAMK2G|CARD11|CCL19|CD3D|CD3E|CD4|CD74|CDKN1A|CEBPD|CHAC1|CHD7|CHODL|CIT|C

LMP|CMTM3|CNTFR|CNTNAP1|COL12A1|COL14A1|COL1A1|COL1A2|COL3A1|COL5A2|COL6A1|COL6

A2|COL6A3|COL8A1|CRB1|CRMP1|CSF1R|CSPG5|CSRP3|CX3CR1|DACT1|DCN|DKK3|DOCK10|DOCK2|

DOK2|DYM|ECRG4|EGFL6|ELP3|EYA2|FAP|FBLN1|FBN1|FHL1|FN1|FOXD3|FREM1|FSTL1|FUT7|GABRA

5|GART|GPER1|GPR65|GSN|HEXIM1|HIF3A|HNMT|HYDIN|ICOS|ID4|IKZF1|IL18R1|INHA|INPP5D|IRF8|I

TGA11|ITGA8|KCNA2|KCNC2|KCNK2|KCNQ4|KERA|KRT24|KRT7|LCP1|LINGO1|LOX|LRP1|LRRC17|LR

RK1|LTBP1|LUM|MAFG|MAP1B|MB|MDFI|MDK|MFAP2|MFAP5|MMP2|MOB2|MOV10|MSH6|MT3|MTF1|

MUSTN1|MXRA8|MYBPC1|MYH15|MYL3|MYO1D|MYOD1|MYOG|MYOM3|MYOZ2|NCS1|NID1|NINJ1|N

PR3|NPY|NRGN|NRROS|NTM|OSTN|P2RX2|P2RX4|PDGFRA|PDGFRB|PEX13|PIK3CD|PIM1|PLN|PLXDC1

|POSTN|PRDM1|PRELP|PREX1|PROM1|PRRX2|PSMG1|PTGS2|PTK2B|PTPN6|PTPN9|PTPRC|PTX3|RERE|

RET|RHOBTB3|RNF213|ROBO1|SEC24D|SERPINE2|SERPINF2|SETD2|SFRP2|SH3PXD2B|SHOX|SIK1|SLC

1A2|SLC46A2|SLC8A1|SLIT3|SORL1|SPI1|SRF|SRI|SRPX2|SYK|TBX15|TBX18|TFIP11|TGFBI|THRA|TLR4|

TMEFF2|TMEM119|TNC|TREM2|TRIM45|UGDH|VAV3|VCAN|VLDLR|VWC2L 

 

GO term ID - GO:0048731 

GO term definition: system development 

Number of genes: 190 

ABAT|ACAN|ADAM8|ADAMTS18|ADAMTSL2|ADGRG6|ADIPOR2|ANGPTL4|ANXA1|APRT|ARIH2|ASH

1L|ASS1|B4GALT1|BAAT|BACE2|BASP1|BCAS3|BCL2A1|BICC1|BMPER|BOC|C1QA|C1QB|CAMK2G|CA

RD11|CCL19|CD3D|CD3E|CD4|CD74|CDKN1A|CEBPD|CHAC1|CHD7|CHODL|CIT|CLMP|CNTFR|CNTNAP

1|COL12A1|COL14A1|COL1A1|COL1A2|COL3A1|COL5A2|COL6A1|COL6A2|COL6A3|COL8A1|CRB1|CR

MP1|CSF1R|CSPG5|CSRP3|CX3CR1|DACT1|DCN|DKK3|DOCK10|DOCK2|DOK2|DYM|ECRG4|ELP3|FAP|F

BN1|FHL1|FN1|FREM1|FUT7|GABRA5|GART|GPER1|GSN|HEXIM1|HIF3A|HNMT|HYDIN|ICOS|ID4|IKZF

1|IL18R1|INHA|IRF8|ITGA11|ITGA8|KCNA2|KCNC2|KCNK2|KCNQ4|KERA|KRT24|KRT7|LCP1|LINGO1|L

OX|LRP1|LRRC17|LRRK1|LTBP1|LUM|MAP1B|MB|MDFI|MDK|MFAP2|MFAP5|MMP2|MOB2|MOV10|MS

H6|MT3|MTF1|MUSTN1|MXRA8|MYBPC1|MYH15|MYL3|MYO1D|MYOD1|MYOG|MYOM3|MYOZ2|NCS1

|NID1|NINJ1|NPR3|NPY|NRGN|NRROS|NTM|OSTN|P2RX2|P2RX4|PDGFRA|PDGFRB|PEX13|PIK3CD|PLN|

PLXDC1|POSTN|PRDM1|PRELP|PREX1|PROM1|PSMG1|PTGS2|PTK2B|PTPN6|PTPN9|PTPRC|PTX3|RERE|
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RET|RHOBTB3|RNF213|ROBO1|SERPINE2|SERPINF2|SETD2|SFRP2|SH3PXD2B|SHOX|SIK1|SLC1A2|SLC

46A2|SLC8A1|SLIT3|SORL1|SPI1|SRF|SRI|SRPX2|SYK|TBX15|TBX18|TFIP11|TGFBI|THRA|TLR4|TMEFF2|

TMEM119|TNC|TREM2|TRIM45|VAV3|VCAN|VLDLR|VWC2L 

 

GO term ID - GO:0016043 

GO term definition: cellular component organization 

Number of genes: 189 

ACAN|ADAM12|ADAM8|ADAMTS14|ADAMTSL2|ADGRG6|ADRA2A|ANGPTL4|ANXA1|APC2|ARHGAP

40|ASH1L|AURKAIP1|AXIN1|B4GALT1|BAAT|BCAS3|BOC|BUB1|C1QA|C1QB|C1QL2|CADM3|CAMK2G|

CAPG|CARMIL2|CCDC80|CCR5|CD3D|CD3E|CD4|CD74|CENPS|CHD7|CHGA|CHMP6|CIT|CNTNAP1|COL

12A1|COL14A1|COL1A1|COL1A2|COL22A1|COL3A1|COL5A2|COL6A1|COL6A2|COL6A3|COL8A1|COLE

C12|CRB1|CRMP1|CSF1R|CSPG5|CSRP3|CTSS|CX3CR1|DCN|DNAJB12|DNAJC11|DNASE2B|DOCK10|DO

CK2|DOK2|DYM|ECM2|EGFL6|ELP3|ESPNL|EYA2|FBLN1|FBLN5|FBN1|FN1|FRMD5|FRMD6|FSCN1|GAT

AD2B|GPER1|GPR65|GSN|HCK|HYDIN|IKBKE|IKZF1|IQGAP2|ITGA11|ITGA8|KCNA2|KCNC2|KCNJ2|KC

NV1|KCTD12|KMT2D|LCP1|LMOD2|LNX1|LOX|LRFN5|LRP1|LUC7L|LUM|MAP1B|MAP1LC3C|MAPRE2|

MARCO|MDK|MFAP2|MFAP5|MID1IP1|MMP2|MMP23B|MMP27|MOB2|MREG|MSH6|MT-

ND2|MT3|MTFR1L|MYBPC1|MYOD1|MYOM3|MYOZ2|NID1|NOCT|NPY|NUAK2|P2RX2|P2RX4|P2RX6|P3

H4|PATL2|PDGFRA|PDGFRB|PEX13|PEX14|PFN4|PIK3CD|PLN|PLTP|PMAIP1|POSTN|PRDM4|PREX1|PR

KCB|PSMG1|PSTPIP2|PTK2B|PTPN6|PTPRC|PTX3|RERE|RET|RFTN1|RHOBTB3|RNF213|ROBO1|RPTOR|

SEC24D|SERPINE2|SERPINF2|SETD2|SFRP2|SH3PXD2B|SLC1A2|SLIT3|SMC2|SMOC2|SNAP91|SPAG16|S

PI1|SPTY2D1|SRF|TAF5L|TF|TFIP11|TGFBI|TLCD2|TMEM123|TMEM14A|TNC|TREM2|UGDH|VAV3|VCA

N|VCP|VILL|VLDLR|ZW10 

 

GO term ID - GO:0048522 

GO term definition: positive regulation of cellular process 

Number of genes: 189 

ABAT|ADAM8|ADRA2A|AKIRIN2|ANXA1|ARIH2|ASB4|ASH1L|ASS1|AURKAIP1|AXIN1|B4GALT1|BCA

S3|BLK|BMPER|BOC|C1QA|C1QTNF8|C3AR1|CAPG|CARD11|CARMIL2|CCL19|CD180|CD3D|CD3E|CD4|
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CD74|CD83|CDKN1A|CEBPD|CENPS|CHD7|CHGA|CHODL|CIT|CMTM3|CNTFR|CNTNAP1|COL1A1|COL

3A1|COLEC12|CSF1R|CSPG5|CSRP3|CX3CR1|DACT1|DCN|DOCK8|ELP3|ENPP2|EYA2|FAP|FBLN1|FN1|F

OXD3|FSCN1|GLIS1|GPER1|GPR65|GSN|GUCA1B|HCK|HEXIM1|HIF3A|ICOS|ID4|IGFBP4|IKBKE|IKZF1|I

KZF3|IL10RA|IL18R1|IL2RA|INHA|INPP5D|IQGAP2|IRF5|IRF8|ITGA8|JCHAIN|KCNK2|KCTD20|KMT2D|K

PNA6|LCP1|LCP2|LMOD2|LRP1|LRRC15|LRRK1|LUM|LY86|MAFA|MAFG|MAP1B|MAP3K21|MAP3K8|M

AP4K5|MAPRE2|MARCO|MDK|METRNL|MID1IP1|MMP2|MOB2|MOV10|MT3|MTF1|MYOD1|MYOG|NCS

1|NOCT|NRGN|P2RX2|P2RX4|P2RY6|PARP16|PDGFRA|PDGFRB|PGK2|PIK3CD|PIM1|PKIB|PMAIP1|POST

N|POU2F1|PRDM4|PREX1|PRKCB|PROM1|PSMA7|PSMC1|PTAFR|PTGFR|PTGS2|PTK2B|PTPN6|PTPRC|P

TX3|RAB15|RASL11A|RASSF5|RERE|RET|RNF139|RNF144B|ROBO1|RPS6KA2|RPTOR|SERPINE2|SERPI

NF2|SESN3|SFRP2|SH3PXD2B|SHOX|SIK1|SIRPA|SLA|SLC8A1|SMOC2|SORL1|SPI1|SRF|SRI|SRPX2|SYK|

TAF5L|TBX15|TBX18|TF|THBS2|THBS4|THRA|TLR4|TLR7|TMEM119|TNC|TNFAIP6|TNFSF13B|TRAF5|T

REM2|UNC13D|VAV3|VCP|VLDLR|VSNL1|VWC2L|WDFY2 
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Supplementary Table 5.5 P values comparing woody breast (WB1) vs. Normal and spaghetti 

meat (SM1) vs. WB1 from ddPCR and RNA-seq 

  WB1 vs. Normal SM1 vs. WB1 

Gene ddPCR RNA-seq ddPCR RNA-seq 

Oxidative stress response 

    HIF1A 0.187 0.517 0.013 0.338 

    SOD1 0.012 0.577 0.152 0.024 

    SOD2 0.009 0.847 0.011 0.783 

    SOD3 0.056 0.07 0.056 0.027 

    GSTM2 0.186 0.605 0.013 0.221 

Cellular signaling 

    mTOR 0.049 0.556 0.045 0.969 

    TGFB1 0.031 0.898 0.091 0.654 

    PRKAA1 0.032 0.881 0.092 0.260 

    PRKAA2 0.161 0.982 0.891 0.820 

    PRKAB2 0.631 0.258 0.497 0.132 

    PRAKG3 0.509 0.371 0.999 0.156 

    LKB1 0.424 0.191 0.424 0.677 

    LITAF 0.211 0.126 0.211 0.407 

    CAMKK2 0.055 NA 0.117 NA 

Muscle development and repair 

    IGF1 0.448 0.467 0.797 0.838 

    MYOD1 0.908 0.085 0.245 0.314 

    MYF5 0.998 0.904 0.62 0.402 

    MSTN 0.056 0.231 0.238 0.152 

Collagen and connective tissue 

    COL3A1 0.021 0.061 0.048 0.032 
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Chapter 6. General discussion and future work 

6.1 Overall findings 

During the past decade, muscular abnormalities from fast-growing and high-yield broiler 

chickens have become one of the biggest concerns in the poultry industry. These myopathies are 

called spaghetti meat, woody breast, and white striping. They are reported to be more common in 

commercial broiler flocks in countries with intensive farming, and are characterized by a loss of 

myofibers and an increase in fibrous tissue which results in both meat quality defects and 

decreased consumer acceptance. 

In the present study, we assessed the prevalence of myopathies in commercial broiler 

chicken flocks from Ontario, Canada, and investigated the risk factors associated with their 

occurrence. SM was observed in more than one third of the sampled flocks and 10% of fillets 

had severe WB. WS was observed in almost all fillets, and most of the fillets (85.1%) had 

multiple myopathies. The odds of SM increased with live weight and temperature during grow-

out; similarly, the odds of WB increased with live weight and mortality rate during grow-out in 

the flock. Our results indicate that environmental conditions and husbandry are associated with 

the occurrence of breast myopathies, which is in agreement with findings of others. 

Since these breast myopathies are prevalent in Ontario broiler flocks, we also described 

the physical and histological characteristics of SM, WB, and WS from commercial broiler 

chicken flocks and assessed associations between the severity of myopathies and physical and 

histological characteristics of the affected breast muscle fillets. Because these breast myopathies 

tend to occur together, we used the combined classification of SM and WB while excluding WS, 

which appears in almost all fillets. The odds of SM co-occurring with severe WB were 
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significantly associated with fillet thickness and weight. Histologically, myopathies had 

overlapping lesions consisting of polyphasic myodegeneration, perivascular inflammatory cuffs, 

and accumulation of fibrous tissue and fat. A pairwise correlation between macroscopic and 

microscopic scores showed moderate correlation. 

Lastly, we characterized the molecular profile associated with the occurrence of SM and 

WB to improve our understanding of pathomechanisms involved in the occurrence of these 

myopathies. The principal component plot and the heatmap cluster analysis showed that 

transcriptomic profiles of WB samples clustered together and were separate from normal or SM 

samples. Similarly, transcriptomic profiles of normal and SM samples also clustered together. 

There were significant differences in expressed genes between WB and normal samples, but 

there was no significant difference in expressed genes between normal samples and SM-affected 

fillets. The Gene Ontology and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes analysis showed that 

WB has a transcriptomic profile that differs from both SM-affected and normal fillets. Results 

showed that WB is a condition associated with the regulation of genes involved in interactions 

between cells and the extracellular environment and the immune response. On the contrary, the 

lack of significant differences in expressed genes between the SM-affected and normal fillets 

suggests that SM may be caused by mechanical disruptions at the processing plant rather than 

factors intrinsic to the broiler breast muscle. Alternatively, the pinching method, consisting of 

pinching breast fillets to appreciate the separation of muscle fiber bundles, might not be 

sufficiently accurate to classify SM-affected fillets since the force of pinching might be 

inconsistent. 
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6.2 Future work 

We scored breast fillets from two commercial plants in Ontario. Ontario is the largest of 

the 10 chicken-producing provinces in Canada, and the chicken production in Ontario accounts 

for 34.6% of Canadian chicken production. Additionally, our samples were obtained from one of 

the largest processing plants in Ontario, suggesting that our results are applicable at least to this 

province, and likely also nationwide. In the future, it will be necessary to understand 

interprovincial differences in the prevalence of breast myopathies, in order to gauge more 

accurately the status of these myopathies in Canada. 

Since broiler breast myopathies seem to be associated with a high growth rate, several 

studies were conducted to mitigate the occurrence and severity of breast myopathies by changing 

feed formulation and adding supplements such as antibiotic alternatives. Future studies could 

include animal trials employing different management styles, feed rations and supplements, in 

order to verify how these variables influence the severity of breast myopathies in a controlled 

environment.  

Our prevalence study used a questionnaire that was sent to processing plants. The 

questionnaire was tested and modified by experts in the poultry industry, and the questions that 

respondents would find difficult to answer were removed. The repeatability of the questionnaire 

was guaranteed since the answers for the questionnaire were based on the flock sheet from 

growers, and processing plants keep copies of the flock sheet. Furthermore, key questions 

regarding vaccination and medication were validated through the repeated administration of 

questions, and processing plant personnel double-checked the answers to the questions. One 

thing that would improve future studies is to include information from hatcheries and broiler 
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breeders in the questionnaire. Egg-incubation temperature, hatching time, and the age of broiler 

breeders affect the growth rate and meat quality. Detailed evaluation of hatchery information can 

potentially provide a better understanding of pre-hatch conditions which can affect the 

development of myopathies. The current questionnaire collects information about disease 

outbreaks that require a veterinary treatment during grow-out. An interview with growers 

regarding growing conditions will be beneficial to understand husbandry and management 

conditions in growing farms. Thus, it will be more helpful to include hatchers and growers as 

responders to collect comprehensive information on hatchery and management factors in future 

studies. 

Because of COVID-19, the seasonal variation of the prevalence of breast myopathies was 

observed in only one plant that employs the air-chilling method. If we could score samples 

during four seasons from a plant employing the water-chilling method, we could analyze the 

seasonal variations of the breast myopathies from both chilling methods, and the interaction of 

chilling methods and seasonal effects. 

One of the limitations of the prevalence study was the subjective scoring of breast 

myopathies. The scorers implemented scoring methods based previous publications. When 

myofibers were clearly separated / unraveled, breast fillets were scored as SM. The number and 

thickness of white lines was determined for scoring of WS. Those two scores were relatively 

reproducible because it was possible to score the fillets precisely by visual examination. 

However, the scoring of WB relies on the palpation of breast fillets to evaluate the firmness. The 

palpation could be inconsistent depending on the scorer, and even the same score might give a 

different classification depending on the scorer’s attentiveness and tactile sensitivity. The onset 
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of rigor appears to affect perceived hardness, increasing variability. While the classification of 

WB is in part subjective, detection of severe WB appears to have been accurate throughout our 

study, as shown by the fact that our WB samples had common transcriptomic profiles (Chapter 

5).  

The manual scoring causes a financial burden to the processing plants because the plants 

have to hire and train employees to score breast fillets. In a commercial processing plant, 15,000 

broilers are processed per hour (250 broilers/min), meaning processing plants should hire a 

substantial number of people to sort out the affected breast fillets. As an alternative, several 

processing plants in the USA and Europe have implemented an in-line detection system such as 

near-infrared spectroscopy, to sort out fillets with breast myopathies. To the authors’ knowledge, 

Canadian processing plants have not implemented in-line detection systems yet. When Canadian 

plants install near-infrared spectroscopy in the near future, the validation of in-line detection 

systems will be required. Our histological grading scheme will be helpful as a standard against 

which to validate the spectral reading of those machines, and to test whether the in-line detection 

system sorts out affected fillets correctly. 

Our RNA sequencing experiments used samples from the evisceration room right after 

exsanguination. There was no observable myofiber separation – consistent with SM – from the 

step of skin removal and arrival of carcasses in the evisceration room, where pinching was 

carried out. Therefore, SM was classified by the pinching method after removing the skin. The 

results of RNA sequencing from samples obtained right after exsanguination showed that the 

expressed genes between SM and normal samples were not significantly different. It is not clear 

whether SM is caused by factors intrinsic to the broiler breast muscle, though Soglia et al. (2020) 
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reported that mRNA concentrations of vimentin and desmin, proteins maintaining sarcomere 

cytoarchitecture, were both higher in the SM samples than normal samples. These authors 

collected samples 3hr postmortem and used the pinching method to classify SM. As stated 

previously, the pinching method might not be accurate. Thus, we are planning to conduct RNA 

sequencing using samples from the deboning area where SM is visible without the pinching 

method. Our future study will verify whether SM naturally occurs in breast muscle or is caused 

by mechanical disruptions at the processing plant. 

The affected breast fillets are discarded because they are visually unappealing or used for 

further processing. Even though affected fillets can be used for making chicken nuggets or 

sausages, the changed functional properties such as lowered water holding capacity and shifting 

from muscle fibers to adipose and connective tissue have a negative impact on meat quality. 

Considering the significant volume of chicken meat produced annually, 5.82 billion kg per year 

in the USA alone, even a small percentage of breast myopathies can have a significant impact on 

the revenue to the poultry industry. In future studies, a cost-benefit analysis will be needed to 

find a balance between not just live weight performance but also meat quality. 

6.3 Conclusions 

This study reports for the first time a high prevalence of myopathies in Ontario broilers 

and suggests that these lesions may have a significant economic impact on the Canadian poultry 

industry. Our results show that the morphologic and microscopic changes of fillets from this 

study are quite similar to data from other countries. Moreover, our results can provide a baseline 

for several physical parameters of these fillets, such as hardness, thickness, and weight of breast 

fillets, which may be helpful to inform future studies. The information from this study can also 
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be used to estimate the magnitude of economic losses and enable future studies to investigate the 

efficacy of mitigating strategies. Further study is needed to determine how risk factors can 

promote the occurrence of these conditions to implement possible mitigating strategies. Finally, a 

better understanding of the metabolic pathways could provide a steppingstone to elucidate the 

etiologies of these myopathies. 
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